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1.1. PREFACE: WHY STUDY PERSONALITIES IN ANIMALS

Is it possible that every single individual is unique? That no “copy” of each of
us is present somewhere else? How and why do we become as we are? How do
personalities develop? And once developed, whatever they are, can they be
modified across time?

These are the kind of questions this thesis deals with. They are the same
that inspired my interests in behavioural biology long before starting to work
on this subject. Then, luckily, I had the opportunity to study personality traits
in a bird species, the great tit (Parus major), within a much larger programme
united in a multilevel system approach encompassing the relations between
genes, behaviour, development and evolution in an ecological context. An
ambitious matter, no doubt.

I am not the first, nor will I be the last, trying to address such questions. An
excursus—largely inspired by a paper and a talk of Hans-Peter Lipp of the
University of Zürich (1995)—through the historical roots of the subject, leads
to the Austrian physician and neuroanatomist Franz Josef Gall (1758-1828),
who postulated a biological origin of interindividual variability against the
doctrine of his time, which attributed it to differential education.

“From my early childhood on, I always lived in company of many brothers,
sisters, and peers. Everyone had something on his own, be it a peculiar talent,
a penchant, or another property making him different from the others. Some
of them were particularly talented in matters in which they were never
instructed, they carved wood or made excellent drawings, others spent all their
time painting, while some of them just played hide and search; there were
others searching the woods for bird nests or collected insects, snail shells,
butterflies, or even built a little garden … In this way, each of us maintained
its own distinctive character, and I never observed a peer who was a mean and
perjurious fellow in one year to become a liable friend for the next year … I
also knew that my brothers, sisters and peers received a rather uniform
education, or, predominantly, none at all … Moreover, I observed among the
tame and wild animals, of which I always kept a few around me, a similar
variability of behaviour as in humans. A given dog would start hunting almost
on his own, while another, from the same species and litter, remained
untrainable …, one dog got lost in the neighbourhood, and another homed
from remote areas even in his youth. There was a bird who listened attentively
to all tunes played to him and memorised them with ease, while another, from
the same nest, never learned anything else but his natural song … It would
seem difficult to attribute all this to missing motivation or differential
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education. Thus, I had to conclude that such properties were innate, in human
beings as in animals. With that, however, one was led to ask for the foundations
of such innateness…”(translation by H. P. Lipp, in Lipp & Wolfer 1995)

Today, we know something more about the epigenetic processes (i.e., the
interaction between genetic and non-genetic factors) underlying the emer-
gence of the individual personality (see Bateson & Martin 2001 for an
overview). The variations are analysed not any more with the two opposing
approaches, that of the “genes” and that of the “environment”, but through a
synthesis and integration among them. Genes and environment are both
indispensable ingredients for shaping individuality. The individual has the
inherent ability to follow different developmental trajectories, depending on
the environmental conditions to which it has been exposed, by accident or not.
The entire life of an individual is characterised by the continuous action of the
genes and the environment, never acting independently from each other.

The questions I address here will not be fully or definitely answered by my
experiments, carried out exclusively in captive birds reared and living in
standard conditions. It is clear that many necessary experiments can not be
done in the wild and that nature can not be brought into the laboratory. The
compromise is to create semi-natural settings and situations simulating tasks
and challenges that animals do encounter in the wild, to use animals originating
from wild populations, and to keep a close collaboration with colleagues
working on related issues in the field. That is what this project attempted to
do. I did not succeed in manipulating physiological factors, such as maternal
hormones, or in carrying out cross-fostering experiments, because the breeding
performance of the birds in captivity turned out to be often insufficient for
achieving a reliable sample size for such experiments (see Chapter 10). In the
bird species I used one poor breeding season is one year lost for ontogenetic
experiments. In 2000 I had the fortune to have a “good” year, which allowed me
to carry out an important manipulation of early food provisioning. I have also not
focussed on the possible brain mechanisms and processes related to personality traits
and their plasticity, for which we currently can only generate hypotheses. This
contribution is a piece of work where I just got closer to the questions, touching
upon and manipulating some potentially important factors. The conclusions and
the hypotheses generated by my work will be outlined in the general discussion,
at the end of the book. Surely, the questions I have faced will continue to tease
theorists, biologists, psychologists, philosophers, parents, grandparents and indeed
probably most of the human kind.

C. CarC. CarC. CarC. CarC. Carererererereeeee
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1.2. CONSISTENT INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES

A general aim of ethology is to explain behavioural individuality, which may
vary with sex, ecological context, individual history, etc. When taking all these
factors into account, still considerable interindividual variation remains. This
is true even for standard test situations. It may seem trivial that any biological
character varies between individuals. As Slater (1981) pointed out, the average
animal emerging after a statistical treatment may possess a set of features that
are not possessed by any single individual in the group. However, much of this
variation is not random. Within vertebrates and even invertebrates, individuals
differ most along an axis from “shy” to “bold” (Wilson et al. 1994) or “pro-
active”-”reactive” (Koolhaas et al. 1999). Actually, this may represent the
animal equivalent of the “extrovert”-”introvert” axis in humans (Eysenck 1982;
see also Kagan et al. 1988 for empirical evidence in children). The “big five”
or Five-Factor Model (openness to experience, conscientiousness, extraversion,
agreeableness and neuroticism, John 1990) is another popular attempt to
categorise correlated personality traits in humans.

In animals “bold” individuals tend to be consistently more aggressive in
comparison with “shy” ones; quicker to explore and hence, less neophobic; less
socially bound and more prone to disperse; more prone to form routines; less
prone to innovate, etc. These contingent behavioural dispositions are assumed
to be relatively stable over lifetime in order to qualify them as personality
attributes. This phylogenetically widespread and similar differentiation in
individual behavioural phenotype may be an unavoidable by-product of
nervous system ontogeny, secondarily put in use in a variety of selective
contexts in different species. For example, steroid hormones are known to
modulate personality traits early in ontogeny, which is used by bird mothers
in a variety of species to manipulate their offspring (Schwabl 1993). Individual
behavioural phenotype will inevitably be contingent with survival, mate choice,
the positioning of individuals in social webs and any kind of decision making.
The interpretation of differences at the finest scale between individuals within
populations is still unresolved (Wilson 1998), while it will be a major challenge
to elucidate the evolutionary effects and functions of interindividual differ-
ences. Apart from these basic questions, the field has great potentials for
developing basic behavioural theory and is relevant to the applied side, such
as commercial farming, animal welfare and conservation biology.

At the start of this project the terminology used in my working environment
referring to behavioural strategies that are consistent across time and situations
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favoured the term “coping style”. Later, with the hope to capture a broader
scientific audience, it was decided to introduce the term “personality”. For this
reason, throughout the thesis I shall use both terminologies interchangeably.

1.3. COPING STYLES OR PERSONALITIES

The ability to cope (i.e. to deal successfully) with the enormous variation in
environmental conditions, both social and non-social, both temporal and
spatial, is a major determinant of the individual ability to survive and reproduce.
Within a species interindividual variation in coping strategies exists to deal with
these environmental challenges. At the extremes, two apparently opposite
styles or sets of personality traits can be recognised: one that is inclined to quick
decisions and to actively “manipulate the situation”; and one that is more
sensitive to external stimuli, but tries to adjust to the situation in an apparently
more passive way. In this thesis I shall often refer to them as the “proactive”
and “reactive” styles respectively, a terminology adopted first by J. M. Koolhaas

C. CarC. CarC. CarC. CarC. Carererererereeeee
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(University of Groningen), describing the features of aggressive and non
aggressive mice, replacing the less specific but more popular terms “active” and
“passive” (Koolhaas et al. 1999, Table 1). These styles are expressed in different
behavioural domains and situations (such as aggression, exploration, foraging),
as well as in physiology (HPA reactivity, production of gonadal hormones). The
styles have been described or suggested for several species, such as mice, rats,
pigs, fishes, tree shrews, farm minks, great tits, man (Koolhaas et al. 2001;
Broom 2001). By concentrating on the extreme phenotypes through the use
of selected lines of animals, one goal of this thesis is to provide a detailed
characterisation of personalities in an avian species.

The relative contribution of genetic and non-genetic factors in shaping
personality traits is of fundamental relevance to biologists and social scientists.
Much work has been done unravelling the genetic factors underlying coping
styles, while little is known about the strength of the epigenetic sources of
variation. Heritability estimates indicate that there is a substantial genetic basis.
In some species, selection experiments have firmly established a heritable
component without obvious developmental plasticity (Koolhaas et al. 1999).
Despite the well-known role of perinatal factors influencing behavioural and
physiological responses later in life with a plethora of effects, the ontogenetic

Table 1. Proactive and reactive coping styles.
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studies rarely consider a sufficiently wide spectrum of behavioural charac-
teristics to be conclusive that the effects are exerted on a coherent set of traits.
The same holds for the influence of adult experiences. The other goal of this
thesis is to investigate the ontogenetic plasticity of personalities.

The coexistence of the styles within the same population suggests that they
are both coherent adaptive patterns in response to every-day challenges, with
similar pay-offs, maybe each in a different context or habitat, in terms of lifetime
reproductive success. The consequences of different strategies in terms of
survival and reproduction have hardly been studied under natural conditions,
but they are the focus of three parallel projects on the great tit (see section 1.6)
and I shall often refer to them throughout the chapters and the general
discussion. The maintenance of different strategies within the same population
may be explained by either habitat- or frequency-dependent selection. In the
first case, different habitats favour different strategies. In the second case the
pay-offs depend on what others in the population are doing: if most individuals
are following one strategy, an alternative strategy may bring an advantage and
eventually a stable balance in occurrence between the strategies may be
reached. Overt behaviour of the organisms themselves may play an active
evolutionary role, for example if mate choice or dispersal is related to personality
traits, or if shifts in strategies occur during the life of an individual, because
these have the potential to affect the genetic variance of the population. In a
population of wild house mice the relative frequency of both styles changed
in the different phases of dynamic population cycles. This suggests that
differential selection on the styles may occur between different phases of the
population cycle and that this may even be influential in dynamics of mouse
populations (van Oortmerssen & Busser 1989).

1.4. HERITABILITY AND DEVELOPMENTAL PLASTICITY OF COPING

The evidence of a genetic influence of genes on behaviour is clear, although
in view of the complexity of the behavioural expression is very unlikely that a
simple genetic system is able to control it, and no evidence of particular alleles
involved is present so far. Selective breeding for a wide range of behaviours has
shown that marked differences between the selection lines appear already after
two or three generations, while stable differences are evident after 10-20
generations (Lipp & Wolfer 1995). Examples abound both in mammals and
birds, involving for example nest building, aggression, open field behaviour, locomotor
activity, avoidance learning, spatial learning in rats and mice; fearful behaviour in farm
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minks; mating behaviour, colour preference, timidity in quails (e.g. Bignami
1965, reviews in Benus et al. 1991, Lipp & Wolfer 1995, Koolhaas et al. 1999).

Heritability is a measure that attempts to quantify the relative importance
of genes and environment on a given characteristic. The higher the figure,
which can vary between 0 and 1.0, the greater the contribution of genetic
variation to individual variation in that characteristic. In humans, twin and
adoption studies of personality measures, such as sociability/shyness,
emotionality and activity level, have typically produced heritabilities in the
range 0.2 to 0.5 (Bateson & Martin 2001). In the great tit birds with a fast speed
of exploration differ from birds with a slow speed of exploration in early
exploratory behaviour and a selection experiment has produced a realised
heritability of 0.54 (Drent et al. 2003). The term realised means that the
estimate is based on actual genetic improvement resulting from selection.

Although attractive, this measure has some conceptual problems (Bateson
& Martin 2001). It is not a quantity that can be defined and/or measured in
an unequivocal way. Moreover, it says nothing about the degree in which genes
and environment contribute to the processes of development. If a population
of individuals is sampled and the results show that one behaviour pattern has
a higher heritability than another, it does not mean that genes play a more
important role in the development of behaviour with the higher heritability.
It could be that the two behaviour patterns have developed in different ways.
Environmental influences might have been relatively constant at the stage in
development when the more heritable behaviour pattern would have been most
strongly affected by experience. The same reasoning holds for groups of
individuals differing in their behavioural phenotype. So, the heritability
estimate is context- dependent. Another limitation is the wrong assumption
that the genetic and environmental variances are independent from each other
and can be added together to obtain the total variation.

In a remarkable study the animals’ genetic background and their rearing
conditions were both varied (Cooper & Zubek 1958). Rats from two genetically
inbred strains were each reared in one of three environments, differing in their
richness and complexity. The ability to find their way through a maze was
measured later in life. Rats from both genetic strains performed equally poorly
in the maze if they had been reared in a poor environment and equally well if
they had been reared in a rich environment filled with toys and objects. The
environmental factor was the only one that mattered. Only in the third type
of environment, where the rearing conditions were intermediate in complexity,
rats from the two strains differed markedly in their ability to navigate the maze.

Chapter 1.Chapter 1.Chapter 1.Chapter 1.Chapter 1. IntrIntrIntrIntrIntroductionoductionoductionoductionoduction
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Thus, the genetic differences came to expression only in the intermediate
environment. An overall estimate of heritability has little meaning in a case
such as this, because the effects of the genes and the environment do not add
together. They depend on the environment in which they are expressed, while
the effects of a particular type of environment depend on the individual’s genes.
Therefore, experimental studies are necessary in which gene-environment
interactions are evaluated, to avoid the risk of misinterpretations of the
heritability estimates.

Genes seem to explain about half of the variation in personality traits in great
tits housed in standard conditions, while field studies of heritabilities give lower
values (Dingemanse et al. 2002). Where does the rest of the variation come
from? Is it random variation, with little room for evolution? Are there
individuals more “plastic” or more prone to change than others? And, could
plasticity itself be a trait responding to selection?

The plasticity of behaviour consists in the ability to develop an array of
behavioural responses to varying environmental conditions. It involves
immediate and often reversible adaptive responses to environmental cues. The
range of behavioural responses will increase with environmental variability and
the degree of plasticity is under evolutionary pressure (Stearns 1989; Komers
1997). Plasticity is present throughout behavioural development, the process
of growth and change from conception to death. Organisms are especially
sensitive to change early in life, when there is still active neural proliferation,
migration and ongoing maturation of many neurotransmitter systems and
synaptic connections in the CNS. At weaning and adolescence changes may
be abrupt, and adults may retain the capacity for change of even their most
stable characteristics in later life. The probability of change in adulthood is
especially prominent following exposure to stressful or emotional conditions at
the same time as the individual is exposed to a new experience. Stress enables
the individual’s behaviour to change, but may also reduce the capacity to
change. Cognitive processes, neurotransmitters and hormones are the
interprets of environmental variation to produce a range of phenotypes from
the same genotype.

High behavioural plasticity improves the chance of establishing and
occupying social niches facilitating reproduction and survival. More subtly,
plasticity makes an individual less exposed to the direct pressure of natural
selection, driving an individual somewhat less solely dependent on his genes. It
makes the organism play an active role in evolution, allowing changes that
otherwise might have been prevented by the death of the animal. Plasticity allows

C. CarC. CarC. CarC. CarC. Carererererereeeee
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the individual to adjust to new conditions that may reveal heritable variation that
was previously unexpressed and opens possibilities for evolutionary changes that
otherwise would not occur (Bateson 1988).

At the start of this study there were indications that in great tits plasticity
can affect the development of the behavioural differences in the population
(Verbeek 1998). In a year characterised by poor environmental conditions (wet
and cold spring)—reflected in a weight lower than normal at an age of 8-12
days and frequent starvation episodes—there were about three times more fast
than slow birds in the population. This ratio was significantly different from
the circa 1.0 ratio observed in “normal” years. It was hypothesised that either
fast nestlings survived better in adverse situations, or that retardation of growth
and enhanced sibling competition in the nestling phase stimulated the
development of a fast phenotype.

The plasticity in the development of personalities may be further subject of
maternal influences, shifting the mean phenotypic value of the offspring in the
next generation. The discovery in the early 90s that the female transmits
androgens to her eggs exerting pronounced influences on offspring
development (Schwabl 1993) translated to birds what was already known from
decades in mammals about pre-natal influences of gonadal hormones. It is
conceivable that these hormones influence personalities, since it has been
suggested that perinatal androgens differentiate coping styles in mice (Compaan
et al. 1992). This is of interest, since cross fostering of eggs, a common
procedure to rule out maternal effects in selection experiments with birds and
also used in great tits (Drent et al. 2003), would not account for effects of yolk
compounds in the eggs.

1.5. STRESS AND COPING

The concepts of personalities and coping styles are tightly linked to the concept
of stress. The stress response, in spite of being studied mostly by physiologists,
pharmacologists and psychopathologists, is considered to be a highly adaptive
piece of physiology when looked by eyes of biologists with an evolutionary
approach. The stress response is itself a measure of plasticity.

An animal faces stress when exposed to adverse conditions eliciting
responses that attempt to deal with the stressor and help return to a
homeostatic condition. It is usually said that when the balance is back to
normal the animal has coped with the stress. Animals exposed to a situation
where they can not alter their behaviour in response to a stressor will give
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responses that lead to chronic stress, with the potential to be abnormal and
maladaptive if coping is unsuccessful. Here, I regard stress from a functional
point of view in terms of adaptive responses to unpredictable, acute, episodic
and short-lasting situations.

Mechanisms have evolved that rapidly trigger changes to cope with such
stressful events. Basically, two main systems are involved, complementing each
other as an emergency system.

(i) The sympathetic-adrenal-medullary system is involved in the
quasi-instantaneous (seconds) activation of physiological
factors such as a rise in the release of cathecolamines, which
induces an increase in heart rate and blood pressure, glucose
and free fatty acids necessary for an immediate increase in
muscular activity to escape or fight the source of stress. A rise
in core body temperature, detectable after minutes, is also
mediated via this system.

(ii) The hypothalamus-pituitary-adrenal axis is slower (minutes).
It involves the rise in the release of the adrenal hormone
corticosterone, which has a cascade of multiple effects, among
which the mobilisation of energy reserves (by enhanced
gluconeogenesis), induction of escape/dispersal behaviour,
increase in activity/foraging.

During my work I have tried to activate both “emergency systems” in
relation to personality in great tits, using different kind of stress sources. The
link with personalities is crucial, since so far a large inter-individual variation
has been observed in the stress response in birds (especially adrenocortical
response): apart from gender, age and seasonal differences, some individuals
only show a weak stress response, whereas other individuals in the same
population show rapid and conspicuous responses. In birds the bases for such
variations and their ecological consequences are unclear (Schwabl 1995;
Silverin 1998). By looking at the stress response in relation to personality types,
we have built a solid framework to interpret and explain them.

In one experiment I tried to replicate the findings in mice, but now in great
tits, that animals with a reactive style have a higher HPA reactivity to stress
(Koolhaas et al. 1999). In another one, I tried to quantify the observation by
Verbeek et al. (1999) that the fast explorers (proactive style) take more time
than slow explorers to initiate a new interaction after losing a male-male
contest. In both experiments and in a third one I also used body temperature
and breath rate as physiological markers of the stress response.

C. CarC. CarC. CarC. CarC. Carererererereeeee
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1.6. THE GREAT TIT

My animal model is the great tit (Parus major), a small, highly territorial, non-
migratory passerine bird and a key species for field studies (Fig. 1). It was chosen
for the following reasons: (i) its behavioural ecology is well known in many
respects; (ii) variation in behaviour exists which seems to fall within the types
of coping (iii) it can be kept in captivity, allowing investigations under
laboratory-controlled conditions.

As a follow-up of the finding of consistent individual differences in great tits’
early exploratory behaviour and aggression, two genetically selected lines for
the former trait have been established (Verbeek et al. 1998; Drent et al. 2003).
The selection was based on a composite trait assessed in the juvenile phase,
shortly after fledging: the speed of exploration in an unfamiliar environment
and the speed of approach to a novel object. This selection resulted in clear
evidence for the genetic basis for these traits, since the scores rapidly diverged
between the two lines already after two generations (Drent et al. 2003, Fig. 2).
The two “types” of individuals have been labelled “fast” and “slow” explorers
(henceforth I indicate the two lines as SLOW and FAST with capital letters)
and they have been hypothesised to reflect the proactive and reactive strategies
of rodents, since they differ in traits like exploration, aggression and routine
formation similar to the mice model. Virtually, all studies on coping styles have
been done with domesticated animals or laboratory rodents, often from a stress
physiology or an animal welfare perspective. These lines created the unique
possibility to study in a wild species how genetic make-up and environmental
factors interact during development to determine an important phenotypic trait
that may profoundly determine individual fitness and exert effects at the
population level.

In 1998 three research groups in The Netherlands, at the NIOO,
(Dr. P. J. Drent, Prof. Dr. A. J. van Noordwijk), the UU (Prof. Dr. G. De Jong),
and the RUG (Dr. T. G. G. Groothuis, Dr. J. M. Tinbergen, Prof.
Dr. J. M. Koolhaas) teamed up under coordination of T. G. G. Groothuis with
the following goals: to quantify the natural variation of the trait in the field both
in juveniles and adults and estimate fitness consequences in different spatial
and temporal conditions (N. Dingemanse, Dr. C. Both); to analyse the genetic
structure of inheritance (K. van Oers); to characterise the nature of the
differences and the influence of environmental factors on their development
(C. Carere). The unifying framework was the question of the origin and
persistence of phenotypic variation in behavioural traits within populations.
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The project forming the basis for this thesis deals specifically with the
characterisation, developmental and plasticity issues.

1.7. QUESTIONS

By using animals resulting from a directional selection for juvenile exploratory
behaviour I had two main goals: 1) to provide further evidence that the concept
of coping styles or personalities holds for great tits as well; hence, I characterised
the nature of the line differences in more detail; 2) to study the degree and the
possible way of action of ontogenetic plasticity in shaping heritable styles; hence
I manipulated rearing condition.

I characterised personalities in great tits belonging to the two selection lines
(3rd to 6th generation, except for one experiment in which birds were sampled
from a wild population and only phenotypically characterised) by searching for
line differences in an array of situations. I was interested whether indeed they
generalise to a number of situations and contexts across the lifespan. The one
where I put most emphasis on is the stress response, because through this I
could infer possible physiological mechanisms underlying the strategies. In one
experiment I challenged the experimental subjects of the two “types” inducing
a social conflict following a territorial intrusion. In another experiment I
induced a situation thought to simulate a predation attempt by using a “capture
and handling protocol” of the experimental subjects (Silverin 1998).

I looked at ontogenetic plasticity with both a descriptive and an
experimental approach. First, I explored when during ontogeny the differences
emerge, including levels of yolk maternal hormones, and if they are stable and
persist in adulthood. Next, I experimentally created situations expected to
induce plasticity by rearing the animals under different conditions during early
life. I checked whether the induced plasticity affected the set of characteristics
that make up a personality and whether the results of plasticity are transient
or produce stable patterns.

1.8. STRUCTURE OF THE THESIS

The thesis is organised into three topical sections. Section A (Chapters 2 and
3) depicts the behavioural features of the two lines of great tits in an array of
situations and tests the domain generality of the trait. The data presented in
Chapter 2 are the result of a long-term longitudinal study and provide also an
indication of plasticity across age. Section B explores how adult individuals
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entailing those features depicted in the first section cope with stress of social
(Chapters 4 and 5) and non-social (Chapter 6) origin. Section C looks
specifically towards ontogenetic plasticity, both descriptively, exploring how
early and under which circumstances the features are emerging (Chapters 7
and 9), and experimentally, questioning to which extent and for how long they
are able to change upon ontogenetic perturbations (Chapter 8). Chapter 10
tries to summarise and discuss all the findings in a coherent framework.

Fig. 2. Response to artificial selection per generation. Mean values (± SEM) for a
combined score in two behavioural tests performed at 35 days after hatching: exploring
an unfamiliar environment and a novel object in a familiar environment. Both the
selection for FAST (up) and SLOW (down) exploration speed were started from a
common base population (generation 0) collected in the field (Drent et al. 2003).
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ABSTRACT

Personality traits in animals are those which are stable across time and
predictive of behaviour in different situations. A longitudinal study on great
tits (a passerine bird) from two lines bidirectionally selected for fast or slow
exploratory performance, a trait thought to reflect different personalities, was
carried out to test the consistency between behavioural responses to repeated
exposures to the same situation and to different situations. Exploratory
behaviour was assessed in two different tests, each in the juvenile phase and
in adulthood. Agonistic behaviour was assessed in adulthood by means of two
separate tests: response to a caged male intruder and confrontation with a freely
moving opponent. Sexual behaviour was assessed in adulthood by presenting
two caged conspecifics of the opposite sex to the experimental birds.
Exploratory scores differed between the lines in adulthood like in the juvenile
phase. However, SLOW birds tended to become faster in exploration with age
and females were less consistent than males. Agonistic behaviour was
consistent in two similar contexts. SLOW explorers spent more time in
agonistic displays and had longer latencies to attack than birds that were fast
in exploration. SLOW birds also took longer time than FAST birds to approach
a member of the opposite sex. The results demonstrate a long-term consistency
of coping patterns, which is generalised to different contexts. SLOW explorers
can be more generally described as reactive copers, FAST explorers as
proactive. Shifts across age were detected in the exploration scores, indicating
that distinctive modes of behaviour can be altered. These changes affected only
the SLOW line, which, as the reactive copers, is characterised by a higher
degree of behavioural flexibility.
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INTRODUCTION

A growing number of studies is showing that the behavioural phenotypes in
animals can often be categorised in styles or strategies (e.g. for canids Mac
Donald 1983; for felids Mendl & Harcourt 1986; for humans Kagan 1988; for
mice Benus et al. 1991; for fishes Budaev 1997; for octopuses Mather and
Anderson 1993; for pigs Hessing et al. 1994; for birds Drent et al. 2003). Such
strategies and the related concepts of coping styles, temperament traits,
individuality, distinctiveness or “personalities”, involve both intra- and inter-
situational consistency, as well as heritability (Slater 1981; Mendl & Harcourt
1988; Wilson et al. 1994; Jensen 1995; Koolhaas et al. 1999). However, the
study of individual differences in behavioural responses has been largely based
on intra-situational or within-test consistency and only over a limited time-
scale (e.g. in fishes Coleman & Wilson 1998; in great tits Drent & Marchetti
1999; in guinea pigs Albers et al. 1999; in bighorn ewes Réale et al. 2000; in
monkeys Maestripieri 2000; but see Ruis et al. 2000 for intra-test incon-
sistencies in young pigs).

It is often implicitly assumed that traits such as shyness and boldness are
expressed across different situations. Some studies have investigated the
consistency of behavioural responses in different tests or situations or to an
array of stimuli. So far, results have given conflicting evidence and the issue
whether individual differences in behavioural strategies are context specific or
domain general is unresolved. For example, no correlation was found between
responses to social and non-social challenges in pigs (e.g. Spoolder et al. 1996;
D’Eath & Burn 2002, but see Hessing et al. 1993) or between temperament
and social dominance in dairy cattle (Dickson et al. 1970). In juvenile
pumpkinseed sunfish individual differences in shyness and boldness were
consistent within contexts, but did not correlate across contexts (Coleman &
Wilson 1998), and a similar conclusion was reached for bighorn ewes (Réale
et al. 2000). In contrast, Benus and co-workers found significant correlation
between responses to a changing environment, attack latency and routine
formation in mice, identifying “active” and “passive”, or “proactive” and
“reactive” copers, both strategies aiming at successful environmental control
(Benus et al. 1987; 1990; 1991; for reviews Koolhaas et al. 1999; 2001). Similar
evidence is present in rats (Steimer et al. 1997, Koolhaas et al. 1999) and in
young horses (Visser et al. 2001), but in the latter long term consistency could
not be demonstrated convincingly. In pigs predictability of aggression based on
backtest outcomes has been demonstrated (e.g. Hessing et al. 1993), but these
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results could not be always replicated and have been subjected to criticism (e.g.
Jensen 1995; D’Eath & Burn 2002). More recently it has been shown that farm
minks selected for confident and fearful behaviour towards humans generalised
their fear responses across several social and non-social situations over a six
weeks’ period of tests (Malmkvist & Hansen 2002). Studies in passerine birds
(great tits and zebra finches) indicate consistency across contexts (max 6 to
18 weeks, Verbeek et al. 1994; 1996; 1999; Drent & Marchetti 1999;
Beauchamp 2000). Information about the developmental plasticity and stability
across time of these traits is scarce. Age dependent changes in the distribution
of attack latencies in the direction of a reduction in differences, have been
reported for adult male wild rats (Koolhaas et al. 1999), but no longitudinal age-
related or developmental studies have yet been published.

In our study species, the great tit (Parus major), individual differences in
exploration and boldness in juvenile males have predictive value for differences
in aggression and dominance 12-16 weeks later (Verbeek et al. 1996; 1999).
In this species a bidirectional selection experiment showed a heritability of
54±5% for early exploratory behaviour, based on four generations (Drent et al.
2003). Independent cohorts of birds of these selection lines of “FAST” and
“SLOW” explorers differ in other contexts, such as foraging behaviour and
response to social stress (Marchetti & Drent 2000; Carere et al. 2001; Carere
et al. 2003), leading to the hypothesis that they represent the proactive and
reactive strategies described for rodents (Koolhaas et al. 1999). In a remarkable
field study, measurements of exploratory behaviour (in an open field test) of
wild great tits temporarily taken into the lab and recaptured over a period of
two years revealed repeatability ranging from 0.27 to 0.48 (Dingemanse et al.
2002). However, no studies following the same individuals of the selection lines
in different situations and over a long time span have ever directly proved the
domain generality of the trait of interest and its consistency over time. Data
on the domain generality or inter-situational consistency are also important to
test the hypothesis that these lines represent coping strategies similar as those
of the rodents (Koolhaas et al. 1999; 2001).

In the present study we examine the correlation between behavioural
responses across age and situations over a relevant proportion of the individual
life span. We analyse both non-social (exploration in a new environment and
response to a novel object) and social behaviours (agonistic behaviour, sexual
behaviour) which could influence fitness. We tested whether birds of the 3rd
and 4th generation of the above mentioned selection lines showed (i) intra-
situational consistency: exploratory behaviour in the juvenile phase and in
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adulthood (three years span); agonistic behaviour in adulthood (seven months
span) (ii) inter-situational consistency: exploratory behaviour Vs agonistic
behaviour Vs sexual behaviour (seven months and three years span. The data
obtained allowed us to address the question whether in the great tit the “FAST”
and “SLOW” explorers actually fit the distinction of the proactive and reactive
coping as stable individual trait characteristics.

METHODS

Subjects

The great tit is a territorial, non-migratory passerine bird (body mass: 16-20
g) inhabiting woods and parks. Males are territorial throughout the annual cy-
cle, but during autumn and winter, particularly when food is scarce, individuals
may form flocks with a clear social rank order (Drent 1983). Inter-male compe-
tition and social conflicts are very common, and the species has an elaborate
repertoire of agonistic behaviour (Blurton-Jones 1968; Wilson 1992). Once
birds have survived the first winter (mortality of 80-98 %), average life span
is 2.8 years in adult wild birds. In captivity mortality is much lower (5-20 %)
and maximal life span observed was 9 years (Piet J. Drent, unpublished). In
1993, an artificial bi-directional selection program was started on the basis of
the outcome of exploration tests carried out at the age of 35-50 days (Drent
et al. 2003). We used 20 FAST and 14 SLOW birds of the 3rd and 4th
generation originating from this program. All birds were experienced breeders
and were naïve with respect to experiments other than the exploration tests.
Most of the birds (23) were hatched in 1996, the remaining were hatched in
1995 (5), in 1994 (4), and in 1997 (2). In the rest of the text we refer to age
as that of the bulk of the birds.

Housing during the juvenile phase

An overview of the tests, the time-schedule and the housing conditions is
presented in Table 1. The experimental birds were hatched, raised and tested
for early exploratory behaviour (Drent et al. 2003) during the juvenile phase
at the Center for Terrestrial Ecology, Heteren, The Netherlands. They were
the offspring of pairs kept in aviaries. Eggs were incubated and chicks reared
by wild foster parents until day 10 after hatching and hand reared in standard
conditions from day 10 until independence (for details see Verbeek et al. 1994;
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Drent et al. 2003). Thereafter (day 25-30 after hatching), they were housed
individually in standard cages of 0.9 × 0.4 × 0.5 m with a wooden bottom,
top, sides and rear walls, a wire-mesh front and three perches. They were kept
under natural light conditions and had auditory and visual contact with other
individuals housed in the same room. Food (commercial seed mixture,
sunflowers and a protein rich mixture supplemented daily with mealworms) and
water were provided ad libitum. During autumn and early winter birds were
housed in outdoor aviaries (2.0 × 4.0 × 2.5 m) in unisex flocks of six-eight
individuals, whereas from late winter to early summer they were kept in similar
aviaries, but in male-female pairs for the prosecution of the breeding program
and the selection experiment (Drent et al. 2003).

Housing during adulthood

The birds were moved at the age of two years to the facilities of the Biological
Centre of the University of Groningen, Haren, The Netherlands, about 170-
km North from the original location, in March 1998. Upon arrival they were
housed in male-female pairs within the same line in outdoor aviaries for
breeding. The aviaries, measuring 1.5 × 3.0 × 2.0 m, had solid walls and
ceiling, and a wire-mesh in the front. They contained one nest-box, perches
on the left and right walls and a feeding table in the centre (40 × 40 cm). The
bottom was covered with sand. Food was similar to that in the individual
standard cages. During the first test of agonistic behaviour, carried out after
the breeding season immediately after moult (August 1998), birds were still
housed in this condition (Table 1).

One month later (September 1998), all birds were individually housed in
standard cages of 0.8 × 0.4 × 0.4 m solid bottom, sawdust on the bottom, top,
side and rear wooden walls, a wire-mesh front and three perches. Cages were
located indoors in a room of 4.6 × 2.8 × 2.6 m under artificial light conditions
(LD 10-14), each bird having auditory and visual contact with other
conspecifics. Food and water were as in the aviaries. Under these housing
conditions the males underwent the second test of agonistic behaviour
(February 1999). Thereafter, birds were re-housed in the outdoor aviaries
individually and after 3-5 days of habituation underwent the sexual behaviour
tests (March 1999). After that, the same pairs of the previous year (when
possible) were formed for breeding. In the late summer (September 1999) all
birds were again moved indoors and housed individually in standard cages as
described before for the exploration tests.
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Exploration tests (novel environment and novel object)

Details of the tests are provided elsewhere (Drent et al. 2003). Briefly, for the
novel environment test birds were allowed to explore a room with five artificial
wooden trees for 10 min. The time needed to visit four of the five trees was
converted linearly to a 0-10 scale. A score of 10 means that the bird reached
the fourth tree within one min; a score of 0 means that it did not reach the
fourth tree within 10 min. For the novel object test, two sessions were carried
out introducing a novel object on one of the outer perches. A penlight battery
was used on the first day and an 8 cm pink rubber toy on the third day. Birds
were characterized assessing the latency to approach the object and the shortest
distance to it within 120 sec. The results for each session were converted
linearly to a 0-5 scale. A score of five was given when the bird pecked the
object, a score of zero when the bird did not land on the perch with the
object. The sum of the three test scores (0-20) is the trait selected on
(EEB), where 0 is the extreme “SLOW” and 20 is the extreme “FAST”
bird (Drent et al. 2003).

During the juvenile phase the tests were performed at day 35-40 (novel
environment) and day 45-50 (novel object) after hatching. During adulthood
(three years) they were performed with the same sequence and an interval of
three-five days between tests.

Agonistic behaviour tests

A live adult great tit male of unknown exploration score confined in a 20 ×
20 × 20-cm wire cage was used as stimulus and put in the centre of the feeding
table of the aviary for 10 min. The latency to approach it and the behaviour
of the experimental male were recorded. The test started by introducing the
cage with the stimulus bird and stopped after 10 minutes. It was repeated for
three consecutive days at the same time of the day (between 1000 and 1400
hours). Each session was recorded on videotape with a Camcorder (Canovision
EX1 Hi) focused on the table. Tapes were scored independently at normal speed
by a person unaware of the selection line of the animals, using a keyboard event
recorder (“Observer” version 3.0, Noldus Information Technology b.v.
Wageningen, The Netherlands). Behavioural scores were obtained as latencies,
frequencies and duration (in seconds). We considered the following parameters:
latency to land on the table (approach to the stimulus) and two display
postures, wings-out and tail-fanning (Blurton Jones 1968).
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Six months later, each male, previously housed in his indoor cage, was
individually confronted in his resident cage with one of three full-grown males
acting as intruders (age: seven months) for 10 min. The three intruders had
the same parents and age, similar weight and were experimentally naïve. Each
resident was tested once between 1000 and 1400 hours. A maximum of three
tests per day was carried out, each test with a different intruder-resident dyad.
Each intruder was used once per day. Observations were made from behind a
wooden panel, which was introduced in the room two days before the start of
the first confrontation. In case of clear physical fight, occurred in two instances,
the test was stopped and the intruder was removed immediately. Tests were
recorded on videotape and two independent persons scored tapes at SLOW
motion. We considered the following parameters: latency to attack, frequency
of attack episodes, and time spent displaying (mainly the horizontal posture,
sometimes combined with wings-out and tail-fanning, Blurton Jones 1968).
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Table 1. Summary of the tests used to evaluate consistency of behavioural traits in male
and female great tits of the two selection lines. Agonistic behaviour was tested only in
males. See method section for details.

* The combination of these tests (exploration score 0-20) is the selection trait (Drent et al. 2003).
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Sexual behaviour

Both males and females were tested independently in early spring in outdoor
aviaries in the framework of a parallel study on partner preference in relation
to coping strategy (C. Carere, L. Privitera, P. J. Drent, J. M. Koolhaas,
T. G. G. Groothuis unpublished data). Each subject was exposed in a single 30-
min session simultaneously to two stimulus birds. Each stimulus bird was
confined in a cage (30 × 40 × 25 cm, provided with a perch, water and food),
each of a different line and of opposite sex than the experimental bird. Tests
were carried out between 0700 and 1000 hours and behaviour observed from
behind a one-way screen. After 15 min the position of the two cages was
exchanged to control for side preference. Stimulus birds were used not more
than twice and always in different combinations. For the purposes of this study
we scored for both experimental males and females the latency to approach to
the first of the two stimuli. In males we also measured the frequency of sexual
displays (wing-shivering bouts) and song episodes. In females we scored the
frequency of self-preening bouts, irrespective of the distance from the male stimuli.

Analysis

As a consequence of the selection process exploration scores were bimodally
distributed. Also the remaining behavioural parameters were in general not
normally distributed. To test the performance in the exploration tests across
age we used parametric factorial analysis of variance considering line and sex
as grouping factor and age (juvenile phase and adulthood) as repeated measure
factor. The exploration score and the novel environment test needed a square
root transformation to meet the assumptions of the parametric analysis.
Multiple comparisons for the variable line in adulthood were performed by
Tukey-Kramer LSD (least significant difference) test. Post hoc comparisons
(paired t-test and independent sample t-test) were also run to test the effect
of age and sex separately within each line. Mann-Whitney U-test was used to
test line differences in the remaining behavioural parameters, including the first
agonistic behaviour test in which the three consecutive sessions were pooled.
Intra- and inter-test correlation between variables were tested by Spearman rank
order correlation. All statistical tests are two-tailed. Significance level was 0.05.

Due to the long time course of the study, not all results include observations of
the 34 animals originally assigned to the experiment. Sample size is slightly reduced
in some tests. Exact sample sizes are reported in the illustrations or in their legends.
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RESULTS

Neither body mass or tarsus length differed between the two lines at any age.
These morphometric variables did not correlate significantly with any
behavioural measure analysed in this study. The majority of correlations had
p values ranging from 0.4 to 0.8.

Intra-situational consistency: exploration across age

Overall SLOW birds had lower scores than FAST birds in all variables (Fig. 1,
Table 2). A significant interaction of age with line was evident in all three
variables (Table 2): SLOW birds always increased their scores with age,
becoming “faster”, whereas FAST birds did not change Fig. 1). Within line
comparisons revealed that for the novel environment test no significant
changes with age were evident (t = 1.5, p = 0.15 for the FAST line; t = –1.6,
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Table 2. Statistical outcome (analysis of variance for repeated measure) for the effect
of age on the exploration tests (see also Figure 1 and 2).
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p = 0.08 for the SLOW line).
For the novel object score and
for the pooled exploration score
only the SLOW line showed a
significant increase with age (t
= –4.6, p < 0.001; t = –4.5, p
< 0.001, respectively). Post
hoc comparisons for the vari-
able line in adulthood pro-
duced significant differences in
the novel object and in the
exploration score (Ps < 0.05),
but not in the novel envi-
ronment score. In this latter
test the selection lines did not
differ anymore in adulthood
(Fig. 1a), but the post hoc
comparison, run separately for
males and females, showed
that this was the case only for
females, while for males the
lines still differ (Fig. 2). No
main effect of sex or its inter-
action with age was detected,
but the interaction of sex with
line was significant for the nov-
el environment test (Table 2).
In the SLOW line females had
higher scores than males
already in the juvenile phase (t
= 3.1, p = 0.03, Fig. 2).
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Within each age the
novel object and the
novel environment scores
correlated well. Further,
birds showed a substan-
tial stability across age in
all exploration scores

(Table 3). The lowest correlation coefficient (rs = 0.35, p = 0.05) was achieved
for the novel environment test, the one in which in adulthood line differences
became less pronounced (Table 3, Fig. 1a, Fig. 2). This was due to the females,
in which, in contrast to males, the correlation between the novel object and
the novel environment score became less clear in adulthood (rs = 0.81, p <
0.001 in the juvenile phase; rs = 0.44, p = 0.09 in adulthood, Table 5).

Agonistic behaviour: line differences, intra-situational consistency and
correlation with exploration

FAST males showed always lower latencies to approach live conspecifics than
SLOW males (Fig. 3), which was significant during the true confrontation
(caged stimulus in the aviary: U = 19, z = –1.04, p = 0.30, Fig. 3A; true
confrontation: U = 12, z = –2.1, p < 0.04, Fig. 3B). The FAST males also
attacked the intruder more frequently than the SLOW males (U = 9, z = –2.4,
p < 0.02, Fig. 3C). In both tests FAST males spent significantly less time
displaying than SLOW males (U = 11, z = –1.97, p < 0.05; U = 1, z = –3.3,
p < 0.001, respectively, Fig. 3D, E). Indeed, males were consistent in their
agonistic behaviour, especially in the time spent displaying (rs = 0.79, p =
0.001, Table 4). However, latency to attack did not correlate with the amount
of displays exhibited.

In general, juvenile exploratory scores and, to lesser extent adult scores, were
negatively correlated with latencies and display rate in the agonistic challenges
and positively with attack rate. Thus, the two tests with the substantial interval

Fig. 2. Disappearance of the
line difference in females,
but not in males, across age
in the novel environment
test. Values are means ±SE.
* p < 0.05.
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of 6 months reveal similar results, and correlate with the exploration scores:
FAST explorers had shorter attack latencies, higher attack rate, and lower display
rate than SLOW birds.

Sexual behaviour: line differences and correlation with exploration

In the presence of caged conspecifics of the opposite sex FAST individuals took
less time than SLOW individuals to approach the stimulus and this difference
was significant for males (U = 11, z = –2.6, p = 0.01, Fig. 4A), but did not
reach significance for females (U = 11, z = –1.7, p = 0.09 Fig. 4D). The
frequencies of sexual displays did not differ between the lines (U = 28.5, z =
–1, p = 0.30, U = 38.5, z = –0.15, p = 0.88, respectively, Fig 4B, C). Females
did not show any clear postural displays, but they were engaged in frequent
bouts of self-preening activity. The frequency of self-preening bouts did not
differ between the lines (U = 21, z = –0.39, p = 0.69, Fig. 4E).

In males latencies to approach correlated negatively with the two juvenile,
but not with the adult exploration scores in both sexes (Tables 4, 5). In females,
latencies correlated negatively with the juvenile exploration scores and also
with the novel exploration test in adulthood. No associations emerged for the
remaining parameters. Thus latency in a sexual context correlated with
exploration score: birds that explored fast in a non-social context also explored
fast in a social context.

DISCUSSION

Personality traits in animals are those which are stable across time and
predictive of behaviour in different situations. Here we have shown a stable
intra- and inter-situational consistency of behavioural patterns under standard
conditions over a long time scale, indicating that different coping strategies with
generalised responses exist in the great tit at least for exploration and socio-
sexual behaviour.

Intra-situational consistency and plasticity

Overall, birds of the two selection lines showed consistency within the set of
tests of exploratory behaviour. A substantial consistency in all exploration
scores was also evident over a time span of three years. Birds of the SLOW line
became faster in exploration, but the line difference persisted in adulthood.
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Fig. 3. Agonistic behaviour of male great tits of the two selection lines in two similar
contexts, namely in response to a caged male (A, B, n = 7 FAST, 8 SLOW), and to a
freely moving male (C, D, E, n = 8 FAST, 8 SLOW): A) Latency to approach a caged
male; B) Time spent in agonistic displays towards a caged male; C) Latency to attack a
free male intruder; D) Frequency of attacks towards a free intruder; E) Time spent in
agonistic displays towards a free male intruder. Values are means +SE. * p < 0.05; **
p < 0.01.
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vujON vujEN daON daEN 1taL 1lpsiD 2taL 2lpsiD RttA meftaL lpsidxeS
vujEN **48.0

daON **26.0 **56.0

daEN *15.0 54.0 *65.0

1taL 44.0– *35.0– *85.0– 92.0–

1lpsiD 74.0– 33.0– 22.0– 13.0– 13.0–

2taL *85.0– *36.0– 24.0– 61.0– 74.0 42.0

2lpsiD **08.0– **17.0– *05.0– 93.0– 70.0 **97.0 04.0

RttA **76.0 **96.0 14.0 22.0 *75.0– 92.0– **29.0– 74.0–

meftaL **95.0– **76.0– 52.0– 34.0– 14.0 90.0 **16.0 92.0 **07.0–

lpsidxeS 23.0 61.0 61.0– 71.0– 20.0– 30.0 42.0– 41.0– 03.0 32.0–

gnoS 30.0– 41.0 81.0 30.0 20.0 93.0 93.0 60.0– 73.0 30.0– 41.0–

Table 4. Correlation coefficients (Spearman) for the standard exploration tests in the
juvenile phase (juv), and the tests in adulthood (ad) in males.

N = 15-18
NO = novel object
NE = novel environment
Lat 1 = latency to caged intruder
Displ 1 = agonistic displays towards caged intruder
Lat 2 = attack latency in true confrontation
Displ 2 = agonistic displays in true confrontation
AttR = attack rate in true confrontation
Latfem = latency to approach a caged female
Sexdispl = frequency of sexual displays towards a caged female
Song = frequency of song episodes towards a caged female.
* p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01

vujON vujEN daON

vujEN **28.0

daON **26.0 **75.0

xeS×egA *14.0 *53.0 **15.0

Table 3. Correlation coefficients (Spearman) for the exploration tests in the juvenile
phase (juv) and in adulthood (ad). Males and females are pooled.

N = 33-34
NO = novel object
NE = novel environment.
* p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01
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Fig. 4. Sexual behaviour of male (A, B, C, n = 10 FAST, 8 SLOW) and female (D, E, n
= 8 FAST, 6 SLOW) great tits of the two selection lines: A) Latency to approach a caged
female; B) Frequency of sexual displays towards a caged female; C) Frequency of song
episodes; D) Latency to approach a caged male; E) Frequency of self-preening bouts.
Values are means ±SE. (*) p < 0.1; * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01.
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Agonistic behaviour was also consistent in two similar contexts over a time span
of seven months. Studies on long-term consistency in personality traits are
scarce and some predicted or showed changes with age (e.g. Mendl & Harcourt
1988; Verbeek et al. 1994; Koolhaas et al. 1999). Previous studies in juvenile
male great tits phenotypically characterised as FAST or SLOW explorers
indicated that the difference between these categories could be reduced, since
SLOW birds become faster with age over a limited time scale: the novel object
response was consistent over several confrontations with different objects
across a period of five weeks, but nine weeks later SLOW birds approached
the object absolutely and relatively faster (Verbeek et al. 1994; Drent &
Marchetti 1999).

Why is the SLOW line less stable? A first possibility is that birds showed a
long-term habituation towards the tests, particularly the novel object. This
possibility is hardly supported by the literature because studies testing
habituation rate or retention abilities over such a long span are missing in
similar species (but see Grieco et al. 2002 about learning effects on laying date
in blue tits). Only imprinting studies, carried out mainly in precocial species
with a stimulus exposure presented much earlier in ontogeny, show long term
effects (review in Bolhuis 2001). Although unlikely, long-term habituation
cannot be ruled out a priori. A second possibility is that the SLOW line may
form a less homogeneous group entailing a higher potential of variation and
flexibility, since experimental settings with cut-off points lead to an accu-
mulation of individual scores in the distribution curve (Koolhaas et al. 1999).
Most individuals of the SLOW line had scores of zero especially in the juvenile
phase. However, extremely SLOW animals becoming faster over time would
not be detected anyway with our tests. Moreover, in the agonistic tests most
birds attacked within the cut-off time. On the other side, there is an upper limit
in being fast. So, a third possibility is that the line-specificity of the change is
an artefact: both lines would become faster with age, but FAST birds would
not do so due to a ceiling effect. However, most birds of this line did not actually
reach the maximum score and there was room for becoming faster (only two
birds had a score of 20). A fourth possibility is that the adult scores differ from
the juvenile scores because different observers in different laboratories carried
out both tests. This is also unlikely. The tests were previously standardised, the
scores of the FAST birds were very similar, and tests of juveniles of the SLOW
line reared in Haren were similar to those obtained in Heteren. Therefore, we
think that the SLOW birds show indeed a genuine plasticity in exploration
compared to FAST birds.
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vujON vujEN daON daEN lamtaL

vujEN **18.0

daON **76.0 *55.0

daEN 91.0 11.0 44.0

lamtaL 33.0– 52.0– *26.0– 73.0–

rpfleS 30.0– 10.0 72.0– 41.0– **47.0

Table 5. Correlation coefficients (Spearman) for the standard exploration tests in the
juvenile phase (juv) and the tests in adulthood (ad) in females.

N = 13-16
NO = novel object
NE = novel environment
Latmal = latency to approach a caged male
Selfpr = frequency of self-preening acts
* p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01
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The results show that even distinctive individual modes of behaviour are
subject to change. Individual consistency, together with inter-individual
variability, are essential for the evolution of the traits (Falconer & Mackay
1996; Roff 1997), but phenotypic plasticity is expected and is thought to have
limiting effects on the evolution of the traits (Brodie & Russell 1999). Although
selection lines usually possess rather stable characteristics, plasticity and age-
related changes can occur. Plasticity itself may be a trait under co-selection:
only one of the lines, the SLOW explorers, showed more plasticity and
heterogeneity. Two males and two females of this line became extremely fast
in exploration and in two of them the shift was maintained in different contexts.
In rhesus monkeys highly consistent individual patterns are altered dramatically
by the loss of peers (Stevenson-Hinde 1983). We are not able to address specific
causes of the shifts, but we can not exclude that similar emotional factors
occurring also in standard laboratory conditions or in an aviary flock may
produce drastic changes in a monogamous and resident bird species such as
the great tit. Whether such changes are permanent or of temporary duration
has to be addressed by future studies.
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We found that in the SLOW line females had higher scores than males in
the novel environment tests and that in the same test females were in general
less stable than males across age. This sex difference, however unaffected by
age, partly explains the higher instability of the SLOW line. Sex differences in
personality traits are predicted and widely reported both in humans and other
animals (e.g. Buirski et al. 1978; Budaev 1999; Costa et al. 2001; Benus 2001;
Malkvist & Hansen 2002). In an experiment on exploration and foraging
Laland & Reader (1999) found that female guppies were more likely to
innovate than males. They interpreted the difference ultimately, in terms of
parental investment asymmetries. In our case it might also be that male and
female offspring express their genetic background in a different way. However,
studies in the same selection lines with reciprocal crosses did not reveal clear
evidence of sex dependent expression in the same traits, but did show the
presence of a maternal effect (K. van Oers, P. J. Drent, G. de Jong, A. J. van
Noordwijk, unpublished data). This effect, likely due do maternal hormones
deposited in the yolk, may exert sex specific effects (Schwabl 1993; Petrie et al.
2001). It remains unclear why this would affect only the SLOW line.

Inter-situational consistency: proactive and reactive strategies?

During the agonistic challenges birds that were SLOW in exploration took
longer time to attack the intruder and spent significantly more time displaying
than FAST animals. Since many elements of agonistic behaviour can be
considered components of social exploration, serving to gain information about
the opponent (Wilson 1992), we conclude that animals adopting different
exploratory strategies in a non-social setting generalise these to social situations.
In another experiment with the same selection lines, SLOW males spent more
time than FAST birds in close proximity to a stimulus live male, but after a
social defeat both lines converged on low levels of social exploration, indicating
that divergent strategies may end up with similar outcomes (Carere et al. 2001).
Differences in aggression have been reported for confrontations in groups of
juvenile great tits (10-15 weeks old) phenotypically characterised as FAST or
SLOW, as well as in pair-wise confrontations between a FAST and a SLOW
male: FAST explorers initiated the interaction sooner than SLOW explorers
and birds that started more fights also won more fights (Verbeek et al. 1996;
Drent & Marchetti 1999). However, it is wrong to merely conclude that SLOW
individuals are not aggressive. In pairwise confrontations between SLOW
characterised males attacks normally occurred, but with longer latency (Drent
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& Marchetti 1999). Moreover, agonistic displays actively communicate
information about aggressive motivation (Hurd & Enquist 2001). In the true
confrontation all SLOW birds except one eventually attacked within the cut-
off time and latency to attack did not correlate with the time spent displaying.
They preferred the active strategy to delay attacks and escalated physical fights
and their agonistic behaviour was more dependent on actual stimuli than the
more routinised behaviour of the FAST birds. Field studies on dominance
hierarchies are currently in progress to shed light on the consequences of
different strategies in agonistic contexts. We did not find a line difference in
latency when the birds were exposed to the caged model, although values were
in the expected direction. First, the test was carried out shortly after moult
completion, which in birds is usually associated with a period of lowered
territoriality and aggression; second, an intruder may be perceived as less risky
when caged.

When the birds were exposed to stimuli of the opposite sex they again
differed in the latency to approach it: FAST individuals immediately ap-
proached one of the stimuli, whereas SLOW individuals took much longer
times. This result confirms the hypothesis that indeed the selection lines differ
in social exploration, including contexts of intersexual interactions. No line
differences emerged in the frequency of sexual behaviours in this situation,
suggesting that the organisation and control of sexually motivated behaviours
may not be correlated with territoriality and aggression.

One important conclusion from these results is that the exploration scores
are related to the way in which the same individuals cope with other environ-
mental challenges, therefore representing strategies aimed at successful
environmental control which are rather stable over time, as hypothesised by
Drent and colleagues (2003) for this species. This generalisation involves
especially situations that measure aspects of initiative or proactivity and the
patterns we found make the FAST and SLOW great tits resemble the short
and long attack latency mice respectively. Selection on this trait in mice also
resulted in differences in exploratory behaviour (Van Oortmerssen & Bakker
1981; Benus et al. 1991; Koolhaas et al. 1999). The differences in aggression
in these mice were subsequently shown to correlate with other physiological
and behavioural aspects such as routine formation and HPA (re)activity (Benus
et al. 1991; Koolhaas et al. 1999; Veenema et al. 2003) and it was concluded
that they reflected proactive and reactive strategies (Koolhaas et al. 1999). Line
differences in routine formation and stress physiology have been found in FAST
and SLOW great tits as well (Verbeek et al. 1994; Drent and Marchetti 1999;
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Carere et al. in press). The effect of selection in different domains may be due
to pleiotropic effects or to a common basal mechanism underlying the two
strategies, holding up across species and groups. Experiments using aggression
as a selection trait in great tits and exploration as a selection trait in mice should
be carried out to reach a clear conclusion on this issue. We conclude that the
FAST explorers, as the proactive copers, are more guided by internal mech-
anisms than by environmental stimuli. In contrast, SLOW explorers, as the
reactive copers, are more flexible and react more to environmental stimuli. This
conclusion add evidence supporting the hypothesis that the distinctions
between proactive and reactive coping represent fundamental biological trait
characteristics of many species (Koolhaas et al. 1999).
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ABSTRACT

Individual great tits (Parus major) can be categorised as FAST or SLOW
explorers on the basis of tests assessing the response to a novel object and the
exploration of a novel environment. Bidirectional selection showed a genetic
basis for these traits and this has led to the establishment of two selection lines
that differ also in other behavioural domains, such as foraging, aggression, and
response to social stress, suggestive of a general difference in coping strategy
or “personality”. On the hypothesis that line differences in exploration and
foraging are caused by different cognitive abilities, we aimed at characterising
these abilities of the two lines in a cue task, a place task, and in a retention
task. After a training period of eight days, male-female pairs of the two selection
lines were challenged with a sequence of three tasks: (i) to find a hidden food
reward relying on a visual cue, which was spatially displaced across three
consecutive trials (cue task); (ii) to find the hidden reward in a fixed position
when the visual cue was removed (place task); (iii) to find the hidden reward
relying on a visual cue after an interval of 65 hrs (retention task). In all tests
the reward was a mealworm hidden in one of nine bowls. We measured the
latency to find the reward, visits to incorrect and unexplored bowls (errors) and
visits to previously explored incorrect bowls (counted as revisits). No line
differences in errors and revisits were found in the cue and the place task, but
in the former task SLOW birds took longer than FAST birds to find the reward.
In both lines the number of errors and revisits as well as time to find food
significantly increased in the place task. The latter task was repeated on the
following day and in both lines there was no decrease the number of errors.
However, the birds became more efficient by decreasing the number of revisits
thereby reducing time to find food. In the retention task the FAST birds did
less errors than the SLOW birds, suggesting a better use of information across
time. This was reflected in a shorter time to find food in FAST birds. In general,
birds performed better in the cue than in the place tasks.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Individual differences in cognitive abilities may have implications for access
to food sources (Benus et al. 1987; Greenberg, 1990; Seferta, 2001; Shettle-
worth, 2001), which in the wild exhibit a high variation in visual conspicuous-
ness, density, spatial location and distribution.

In the great tit (Parus major), a small passerine bird, many individuals show
extreme phenotypes within a given population, being “FAST” or “SLOW” in
response to novelties (Verbeek et al. 1994). A recent selection experiment has
shown heritability for early exploratory behaviour in this species (54±5% based
on four generations, Drent et al. 2003). The selection trait is a combined score
of the speed of exploration in a novel environment and the response to novel
objects in a familiar environment, performed around fourty days after hatching,
short after independence, during the period of post-fledging dispersal (Drent
et al. 2003). These traits are relatively stable across age and correlate with
differences in aggression (Verbeek et al. 1996; 1999), copying behaviour
(Marchetti & Drent, 2000), and responses to social stress (Verbeek et al. 1999;
Carere et al. 2001). Such generalization indicates that they may reflect coping
strategies or “personalities” (Wilson et al. 1994, Koolhaas et al. 1999). The
characteristics of the FAST and SLOW great tits correspond to some extent
with the characteristics of the proactive (active) and reactive (passive) coping
strategies described in rodents and pigs (Benus et al. 1991; Koolhaas et al. 1999;
2001; Ruis et al. 2000). Proactive copers are thought to be more guided by
internal cues than by environmental stimuli and easily develop routines.
Reactive copers are thought to be more flexible and react more to environ-
mental stimuli.

FAST and SLOW great tits show consistent differences in foraging
behaviour. When dealing with a change in food distribution (hidden or
removed) after a foraging habit was induced with training, SLOW individuals
were more ready to change their searching patterns, whereas FAST individuals
tended to stick longer to the searching pattern used previously (Verbeek et al.
1994; Drent & Marchetti, 1999). Therefore, it was concluded that FAST birds
are more prone to develop routines and rigid foraging habits, whereas SLOW
birds take more time to thoroughly explore an environment, are more focused
on environmental stimuli and adjust their foraging behavior more quickly to
environmental change. These patterns are in agreement with studies in rodents
hypothesising that individuals that quickly went through a maze and readily
developed routines were at an advantage in a stable environment, while those
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that went through a maze more slowly and remained alert to changing stimuli
were at an advantage in a changing environment (van Oortmerssen et al. 1985;
Benus et al. 1987; 1990).

One cause for the difference in exploration patterns in FAST and SLOW
great tits may be a ‘constitutional’ difference in cognition influencing the
process of information gathering. Moreover, considerable inter-individual
variation has been found in the performance of non-storing tits in spatial tasks
(Clayton & Krebs, 1994a; b) and it is of interest to test whether this variation
is associated with coping strategy.

For these purposes we assessed whether birds of the FAST and SLOW line
differ in the ability to find a hidden reward that could be located first visually
(cue task) and then was removed (place task). The performance of the two lines
was subsequently assessed after a retention interval of 65 hrs (only cue task,
due to the poor performance in the place task). Assuming that great tits, as
non-storers, rely more on visual than on spatial information and therefore
matching on location (place task) is a more difficult task than matching on
visual cues (Brodbeck, 1994; Brodbeck & Shettleworth, 1995; Shettleworth,
1995; Biegler et al. 2001), we tested three possibilities: (i) that FAST and
SLOW birds do not differ in the cue and the place task; (ii) that the SLOW
birds, hypothesised to be thorough explorers, perform better than FAST birds
in the place task; (iii); that lines differ in retention abilities over a long time
span. We have no specific prediction for the last possibility.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1. Animals and housing conditions

Great tits are passerine, territorial, non-migratory birds (body mass: 16-20 g)
inhabiting woods and parks. Males start establishing their territory already in
winter, thereafter forming monogamous pair bonds. Foraging abilities are very
important in this species, since winter mortality is correlated with the stock of
invertebrate food in their habitat (Cramp et al. 1993). Also nestling growth and
fledging weight are affected by the foraging performance of the parents (Naef-
Daenzer & Keller, 1999). The subjects were 14 individuals (7 males and 7
females) of the FAST, and 14 individuals (7 males and 7 females) of the SLOW
line. All birds were 9-10 months old and naïve concerning foraging tasks. The
birds belonged to the 5th generation of a selection program started in 1993.
The experiment was carried out in March, just before the onset of the breeding
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period. Before the experiment, birds were individually housed indoor in
standard cages (80 × 40 × 40 cm) with wooden bottom, top, side and rear
walls, a wire-mesh front and three perches and had auditory and visual contact
with other individuals housed in the same room. Birds were moved into outdoor
aviaries (3 × 2 × 2.5m) two days before the start of the training. They were
housed in male-female pairs of the same line and with similar scores obtained
in the exploration tests that had been used to form the selection lines and described
in the Introduction and below. The aviaries contained two nest boxes, perches on
the left and right walls and a feeding table in the centre (40 × 40 cm). The birds
were provided with ad libitum water, sunflower seeds and a commercial dry mixture.
Every two days they were also given a fresh mixture of raw heart, insects, proteins,
trace elements, minerals and vitamins. Live mealworms were given three times a
week, but during the period of the experiment they were removed from the diet, since
they were used as rewards during the experiment.

2.2. Exploration tests (novel environment and novel object)

These tests were carried out indoor two months before the experiment in order
to assess the persistence of the difference between the two selection lines.
Details of the tests are provided elsewhere (Drent et al. 2003). Briefly, for the
novel environment test, birds were allowed to explore a room with five artificial
wooden trees for 10 min. The time needed to visit four of the five trees was
converted linearly to a 0-10 scale. A score of 10 means that the bird reached
the fourth tree within 1 min; a score of 0 means that it did not reach the fourth
tree within 10 min. For the novel object test, two sessions were carried out on
separate days introducing a novel object on one of the outer perches. A penlight
battery was used on the first day and an 8 cm pink rubber toy on the second
day. The latency to approach the object and the shortest distance to it within
120 sec were recorded. The results for each session were converted linearly to
a 0-5 scale. A score of 5 was given when the bird pecked the object, a score of
zero when the bird did not land on the perch with the object. The sum of the
three test scores (0-20) is the trait selected on, where 0 is the extreme “SLOW”
and 20 is the extreme “FAST” bird (Drent et al. 2003). The score obtained in
the exploration tests was significantly different between the two lines (z = –
3.1, p < 0.01, Table I).
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2.3. Experimental set up and parameters measured

The feeding table in each aviary was used to present an array of regularly spaced
white bowls (diameter 5 cm, height 3 cm). A white circular sheet of paper
(diameter 5 cm) was placed in each bowl as a lid to hide the possible food
reward. Birds had to locate and eat a mealworm hidden under the paper lid.
This set up simulates a common situation in nature, since great tits usually
search for invertebrates (worms, caterpillars, spiders) underneath leaves
(Cramp et al. 1993). The observations started after the bowls were put on the
feeding table and the aviary door was closed. Both members of each pair were
observed simultaneously by two observers from a hide 10 m from the aviaries.
The task was considered completed when the worm was found and eaten.
When one member of the pair showed clear interest in an unexplored non-
rewarded bowl by exploring it (e.g. by hopping on top and looking at it and/or
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naeM meS naideM egnaR

TSAF 34.81 55.0 5.81 05.3

WOLS 07.21 84.1 0.41 5.9

Table I.

yaD 8-1 noitacoldexifnieuclausivgniniarT

yaD 9 decalpsideuclausiv:ksateuC

yaD 9 noitacoldexifnieuclausiv:gniniarT

yaD 01 devomereuclausiv:ksatecalP

yaD 11 devomereuclausiv:ksatecalP

yaD 21 euclausivgniniart-eR

yaD 41 noitneteR

Table II.
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by removing the paper lid from it) this was counted as an error. If one member
of the pair visited a bowl (in the way described above) that had already been
explored by either itself or its mate, it was counted as a revisit. In each task
we also measured the time it took to find the worm, which was the sum of the
latency to reach the feeding table and the time spent actively searching after
the first landing on the feeding table. The experimental time course is described
below and summarised in Table II.

2.4. Training

In a first phase birds were trained to search for hidden mealworms, which had
to be found by removing the paper lid from bowls in an array of four. At this
phase each bowl contained one mealworm as a reward. If the task was
completed within 20 minutes, training was considered to be completed. All
pairs succeeded in finding the four rewards within 20 minutes within four days.
In a second phase only one bowl was rewarded and its paper lid was marked
with a black dot (0.5 cm diameter). The marked and rewarded bowl was
situated in a fixed position (randomly chosen for each pair), while the
remaining three bowls were unrewarded. In the third phase, the array of bowls
was increased from four to nine. This step was planned at this phase to reduce
the risk of satiation. All pairs succeeded in matching correctly the visual cue
within four days.

2.5. Cue task: visual cue displaced

After training the birds were tested on their response to a spatial displacement
of the marked bowl, which was the rewarded one. The birds had to associate
and follow the marked bowl with a reward independent of a certain location.
Three trials were done in one day (9:00, 12:00, and 15:00) in which the marked
bowl was displaced to three new positions randomly. The test was followed by
three consecutive trials in which the marked bowl was situated at a fixed
position as during the training to counteract the effect of the displacement
on the cue-food association. In these trials all pairs matched correctly the
visual cue.
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2.6. Place task: visual cue removed

The visual cue was dissociated from the reward by removing the mark, but leaving
the reward in the same position as of the previously rewarded marked bowl. To find
the reward, both lines had to encode and retain information based only on location.
The task consisted of six trials over two consecutive days (three per day at 9:00,
12:00 and 15:00).

2.7.Retention of the cue task

To test the performance of both lines associating a visual cue with a reward over
a longer time period, the birds were given one trial with the mark and reward
at the original position as in task A. This was enough to reach the criterion
used in the training phase. After 65 hours the birds were again tested with the
same set up. The retention interval length was chosen on the basis of pilot tests
with other birds and literature data on the same or closely related non-storer
species, which indicate that within a few days the retention decreased strongly
(e.g. Sherry, 1989; Clayton & Krebs, 1993).

2.8. Data analysis

Pairs were considered as the statistical unit, since we were in a typical situation
of non independence of observations due to group or space and birds could
influence each other (Chiarotti & Sparks, 2002). Similarly, in a study analysing
grit colour selection by aviary-housed house sparrows and northern bobwhites,
groups but not individual birds were the statistical unit (Gionfriddo & Best,
1996). Moreover, great tits have a monogamous breeding system with both
parents equally engaged in searching food for the offspring (e.g. Verhulst &
Tinbergen, 1997), while it is known that in this species individuals are able to
copy each other’s foraging behaviour (Krebs et al. 1972; Marchetti & Drent,
2000). As a consequence, for errors and revisits the individual data were
summed over each pair, while latency refers to the individual who found the
worm. The parameters considered (errors and revisits, expressed as proportions,
and time to complete the task, expressed in seconds) in the two tasks (A,
“visual cue displaced”; B “visual cue removed”) were analysed separately using
a repeated measure analysis of variance on square root (for errors and revisits)
and log (for latency to find the worm) transformed data. For tasks A and B we
ran a nested 3x2 model in which task (two levels, namely visual cue displaced,
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visual cue removed) and trial (three levels) formed the within subjects factors,
while line formed the independent factor. Data of the second day of task B (B2)
were not included in the comparison of the different tasks in order to have a
comparison always including the first day of a task, and therefore an equal
number of trials. However, a comparison between two consecutive days (B1
vs B2, 6 trials in total) was carried out. For task C (retention) trial (two levels)
formed the within subjects factor, while line formed the independent factor.
Multiple comparisons for the factor line, were performed by Tukey-Kramer LSD
(least significant difference) test. The use of this test is recommended even in
absence of significant main or interaction effects in the analysis of variance
(Wilcox, 1987), since the procedure protects from the increased probability of
type I errors due to the repeated measure. All tests were two-tailed. Significance
level was 0.05.

3. RESULTS

3.1.Training

Overall a clear effect of the training procedure was evident comparing the
performance in the first training session of the second phase with the last one
of the third phase: birds markedly reduced the number of errors (F1,12=8.8
p=0.012, Fig. 1a) and no main effect of line or interaction was detected
(F1,12=0.84 p=0.38).

3.2.Line differences

No line differences were found in both the cue and the place task in the number
of errors (F1,12 = 0.11, p = 0.75, Fig. 1a, b) and revisits (F1,12 = 1.42, p =
0.25, Fig. 1a, b). In the retention task FAST birds performed better than SLOW
birds, but probability level of the main interaction effect was just above
significance (trial × line F1,12 = 4.48, p = 0.056, but p < 0.05 in post hoc,
Fig. 2b).

As for the time to find the reward, in the cue task a main effect of line was
evident, SLOW birds taking longer time than FAST birds (F1,12 = 7.8 p <
0.02, Fig. 1c), and no interaction with trial was present (F1,12 = 2.3, p = 0.16).
This difference was mainly due to a line difference in the latency to land on
the feeding table to actively start searching (F1,12 = 6.8, p < 0.03, not shown),
rather than in the time spent actively searching on the feeding table (F1,12
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= 0.35, p = 0.56, not shown). In the place task no main effect of line (F1,12
= 0.44, p = 0.52), nor its interaction with trial (F1,12 = 2.6, p = 0.13) or day
(F1,12 = 0.99, p = 0.34) were evident even when the two days were analysed
separately (Fig. 1d). In the retention task again SLOW birds took significantly
longer time than FAST birds to find the reward after 65 hrs (trial × type F1,12
= 13.6, p<0.01, Fig. 2b). In this task latency to start searching on the table
did not differ between the lines (F1,12 = 0.36 p = 0.56, not shown), but the
active searching time increased in the SLOW birds, while it did not change
in the FAST birds (trial × line F1,12 = 8.8, p = 0.01, not shown).

Figure 1. Errors and revisits (a, b) and time to find the reward (c, d) in both lines in
the cue task and in the place task. In the cue task the marked and rewarded bowl was
randomly displaced in an array of 9 bowls. In the place task the mark was removed and
the reward was fixed at one position during all trials, randomly chosen for each pair.
Values are mean percentages + SEM. Note that during the cue task and the retention
task both lines did not revisit any bowl. T = trial.
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Figure 2. Errors and revisits (a) and time to find the reward (b) in both lines in the
retention task. The reward was fixed at one position, randomly chosen for each pair.
Interval between the two trials is 65 hrs. Values are means + SEM. T = trial.
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3.3.Task differences

An overall effect of task was present in the number of errors (cue task vs place
task, first day, F1,12 = 161.9, p < 0.001, Fig. 1a, b): birds markedly increased
the number of errors in the first day of the place task compared with the cue
task. An overall effect of task was present in the number of revisits as well (cue
task vs place task, first day, F1,12 = 32.7, p< 0.001, Fig. 1a, b), birds showing
few or no revisits in the cue task, while increasing them in the first day of the
place task (Fig. 1a, b). The number of revisits significantly decreased on the
second day of the place task (day 1 vs day 2, F1,12 = 24.3, p < 0.001, Fig. 1b).

As for time to find the reward, a marked increase occurred in the place task
(cue task vs first day of place task, F1,12 = 51.5 p < 0.001, Fig. 1b). In the
second day of the place task
it dropped from about 150
to about 70 seconds (day 1
vs day 2, F1,12 = 5.4, p <
0.04, Fig. 1b). In the re-
tention task (cue) levels
were again significantly lower
than in the place task (for
example T5-T6 of the place
task vs T1-T2 of the retention
task (F1,12 = 40.7, p <
0.001, Figs. 1d, 2b).

4. DISCUSSION

4.1. Line differences

Whether different coping
strategies entail basic dif-
ferences in cognitive abili-
ties has received little at-
tention. Fast and slow
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learners have been described in filial imprinting in domestic chickens, although
no information about correlated responses indicating coping strategies in these
animals are available (Bolhuis et al. 1999). In mice of two lines selected for short
and long attack latency and representing respectively proactive and reactive
coping strategies (Benus et al. 1991; Koolhaas et al. 1999), the aggressive
animals were better shock avoiders, than non-aggressive individuals. However,
they always performed worse and were more routinized in a continuously
changing environment than the less aggressive individuals (Benus et al. 1987;
1990). On the basis of the differences found in routine formation in foraging
in FAST and SLOW great tits, resembling the aforementioned aggressive and non-
aggressive mice, Verbeek and co-workers (1994, see Introduction) hypothesized
that SLOW birds are better explorers and that differences in habituation rate where
expected without further specification. Different propensity to form routines could
be associated with different cognitive abilities, but could also be a sign of
“proactivity” and boldness unrelated with abilities in information gathering,
learning or memory processes. Our results point in this direction.

Great tits bidirectionally selected for different personalities were tested for
their abilities to associate a visual cue and a place cue with a food reward. They
readily located the rewarded and marked bowl when it was randomly displaced
across, without showing difference between the lines in the numbers of errors.
However, SLOW birds took longer than FAST birds to eventually find the food
without this affecting their performance. This was mainly due to a longer
latency to land on the feeding table and not to a difference in searching time,
although we can not exclude that SLOW birds “inspected” the feeding table
before landing. The number of errors and revisits as well as the eventual time
to find the worm drastically increased when the visual cue was removed, but
again there were no differences between the two lines. When the lines were
tested for retention abilities of the visual information gathered after 65 hours
FAST birds performed better than SLOW birds, although only the post hoc
comparison was significant. This performance was associated with a shorter
time to find the reward in the FAST birds.

The failure to find line differences in errors and revisits in the first two tasks
may reflect the lack of differences in the use of visual and spatial information
between the coping strategies. It is however interesting that in the first task it
took more time for the SLOW birds to perform as well as the FAST birds. This
occurred during the second and the third displacement of the visual cue and
was mainly due to a longer latency to approach the feeding table in the SLOW
birds. This suggests that birds do not differ in cognitive abilities, but just in
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boldness. However, it can not be excluded that SLOW birds need more time
to gather and encode information upon a sudden change. Their reaction is not
to explore at random or routinely, but to wait and observe in an apparently
passive manner from a distance. A similar pattern is typical of the SLOW
individuals during the exploration of artificial trees in an unfamiliar environ-
ment, where they tend to stay longer at each tree (Verbeek et al. 1994; see also
methods). The “boldness” interpretation involves those components of
exploration that are mainly due to personality traits such as alertness,
fearfulness, shyness and boldness, or neophobia (“intrinsec exploration”,
Berlyne, 1960; Huges, 1997), which are also thought to be typical of certain
subgroups of animals, including the SLOW great tits (Wilson et al. 1994;
Verbeek et al. 1994). It remains difficult to establish whether SLOW birds wait
more time being alert or fearful or just gathering information. An obvious
answer is that they do both. When these components are overruled by accurate
training, most of the differences between the two types of birds disappear. This
does not mean that in the real world foraging abilities are not affected by
different genotypes in the population, but simply that the cause may not lie in
different cognitive abilities per se. In experiments on captive sparrows it was
shown that differences in neophobia could underlie ecological plasticity. Swamp
sparrows (Melospiza georgiana) inhabiting specific marsh habitats had greater
hesitancy to feed in presence of novel objects than song sparrows (M. melodia),
a habitat generalist (Greenberg, 1990; 1992). Experiments including foraging
in a “risky” situation should be carried out to disentangle the components that
make up exploration in great tits, at the same time providing a context in which
all factors affecting foraging performance are taken into account.

FAST birds performed better than SLOW birds over a long retention
interval. It could be that they retain information longer, since in other
experiments they have been shown to develop routines and stick longer to a
foraging habit (see Introduction). The routine formation may be a consequence
of a better retention, which “drives” the individual to follow a certain pattern.
Although this result deserves confirmation in future studies, it suggests a
different use of information across time, maybe due to differences in associative
memory retention, which could have important ecological correlates. Again,
in this task SLOW birds took more time than FAST to find the reward, but
in this case it did not result in an equal or better cognitive performance
compared to the FAST birds. SLOW birds spent more time than FAST birds
actively searching and committing more errors. Previous studies, and also
ongoing studies using the same cohort of birds of this experiment, indicated
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that FAST individuals are more aggressive than SLOW birds (Verbeek et al.
1996; 1999). Aggression is usually associated with strong territoriality. It could
be that a good knowledge and use of the environment is better achieved or
developed in individuals which patrol and forage always in a stable home range,
than in animals which are more prone to disperse. This may help reducing the
cost of territory maintainance (Trigosso-Venario et al. 2002). A similar pattern
has been suggested for aggressive and non-aggressive mice (van Oortmerssen
& Busser, 1989; see also Introduction).

In general, except for a difference in performance over a long retention
interval, the two lines performed equally in terms of errors and no relation
between coping strategy and spatial cognition emerged (see Introduction). In
all visual tasks the two types of birds reached their goal in a different way and
SLOW birds tended always to take more time to achieve it.

4.2. Task differences

In this experiment we compared the performance of a non-storing species in
cue and place tasks and marked differences between tasks emerged. When the
birds were forced to rely only on a place cue they performed more than twice
as bad than when they had to rely on a visual cue. Even with more trials than
in the visual task they did not show any improvement. However, especially in
the first three trials, they started to revisit incorrect bowls, while in the visual
tasks they did not make any revisit. A number of studies have compared food
storer and non-storer birds on both spatial and non-spatial (often colour or
feeder specific) cues. Brodbeck and Shettleworth (1995) showed that dark-eyed
juncos (Junco hyemalis), a non-storer, did not prefer spatial cues over visual
(color) cues, which was also found in an earlier experiment by Brodbeck
(1994). However, the latter author showed that when non-storer juncos and
food storer chickadees, were both forced to use visual cues only, juncos
performed better than did the chickadees. Brodbeck hypothesized that juncos
do not mainly rely on spatial cues like the foodstorers did, but also use other
types of cues that are usually just as effective. However, in contrast to our
results, juncos did not show a worse performance using only spatial cues,
compared with the performance using visual cues, but performed about equally
using these cues. Juncos are phylogenetically unrelated with Paridae and
differences between the different species of non-storers could play a relevant
role. McGregor and Healy (1999) compared two species of tits in their abilities
to remember spatial locations. The accuracy of spatial memory seemed to be
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greater in food storers, than in non-storers, while the performance of the
nonstoring blue tits seemed to be affected by the number of visual distracters.

In our set up a confound affecting the poor performance in the place task
could be that it followed the visual one with displacement of the rewarded bowl.
Relevant and spatially unstable visual cues could have preempted the attention
so that birds would have “expected” a displacement. However, in order to
minimise this confound, after the displacement we gave the birds three
refreshment trials with the marked bowl in a fixed position and in these trials
birds performed perfectly (see Methods). It could be argued that we did not
give the birds enough time to match a place cue, however we repeated the trials
for a second day and we found an improvement in the number of revisits. The
sudden increase in revisits suggest that birds were confused in coping with the
new situation and this was reflected in a significant longer time to get the
reward, compared to the previous visual task. On the following day (task B2)
the number of revisits, but not the number of errors, significantly decreased
thereby reducing the time to find the food. An increased number of revisits
has been observed in chickadees, a food-storing species, subjected to hippo-
campal lesions and tested in a task in which food was associated with a visual
cue (Sherry & Vaccarino, 1989). We conclude that birds did not encode spatial
information when engaged in gathering visual information or if they did, they
did not use it. When the visual cue disappeared, it was as if they had just to
start again the learning process relying on spatial information only. We suggest
that non storing Paridae might respond more on visual than on spatial
information, differing from food-storers in that they evolved different
perceptual systems in order to cope with problems associated with their
different niches (see Macphail & Bolhuis, 2001 for a review).

It is intriguing to note that among the family Paridae, foodstorers (Coal Tit,
Parus ater, Willow Tit, P. montanus, Marsh Tit, P. palustris, Black-capped
chickadee, P. atricapillus) do not show any conspicuous colouration, whereas
non storers species (Blue Tit, P. caeruleus, and Great tit, P. major) do show
conspicuous yellowness, which in great tits is also sexually dimorphic (Cramp
et al. 1993, plates 8-14). Non storing Parids seem to show a distinct evolu-
tionary trajectory compared to the food storing species of tits. The distribution
of blue and great tits across the Western Palearctic is much more uniform and
its center is farther south than those of foodstoring tits (Sherry, 1989). Non
storers also feed on green and yellow caterpillars more than foodstorers (Cramp
et al. 1993). Yellowness is due to carotenoids acquired through diet (Eeva et al.
1998). This might be associated with a primacy of reliance on visual cues.
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ABSTRACT

We addressed the questions (i) whether a social defeat triggers similar
autonomic and behavioral responses in birds as is known from mammals, and
(ii) whether individuals that differ in coping style differ in their reaction to a
social defeat. Adult captive male great tits (Parus major) from either of two
different selection lines for coping style were used to test the effect of social
defeat by an aggressive resident male conspecific on subsequent social and non-
social behaviour, body temperature, breath rate and body mass. These
parameters were measured one day before (baseline), immediately after and at
day 1 to 3, and 6 after the social interaction took place (day 0). Social defeat
decreased social exploration and increased body temperature substantially for
at least one day in all birds. Breath rate and body mass were not affected. Birds
belonging to the more aggressive and bolder line showed an impairment in
activity immediately after the social defeat. This is to our knowledge the first
report showing that psychosocial stress in birds can have a similar impact as
in rodents, but with a shorter recovery time. This might be due to species-
specific differences in sensitivity to social stress, or to differences in the way
social stress was induced.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In many species animals are frequently faced with different levels of stress
deriving from interaction with conspecifics. Proximate mechanisms and
dynamics of an organism’s reaction to psychosocial stress have been broadly
investigated in animals especially in the framework of stress-related pathological
diseases (Wiepkema & Schouten 1992; Henry et al. 1993; Koolhaas et al. 1999).
Yet, most of the work is restricted to mammals, in particular rodents and
primates, exposed to severe or chronic stress procedures (e.g. prolonged social
isolation, housing in overcrowded environments or early maternal separation)
very unlikely to occur in the real world. An attempt to modify this approach
has been made by testing the effect of social defeat in territorial animals, mainly
rodents (Scholtens & van de Poll 1987; Koolhaas et al. 1990; Meerlo et al. 1996;
Meerlo et al. 1997; Ruis et al. 1999). These studies clearly showed that this
paradigm provides a powerful and realistic methodology to study strategies to
cope with naturalistic stress (Koolhaas et al. 1997). In rodents a social defeat
affects the organism both at the physiological and behavioral level (Koolhaas
et al. 1997a; Koolhaas et al. 1990), with a general increase in sympathetic
activity (heart rate and body temperature) lasting from one to several hours
(Koolhaas et al. 1997b) and an impairment of social and explorative activity
lasting up to several weeks (Meerlo et al. 1996). Effects of social defeat have
never been tested in birds although it is known that nestlings’ activity and heart
rate are very sensitive to an alarm call (Ryden 1980), which in many species
is often emitted during fights.

Individuals may greatly differ in the way they respond to stress. Over the
past decade it has become clear that such differences may reflect basic
differences in the way individuals deal with challenges. These differences can
be expressed in many physiological and behavioral domains, have a strong
genetic basis, and are the reflection of so called coping styles (Koolhaas et al.
1999). Similar type of coping styles have been established for several domes-
ticated species. Recently, evidence has accumulated that two coping styles exist
in the great tit (Parus major), a wild bird species (Verbeek et al. 1994; Verbeek
et al. 1996; Marchetti & Drent 2000). Great tits are classified as FAST or
SLOW on the basis of the scores obtained in two exploration tests (each
calculated in classes of 0 to 10) carried out at the age of 30-40 days after
hatching: in the first test the latency to approach a novel object placed in the
individual‘s home cage is measured; in the second test the time taken to visit
five artificial trees in an unfamiliar environment is measured. Consistent
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individual differences in these tests were observed along an axis ranging from
slow but thorough explorers to fast and superficial explorers (Verbeek et al.
1994). Artificial selection combined with cross fostering resulted in clear
evidence for the genetic basis of these traits. The offspring scores correlated
with those of the mean of the parents and rapidly diverged between the two
lines after two generations. Further characterization has shown that the FAST
explorers are also aggressive, prone to form routine, and tend to copy the
foraging habits of a conspecific tutor, while the SLOW explorers rarely start a
fight, do not follow a routine, and tend to use less the information in foraging
coming from a tutor (Verbeek et al. 1994; Verbeek et al. 1996; Marchetti &
Drent 2000). On the whole the two styles share striking similarities with the
SAL (short attack latency) and LAL (long attack latency) mice, an important
model for coping styles (van Oortmerssen & Bakker 1981; Benus et al. 1991;
Koolhaas et al. 1999).

In a study on social dominance in aviary flocks of both lines it was reported
that FAST individuals, being more aggressive than SLOW birds, were usually
either dominant or totally subordinate. The latter might be explained by the
fact that the FAST birds took more time to recover from a defeat than SLOW
individuals, as measured from the higher latencies to initiate a new interaction
(Verbeek et al. 1999). This suggests that social defeat in these birds may have
a large impact on subsequent behaviour and is dependent on the coping style
of the individual.

With this study we wanted to verify (i) whether the social defeat paradigm
known to cause signs of stress in mammals triggers similar autonomic and
behavioral responses in birds and (ii) whether individuals of the FAST and the
SLOW type of great tits also differ in the way they cope with a social defeat.

The great tit is a passerine, territorial, non-migratory bird (body mass: 16-
20 g) inhabiting woods and parks. Males start establishing their territory already
in winter, thereafter forming monogamous pair bonds. Intermale competition
and social conflicts are very common, including a well-defined repertoire of
agonistic behaviour (Blurton-Jones 1968; Wilson 1992) displayed both in
territorial contests and in foraging flocks. We tried to design the experiment
in such a way that the social defeat occurred in an ethologically meaningful
way, like in the real world where birds often try to invade another territory and
are defeated and chased away by the territorial owner.

Before and after the defeat we measured a number of physiological and
behavioral parameters known to be affected by psychosocial stress in rodents
(body temperature, social behavior, activity) and by handling stress in birds
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(Cabanac & Aizawa 2000). It was not possible to measure cardiovascular
parameters, but breath rate was assumed to respond similarly to heart rate since
both are part of the adrenergic stress response.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1. Subjects and housing

The experimental birds were 16 adult males Great Tits originating from a
program of bi-directional artificial selection started in 1993 on the basis of the
outcome of exploration tests carried out at the age of 30-40 days. The birds
used belong to the F3 and F4 generation, 6 of the SLOW and 10 of the FAST
line. In addition, 7 unselected  males were used as stimulus birds (see below).
Birds were individually housed in standard cages (80 × 40 × 40 cm) with
wooden bottom, top, side and rear walls, a wire-mesh front and three perches.
The bottom was covered with shellsand. A small empty cage to be used for the
social exploration test (see below) was hanging on a side of the cage. The birds
were kept on a light-dark cycle of 8:16 hr, and were provided with ad libitum
water, sunflower seeds and a commercial dry mixture (proteins, trace elements,
minerals and vitamins). Every two days the animals were provided also with a
fresh mixture of raw heart, insects, proteins, trace elements, minerals and
vitamins. Live mealworms (Spodoptera exigua) were given three times a week.

For the social defeat and the tests (see below) an experimental bird was
transferred to a cage, similar as the home cage, three days before the social
defeat was given and remained there until day 6 after the social interaction
(Table 1).

2.2. Social defeat

Adjacent to the cage of the experimental bird an identical cage was positioned,
containing one of two so called resident birds. Experimental birds were
randomly allocated to these two resident males. The latter were kept in these
cages under the same housing conditions of the experimental birds for several
weeks to become territorial. The two resident birds were adult males of
unknown genetic background and unknown coping style chosen on the fact
that they always attacked an intruder male in a series of 5-min tests. The cages
of  the experimental and the resident birds were separated from each other by
a removable opaque partition. The cage of the resident contained an identical
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yaD 4– moorlatnemirepxeehtotrefsnartdnaMB

yaD 1–ot3– noitautibah

yaD 1– gniniart,ES,H,RB,TB

yaD 0 ES,2IS,H,1IS

yaD 1 ES,H,RB,TB

yaD 2 ES,H

yaD 3 ES,H,RB,TB

yaD 6 MB,RB,TB

Table 1. Time course of the tests. In bold the day in which the
defeat occurred. See method section for details of the
procedures.

Legend: BM = body mass; BT = body temperature; BR =
breath rate; H = hopping test; SE = social exploration test; SI
= social interaction

removable partition that divided the cage in two equal parts. During the day
before the social interaction (Table 1) the experimental birds underwent a series
of five training sessions to allow the social interaction to occur without stress-
ful procedures such as handling or forced chasing. Each session consisted in
confining the resident bird to one half of his cage and placing a dish with
mealworms in the remaining part of the cage. The partition dividing the
resident’s cage from the cage of the experimental bird was opened allowing it
to enter and eat one mealworm. During the next day the social interaction took
place in the cage of the resident between 930 and 1030 according to the
following procedure: (1) the resident bird was confined with the same
procedure used for the training sessions; (2) after few seconds the partition
dividing the cage of the resident from the cage of the experimental bird was
removed; (3) as soon as the experimental bird entered the area (due to the
training this occurred within 10-30 sec), the partition separating the cages was
closed, the partition confining the resident male was removed and the social
interaction started. After the social interaction the original situation was rein-
stated. The removal of the partitions was remotely controlled by means of ropes.
The resident bird
was always exposed
to a maximum of
two interactions
per day and before
the social inter-
action it was not
provided with new
food as it usually
happened in the
morning. In order
to reduce the pos-
sible effect of time
elapsing between
the social interac-
tion and the social
exploration test,
due to the meas-
urements of hop-
ping (which lasted
5 min, see below
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and Table 1), a second interaction with a standard cut-off time of 5 min was
given to the experimental bird immediately after the hopping measurement
with the same resident male and the same procedure described above.

The first interaction was stopped after 20 minutes or as it escalated, i.e. when
one of the following three criteria was met: (1) one of the two birds was sitting
quietly (freezing) for five minutes, (2) being chased for three minutes, or (3)
being attacked for ten times. When one of the criteria was met by the
experimental bird, it was considered defeated, when one of the criteria was met
by the resident, it was considered winner. In those cases in which an exper-
imental bird did not meet any of the criteria, its behavior during the interaction
was compared with that of clearly defeated birds and winners of a larger sample
size (N = 10 defeated and 7 winners) that included tests of a pilot study. In
these tests clearly defeated birds showed lower values of % interactions initiated
(t = –3.7, df = 15, p = 0.002), higher values of % escape following approach
by the resident (t = 2.24, df = 15, p = 0.04), and a higher frequency of crest
raising (t = 3.33, df = 15, p = 0.005) respect to winners. We concluded that
during an interaction these parameters are indicators of being defeated.
Therefore we considered a bird defeated when its values of at least two of the
three parameters fell within the (±) standard error of the mean value of the
clearly defeated animals. The designation of each bird agreed with the subjective
impression of two independent observers that were familiar with the behaviour
of great tits. Following the three criteria and the behavioural evaluation, 6 out
of 6 SLOW birds and 6 out of 10 FAST birds (Fisher’s exact test, p=0.11) were
considered defeated.

2.3. Tests

Body temperature, breath rate and body mass. Body temperature was measured
with a thin flexible probe kept in warm water and inserted via the beak in the
throat for 3 cm. Data were collected during the end of the dark period (early
morning) because in darkness catching time is extremely short (1-10 sec)
minimizing  possible confounds from catching stress. Immediately after the
temperature measurement, breath rate was measured during 4x15 seconds by
keeping the subject in the hand. Values were significantly lower in the last 15-
seconds block (F (1, 15) = 8.57, p = 0.01) and these were used for further
analyses as they were thought to be closest to the basal levels. Birds were
weighed twice, before the start of the experiment and at day 6, with an
electronic balance to the nearest 0.01 gr.
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Social exploration. Each home cage contained a small wire cage attached at
the outside of the wire front. An identical one with an unfamiliar male inside
replaced this cage. Five two-year old males of unknown coping style raised in
captivity under similar condition as the experimental birds were used as stimuli.
They were housed in the experimental room one week before the start of the
experiment. Time spent on the perch closest to the stimulus during 5 min after
the first approach was measured with a Psion event recorder and processed with
the software Observer 3.0. As this social challenge was given on five successive
days to each bird, five different birds were used, each for every test. The
sequence of the birds differed between the experimental subjects. The first
observation following social defeat was performed immediately after the second
social interaction in order to look at short-term consequences.

Hopping. Frequency of movements from perch to perch in the home cage
was counted during five minutes as a measure of normal activity. The first
observation took place immediately after the end of the first social interaction
in order to look at short-term consequences. Subsequent observations were
taken immediately before the social exploration test.

The time course of the experiment and the sequence of tests are showed
in Table 1. The birds were tested in series of four birds, the sequence of tests
lasting 10 days/series. The tests were carried out in January  and February 2000.
The birds were assigned to the series randomly, but care was taken to alternate
FAST and SLOW individuals within the series. Observations of the birds in
the experimental room were done through holes (20 cm in diameter) in the
wall of the room.

2.4. Statistics

Data were analyzed with SPSS 9.0. Baseline levels were tested for normality
with a Kolmogorov-Smirnov  test and a normal probability plot. In case of non-
normality data were arcsine transformed in case of percentages and Ln
transformed in the other cases. Student-t tests for independent samples were
used to test for effects of type (FAST or SLOW) on baseline levels. An analysis
of variance for repeated measurements was used to test whether scores obtained
during the different days after the social defeat differed from the basal levels
before social defeat (within subject factor), and whether birds of the different
selection lines differed in their responses (between subject factor, and the
interaction effect between both factors). In this test we used a simple contrast
by which the data of each day are compared with the basal levels.
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3. RESULTS

3.1. Basal line differences

Social exploration was significantly, (t=2.23, p=0.05) and breath rate almost
significantly (t=2.11, p=0.06) higher in SLOW than in FAST birds (Figg. 1b,
2a), while the lines did not differ in the other two parameters.

3.2. Effects of social defeat

Body temperature showed a clear rise in both lines at the first morning after
the social defeat, (Fig. 1A, F(1,10)=14.7, p=0.003). Thereafter the values were
returned to baseline levels (p=0.55). Breath rate (Fig. 1b), and body mass were
not affected (p=0.27). Time spent close to the stimulus bird in the social
exploration test was markedly decreased in both lines during the day of the
defeat, (F(1,10) = 10.9, p = 0.008). The scores returned to baseline levels
already the first day after the challenge (Fig. 2a, p = 0.45). Hopping activity
was reduced immediately after the challenge (Fig. 2b, F(1,10) = 6.8, p =
0.026). During day 1 and 2 the scores were still suppressed (F(1,10) resp. 30.0
and 4.0, p resp. 0.01 and 0.07). At day 3 the values were almost back to basal
levels (F(1,10) = 0.92, p = 0.36).

3.3. Line differences in reaction to defeat

In none of the comparisons of the post-defeat measurements with pre-defeat
measurements a significant interaction effect was found between line and day.
This indicates that we could not show line differences in the reaction to the
social defeat. However, in the hopping scores the decrease after defeat was
mainly due to the FAST line (day 0 vs –1, F(1,5) = 17.1, p=0.009), while the
change over time in the SLOW line was not significant (day 0 vs –1, F(1,5) =
1.26, p = 0.23).

4. DISCUSSION

In the present study a social defeat in a territorial bird has been shown to: (i)
increase substantially body temperature for at least one day; (ii) have no clear
effect on breath rate and body mass; (iii) impair activity (hopping) for at least
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two days; and (iv) decrease substantially approach to an unknown conspecific
in the very short term.

These results are to our knowledge the first to show the impact of a social
defeat in a bird species. These are in several aspects similar to the effects of
social defeat described in rodents. The increase in body temperature shows
resemblance to the phenomenon of emotional fever, found in other animal
species. This resemblance is further strengthened by the finding that emotional
fever, but not hyperthermia reaches a higher level at night than during daytime
(Briese & Cabanac 1991), and our data were collected at the end of the dark
phase. Furthermore, emotional fever has been shown to occur in birds, as well
as in reptiles, in response to gentle handling and manual restraint (Cabanac
& Gosselin 1993; Cabanac & Aizawa 2000). However, further studies of the
physiological control of the rise in body temperature in the great tit are needed

to distinguish between a genuine
fever, characterized by an upward
shift of the set-point temperature,
and hyperthermia, characterized by
a rise in central temperature above
the set-point temperature due to an
increase in heat load (Briese &
Cabanac 1991). In other species a
social defeat has an effect lasting at
least four days (Koolhaas et al.
1997b) while here after two days
baseline values were completely re-
covered. Also in pigs normal values
after mixing are recovered within 8
hours (De Jong et al. 1999). In our
case the rise in temperature was ob-
served 18-20 hours after the social
defeat. Although the measurement
of body temperature seems to be a
severe stress per se, it is unlikely that
the observed change was due to the
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Figure 1. Time course of mean (+SEM) body temperature (A) and breath rate (B) before
and after the social defeat (indicated by an arrow). In graph A (**) indicates significant
difference (p<0.01) in birds of both lines between day 1 and –1.
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handling procedure because it occurred only in the day after the social defeat.
The absence of clear effects on breath rate might be due to the fact that this

parameter reflects the activity of the adrenergic system, while an increased
activity of this system is usually observed only in the very short term after
exposure to a stressor (from minutes to hours).

General activity, measured by counting the frequency of hopping from perch
to perch, was suppressed for a substantial period after the social defeat. This
is similar to what has been found in rodent studies (Koolhaas et al. 1990; Meerlo
et al. 1996). A clear suppressive, but shorter lasting, effect was also found in
social exploration. After the social defeat birds tended to avoid an interaction
with a conspecific, even in the
case that this conspecific was
another bird than the one they
had experienced during the
previous social defeat. Latency to
approach the conspecific, proba-
bly the best parameter to test the
prediction that FAST animals
take more time to initiate a new
social interaction after a defeat
than SLOW animals (Verbeek
et al. 1999), could not be meas-
ured reliably in our small housing
cages. Some support for this pre-
diction comes from the obser-
vation that in the FAST line
activity was more markedly re-
duced than in the FAST line dur-
ing the hopping test. This might
relate to longer latencies to start a
new interaction as measured in a
large aviary (Verbeek et al. 1999).
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Figure 2. Time spent on the perch close to the stimulus male (A), and hopping rate (B)
before and after the social defeat (indicated by an arrow). Data are means + SEM. In
graph A (**) indicates significant difference (p<0.01) in birds of both lines between
day 1 and –1 and (*) indicates significant difference (p<0.05) in baseline levels; in B
(**) indicates significant difference (p<0.01) in birds of the FAST line between day 0
and –1 and day 1 and –1.
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Although the results are quite similar to those obtained with rodents, the
time span of the effects in our birds is relatively short. This might be due to
either species-specific differences in the sensitivity to the stressor, or to a
difference in the experimental design. Rodents or primates often live in groups
with a stable social structure were serious agonistic interactions are uncommon.
The great tit is a territorial species, and short lasting fights are very common,
both during territorial establishment when competitors arrive simultaneously
in a vacant area and in the establishment of dominance hierarchies in non-
territorial winter flocks (Drent 1983). Moreover, in case of a defeat great tits
can easily avoid the opponent or change flock. In rodents and primates animals
are much more dependent on the group in which they live. The difference in
the experimental design is an obvious possibility too. In those rodent studies
in which an acute stress procedure is employed (single social defeat), the
confrontation between the resident and the intruder is often much longer in
duration, and includes more fights, while in our case we ended the confron-
tations as soon as the interaction escalated. Furthermore, in rodent studies the
loser is exposed to the winner after the social defeat for a substantial period
of time. Since this would be a highly unnatural situation for a bird like the
great tit, our second exposure lasted only 5 minutes.

Nevertheless, we did found a clear impact of a social defeat in our species
within our design. This strongly suggests that in the natural situation a social
defeat have important consequences for the loser. We view these effects as
falling within the range of the classical adaptive stress response rather than
being pathological (Koolhaas et al. 1997b). The rise in body temperature might
be beneficial to deal with pathogens that have an increased chance to infect
the body after a fight, due to wounds obtained during that fight. A lower
activity and a reduced tendency to approach conspecifics might be the
consequences of an emotional fever (sickness behavior), serving the function
to reduce the chance of a social interaction while being in an impaired
condition.

Based on previous findings it was hypothesized that birds from the FAST
selection line would suffer more strongly from social defeat than birds from the
SLOW line (Verbeek et al. 1999). However, we found only some evidence for
this in the suppression of general activity. Since the birds have been selected
on the basis of their juvenile behavior there is the possibility that certain
phenotypic differences in behavior are not present at the adult stage. This is,
however, unlikely. Basal levels of social exploration were significantly higher in
the SLOW birds relative to the FAST birds. This fits the expectation, since
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SLOW birds are selected for high levels of exploration and FAST birds for low
levels of exploration in an unfamiliar environment and in novel object tests
(Verbeek et al. 1994). Furthermore the line difference in breath rate before the
defeat was borderline significant. Other differences between the lines in
adulthood have been found in agonistic behavior and latency to approach a novel
object (Carere et al. Chapter 2) in adult birds of the same generation of
selection line.

We conclude that psychosocial stress due to a social defeat can have in birds
a similar impact on behavior and physiology as in mammals, but with a shorter
recovery time, therefore falling within the range of the classical adaptive stress
response. According to the expectation, individuals more aggressive and bolder
in exploration (FAST line) seem to suffer a stronger impact from a social defeat,
but only in activity levels. The next step in this field of research that has to be
taken is the analysis of the consequences of social defeat in different types of
individuals in the natural situation. This would allow us to translate the finding
from the individual to the population level via the analysis of the consequences
of stress sensitivity for survival and reproduction.
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ABSTRACT

In this study we tested the hypothesis that in a passerine bird (great tit, Parus
major) individuals differing for coping strategies differ in the magnitude of the
adrenocortical response to social stress as well. Furthermore, we aimed at
characterizing daily rhythms in corticosteroid release before and after social
stress. We used 16 males from either of two lines bidirectionally selected for
different coping strategies (FAST and SLOW explorers). Social stress was
induced by confrontation with an aggressive resident male. Corticosteroid
metabolites were analyzed in feces collected at 90-min intervals from 900 to
1630 on a baseline day, on the day of the social conflict, and on the following
day. In both days and in both lines levels varied with time of day in a robust
rhythm with a peak in the first sample of the morning and a trough at the end
of the light phase. This rhythm correlates with activity (perch-hopping). An
overall increase in levels relative to baseline day was observed between 30 and
140 min after the challenge. Birds of the less aggressive and more cautious line
(SLOW explorers) showed a trend for a higher response compared to birds of
the more aggressive and bolder line (FAST explorers), which showed almost
no response. On the day after the challenge the birds of the SLOW line
reduced significantly corticosteroid secretion, probably due to an increased
negative feedback. The results provide evidence for a physiological basis of
different coping strategies in birds, emerging in response to social stress and
with a similar pattern as in other vertebrates.
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INTRODUCTION

Identification of dynamics of hormone secretion in vertebrates is essential for
the integration of proximate and ultimate explanation of behavior. Elevated
levels of glucocorticoids in response to stressful events induce short and long
term physiological and behavioral changes (reviews in Orchinik 1998;
Wingfield & Romero 2000; Levine and Cirulli 2001), whereas daily fluctuations
are thought to regulate homeostatic mechanisms (Widmaier 1992; Atkinson
and Waddell 1995). While studies using laboratory rodents are carried out with
the main goal to unravel mechanisms of stress-related disorders (e.g. Korte
2001; Sgoifo et al. 2001), studies using wild species may allow to take into
account ecological aspects of hormone-behavior interactions. Since the ecology
is well studied in many wild avian species, these offer a particularly suitable
study object. For example, alterations in plasma corticosterone (CORT)
following environmental challenge may alter memory-reliant behaviors which
promote survival in the food-caching mountain chickadee (Saldahna et al.
2000); an ecological role of CORT in redirecting behavior towards dispersal
by influencing body condition, locomotion and foraging activity has been
hypothesized in tits and owls (Silverin 1997; Belthoff & Dufty, 1998).

Most of the procedures used to induce an adrenocortical response include
stressors which bear little relationship with naturally occurring stressors such
as, in birds, the classical handling and restraint paradigm (e.g. Wingfield et al.
1992; Dufty & Belthoff, 1997; Korte et al. 1997; Rich & Romero 2001, van
Hierden et al. 2002). A successful attempt to modify this approach has been
made by testing the effect of social defeat in territorial species. However, this
approach has been used mainly in laboratory rodents (e.g. Koolhaas et al. 1997b;
Meerlo et al. 1999). In rats and mice a social defeat elicits a general increase
in sympathetic activity (heart rate and body temperature) lasting from one to
two hours, an increase in CORT lasting at least four hours, and an impairment
of social and explorative activity lasting up to several weeks (Koolhaas et al.
1997a, b). Effects of social defeat have been tested in a territorial wild bird
species, showing similarities with rodent studies, but the data did not include
information on the adrenocortical response (Carere et al. 2001). A recent study
in geese showed that a social confrontation between two opponents increases
fecal CORT metabolites (Kotrschal et al. 2000).

Individuals greatly differ in stress-induced glucocorticoid levels reflecting
inter-individual differences in response to stress (Piazza et al. 1993; Schwabl
1995). Such variation reflects the individual capacity to cope with
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environmental demands. A coping strategy can be defined as a coherent set
of behavioral and physiological responses which is consistent over time and
context, and which is characteristic of a certain group of individuals (Koolhaas
et al. 2001). In this respect, the within and between individuals covariation of
behavioral traits makes a coping strategy comparable with human personalities.
In rats proactive coping is associated with high neurosympathetic activity and
low CORT levels, whereas reactive coping is associated with high cardiac
parasympathetic activity and high CORT levels (Koolhaas et al. 1999,
2001). Recent data on CORT response following a social conflict in mice
of the SAL (short attack latency, proactive style) and LAL (long attack
latency, reactive style) lines, an important model for coping strategies
(Benus et al. 1991), indicate a higher HPA reactivity in individuals of the
LAL line (Veenema et al. 2003a). Similarly, it was found that hens of a low
feather pecking line, thought to reflect a reactive style, had higher basal
and stress-induced (manual restraint) plasma CORT levels than hens of a
high feather pecking line, thought to reflect a proactive style (Korte et al.
1997, van Hierden et al. 2002).

Recently, evidence has accumulated that two such coping strategies exist
in the great tit (Parus major), a territorial passerine bird. Hand-reared birds from
wild populations can be categorized along an axis ranging from SLOW to FAST
explorers with a combined score of the exploration of an unknown environment
and the response to novel objects in a familiar environment performed around
forty days after hatching (Verbeek et al. 1994, Drent et al. 2003). Artificial
selection combined with cross fostering resulted in clear evidence for a genetic
basis of these traits (heritability of 54±5% based on four generations, Drent
et al. 2003). The behavioral characteristics of the FAST and SLOW great tits
show analogy to the characteristics of respectively the proactive (active) and
reactive (passive) coping strategies described in other vertebrates (see Verbeek
et al. 1994, 1996, 1999 for great tits; Benus et al. 1990, 1991 for rodents; Ruis
et al. 2000 for pigs; Malmkvist & Hansen 2002 for farm minks). Proactive
copers are more guided by internal mechanisms than by environmental stimuli,
and they easily develop routines; in contrast, reactive copers are more flexible
and react more to environmental stimuli. One of the main differences between
proactive and reactive coping strategies is in the degree of behavioural plasticity
(Koolhaas et al. 2001). Since a differential HPA axis (re)activity between the
two strategies is suggested to underlie these difference (Koolhaas et al. 1999),
we hypothesize that the SLOW line of the great tits would show higher CORT
levels than the FAST line in response to social stress.
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In studying glucocorticoid release daily fluctuations have to be taken into
account. Daily rhythms in glucocorticoids release have been amply described
in humans, laboratory mammals (e.g. Ader et al. 1967; Krieger 1979), amphi-
bians and reptiles (Pancak & Taylor 1983; Tyrrell and Cree 1998), as well as
in some domesticated avian species (e.g. Joseph and Meier 1973; Boissin et al.
1975). Among passerine birds daily rhythms have been established for four
species, the white-throated sparrow, Zonotrichia albicollis (Dusseau & Meier
1971), the white-crowned sparrow, Zonotrichia leucophrys (Breuner et al. 1999),
the starling, Sturnus vulgaris (Romero & Remage-Healey, 2000), and the house
sparrow, Passer domesticus (Rich & Romero, 2001). In these species a distinct
unimodal rhythm with more corticosterone released at the end of the dark
phase was found. However, Marra and co-workers (1995), did not detect any
clear rhythm in the two Zonotrichia species. As regards the relationship between
stress-induced levels and rhythm, it seems that the intensity of the CORT
response to stressors is dependent upon the time of day at which the stimulus
is presented: the stress response has a daily rhythm which approximately mimics
the pattern of the basal fluctuation, at least on a winter photoperiod (Breuner
et al. 1999; Romero & Remage-Haley 2000; Rich & Romero 2001).

The effect of stress on the CORT rhythm itself has never been assessed in
birds. The main reason is that studies assessing rhythms obtained hormonal
profiles with bleeding and handling procedures at 3-6 hrs intervals, sampling
each bird at one time point per day. Usually the patterns are extrapolated from
samples deriving from different birds at different time points during the day or
from the same bird in different days, to ensure replenishment of blood volumes
and to minimize the number of handling events so that CORT levels represent
indeed basal levels. Moreover, such long intervals might mask more subtle
ultradian variation. Also in case of stress-induced responses an invasive
evaluation of CORT is used which may provoke confounds, the only valid
alternative being the cannulation method (Le Maho et al. 1992), difficult to
apply in small birds. The analysis of CORT metabolites in feces, enabling stress-
free investigation, may remove sources of unpredictable variation and allow
testing the effect of stress on rhythms. Recently it has been used in birds (geese)
to describe the effect of social challenges in relation to dominance status and
season as well as ontogenetic/seasonal patterns (Kotrschal et al. 1998, 2000;
Frigerio et al., 2001). In these studies inference on hormonal status has been
validated via the results obtained or via ACTH injection. A recent study in
hummingbirds demonstrated that changes in cloacal fluid concentration due
to administration (via food) of exogenous CORT do reflect plasma levels with
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a delay, peaks appearing in samples pooled over 30 min and disappearing within
90 min over termination of the handling stress (Hiebert et al. 2000).

Great tits are passerine birds inhabiting woods and parks. Males start
establishing their territory already in winter, thereafter forming monogamous
pair bonds. Intermale competition and social conflicts are very common,
including a well-defined repertoire of agonistic behavior displayed both in
territorial contests and in foraging flocks (Blurton-Jones 1968; Wilson 1992).
In the present study we used fecal CORT metabolites as a non-invasive marker
of adrenocortical activity to test whether individual great tits genetically
different for coping strategy differ in their basal levels and in the magnitude
of the stress response. At the same time we wanted to characterize the daily
rhythm in corticosteroids, if any, before and after social stress.

METHODS

Animals

The subjects were 16 adult male great tits originating from a program of bi-
directional artificial selection started in 1993 on the basis of the outcome of
exploration tests carried out at the age of 30-40 days (see introduction). Lines
did not differ in body mass or tarsus (e.g., body mass means ± SEM: 17.7 ±
0.36 and 17.8 ± 0.60 g for the FAST and the SLOW line respectively, t = –
0.15, p = 0.88). The birds belonged to the 3rd and 4th generation, 6 of the
SLOW and 10 of the FAST line. Birds were individually housed in standard
cages (80x40x40 cm) with wooden bottom, top, side and rear walls, a wire-
mesh front and three perches. The bottom was covered with shellsand. The
birds were kept in a room with natural winter daylight augmented with
fluorescent light tubes from 800 to 1700. They were provided with ad libitum
water, sunflower seeds and a commercial dry mixture (proteins, trace elements,
minerals and vitamins). Every two days the animals were also provided with a
fresh mixture of raw heart. Live mealworms were given three times a week.

Social conflict

For the social confrontation an experimental bird was transferred to a cage,
similar to the home cage, three days before the social conflict and remained
there until day 6 after the social interaction. Adjacent to the cage of the
experimental bird an identical cage was positioned, containing one of two so
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called resident birds. Experimental birds were randomly allocated to these two
resident males. The latter were kept in these cages under the same housing
conditions of the experimental birds for several weeks to become territorial. The
two resident birds were unselected adult males chosen on the fact that they
always attacked an intruder male in a series of 5-min tests. The cages of the
experimental and the resident birds were separated from each other by a
removable opaque partition. The cage of the resident contained an identical
removable partition that divided the cage in two equal parts. During the day
before the social interaction the experimental birds underwent a series of five
training sessions to allow the social interaction to occur without handling or
forced chasing. Each session consisted in confining the resident bird to one half
of his cage that was opposite to the cage of the experimental bird. Next, a dish
with mealworms was placed in the remaining part of the cage. The partition
dividing the resident’s cage from the cage of the experimental bird  was opened
allowing it to enter and eat one mealworm. During the next day the social
interaction took place in the cage of the resident between 930 and 1230,
according to the following procedure: (1) the resident bird was confined with
the same procedure used for the training sessions; (2) after a few seconds the
partition dividing the cage of the resident from the cage of the experimental
bird was removed; (3) as soon as the experimental bird entered the area (due
to the training this occurred within 10-30 sec), the partition separating the
cages was closed, the partition confining the resident male was removed and
the social interaction started. After the social interaction the original situation
was reinstated. The removal of the partitions was remotely controlled by means
of ropes. The resident bird was always exposed to a maximum of two interac-
tions per day and was not fed before the social interaction. Next, some
behavioral observations were done (Carere et al. 2001). Thereafter, a second
interaction with a standard cut-off time of 5 min was given to the experimental
bird immediately after the hopping measurement with the same resident male
and the same procedure described above. The first interaction was stopped after
20 minutes or as it escalated, i.e. when one of the following three criteria was
met: one of the two birds was (1) sitting quietly (freezing) for five minutes, (2)
being chased for three minutes, or (3) being attacked for ten times.

The birds were also caught once on the day before (day –1) and once on
the day after (day 1) the social interaction in order to take measurements of
body temperature and breath rate. This was done at the end of the dark period
(630) because in the darkness catching time is short (1-10 sec) minimizing
possible confounds. Details of the procedures are reported elsewhere (Carere
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et al. 2001). The experiments were carried out in January and February 2000.
The birds were tested in series of four individuals to which they were assigned
randomly, but FAST and SLOW individuals alternated within the series.

Fecal sampling and CORT metabolites assay

Fresh feces were collected at 90 min intervals from 900 to 1630 on a baseline
day (day –5), at 60-min intervals from 900 to 1700 on the day of the social
conflict (day 0), and again at 90-min intervals on the day after the social
interaction (day 1). Since the amount of fresh samples was low and in some
cases no feces were found with a shortest interval, eventually we have used a
90-min interval also for the conflict day in most birds. When necessarythe
matching was achieved by averaging the CORT values of the samples at 1000-
1100, 1300-1400, and 1600-1700 on the conflict day. Samples at 900 were also
collected on each subsequent day. We also tried to sample two hours after the
onset of the dark phase. Feces were collected from a white paper sheet
previously positioned on the bottom of each cage with tweezers and stored at
–20° within 10 min of collection (i.e., up to 100 min after being excreted by
the bird). At each time we always pooled 2-5 fresh samples of similar
appearance.

Glucocorticoids are extensively metabolized and the steroid excretion in
birds may take place via the gut or via urine in conjugated or unconjugated
form. For measuring CORT metabolites in the fecal samples of great tits three
enzyme immunoassays were tested with and without enzymatic hydrolysis of
the samples: corticosterone (Palme & Möstl, 1997), 11β-hydroxyoxo-
etiocholanolone (5β-androstane-3α ,11β-diol,-17-one) and 11-oxoetio-
cholanolone (5β-androstane-3α,11,17-dione) as described elsewhere (Möstl
et al. 2002).

In a first experiment immunograms were performed. Pooled fecal samples
were extracted with 60 % methanol. After centrifugation, the supernatant was
diluted 1 + 10 with water and extracted using a Sep-Pak® C18 cartridge (Fa.
Waters, Milford, MA, U.S.A.). After priming the cartridge (according to the
instruction of the manufacturer), the diluted sample was passed slowly through
the cartridge, which was washed with 5-ml water. Afterwards, the steroids were
eluted from the column using 4-ml methanol. The methanol phase was
evaporated, re-dissolved in 300 µl water / methanol (80 / 20 v / v) and the
extract was purified by HPLC (Novapac® C18 column 0.39 × 15 cm, Fa.
Waters, Milford, MA, U.S.; solvent: water / methanol, linear gradient from
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20 % methanol to 100 % within 30 min; flow 1 ml per min; 3 fractions per min
were collected). All individual fractions were divided in half, and the two sets
of tubes were evaporated. The one series of fractions were measured without
hydrolysis, the other series after hydrolysis (Kotrschal et al. 1998). Immuno-
reactive HPLC-fractions could be measured only after hydrolysis and using the
assay against 11-oxoetiocholanolone. Therefore this assay system was used for
the analysis of the CORT metabolites in tit feces. The details of the assay are
described elsewhere (Möstl et al. 2002). In brief, the carboxymethyloxime of
11-oxoetiocholanolone was prepared and linked to bovine serum albumin. The
antibody was raised in a rabbit and was used in a working dilution of 1: 60 000.
As label, the 11-oxoetiocholanolone was biotinylated and was used in a working
dilution of 1:2 000 000. As standard, 11-oxoetiocholanolone was used and the
standard curve ranged from 2-500 pg / well; the 50 % intercept was about 20
pg. Because of the linking of the steroid via position 17 of the molecule the assay
showed cross-reactions with some C-21 and C-19 steroids: 5β-androstane-3α-
ol-11,17-dione, 100%; 5β-pregnane-3α-ol-11,20 dione, 37 %; 5β-androstane-
3α,11β-diol-17-one, 3.3 % and 5β-androstane-3,11,17-trione, 1.2 %. Other
tested steroids (11-ketoandrosterone, etiocholanolone, pregnanediol, tetra-
hydrocortisol, 5β-dihydrocortisol, cortol, 5β-pregnane-3α,11β,21-triol, 20-
one, 5β-pregnane-3α ,11β,17α,20α,21-pentol, 5β-pregnane-3β-ol, 11,20-
dione and 5β-pregnane-3α,11β-diol, 20-one) had cross-reactions below 1%.
Fecal sample extraction and hydrolysis was performed as described by Kotrschal
and co-workers (1998) for the determination of CORT immunoreactive
substances with the exception that smaller amounts of feces (about 0.1 g) were
used. The intra- and inter-assay variations were 13.8 and 14.2 %, respectively.

Statistical analysis

Data were normalized through log transformation (log(x+1)) and then
analyzed with SPSS 10.0. A nested analysis of variance for repeated measures
(day, two levels, time of day, six levels) was used to test the daily patterns of
fecal CORT before (baseline day) and after (day 1) the social conflict. Data
collected in the dark phase were too few to allow inferential statistics. Since
the social conflict occurred between 930 and 1230 at different times for
different birds and the rhythm itself might have affected the response, we used
differences with the levels at the same time of the baseline day to analyze
whether the different interval times after the social conflict differed from the
levels before the social conflict. In this model the within subjects factors had
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four levels, namely the pre-stress sample (last sample before the conflict), and
three post-stress samples, collected between 30 and 230 min after the conflict
(time course of the response, based on Hiebert et al. 2000, see Introduction).
In the model we used a simple contrast by which the data of each time after
the social conflict are compared with the pre-stress levels. Finally, for each
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Figure 1 (a, b). Daily pattern of mean (±SEM) CORT metabolites detected in fecal
samples of birds of the two selection lines on the baseline day (a) and on the day after
the social challenge (b). Lights on: 800-1700.
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individual the total amount of CORT (pre-stress sample plus three post-stress
samples) was computed over the baseline day, the day of the social conflict and
the day after the social conflict. In this case an analysis of variance for repeated
measures with three within subjects factors was used. In all models line formed
the between subjects factor.

RESULTS

Social conflict

With the criteria reported in a separate paper (Carere et al. 2001) we considered
clearly defeated 6 out of 6 SLOW birds and 6 out of 10 FAST birds  In the
analysis we included also the four FAST birds that were not clearly defeated,
since no difference was found between defeated and not clearly defeated birds
within the FAST line.

Daily rhythm

In both the baseline day and the day after the social conflict hormonal levels
showed a robust daily rhythm with relatively high levels at the start of the active
period and a trough at its end (time of day, F5, 70 = 46.5; p < 0.01, Fig. 1).

Figure 2. Time course of the increase of CORT metabolites detected in fecal samples
of birds of the two selection lines collected before (T = 0-30 min before) and after (T1
= 30-45 min after; T2 = 120-140 min after; T3 = 210-230 min after) T the social
challenge, indicated by an arrow. Values are mean differences (±SEM) with baseline
day. * p = 0.05.
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Neither line  nor the interaction between line and time of day  contributed
significantly to the explained variance in CORT metabolites. On the day after
the social interaction individuals of the SLOW line showed lower concen-
trations than on the baseline day (day × type, F1, 14 = 6.0; p < 0.03, Fig. 1).
Both the interactions day × time of day and time of day × hour × line were
not significant indicating that the rhythmicity was not affected. Samples from
4 SLOW and 3 FAST birds collected at 1900 on the baseline day indicate that
in the SLOW line concentrations are increasing after the onset of the dark
period.

Response to social stress

No correlation was found between CORT response and body condition in any
of the three days in which samples were collected  The analysis of the
differences in fecal CORT with the baseline day showed a rise from basal to
stress-induced concentrations, which returned soon to basal levels. This
pattern showed a significant quadratic response (F3, 42 = 7.8; p = 0.01, Fig. 2).
The highest concentration was found in the first sample after the social
challenge (T1 vs T, F1, 14 = 5.3; p = 0.04, Fig. 2), collected 30-45 min after
the end of the confrontation. In the second sample, collected after 120-140
min, values were just above significance level (T2 vs T F1, 14 = 4.1; p = 0.06,
Fig 2). In the third sample, after 210-230 min, values were similar to those

Figure 3. Total CORT metabolites secretion (4 samples 0-230 min after time of the
conflict pooled) in both lines under non-stressed (baseline, day -5) vs stressed (social
conflict, day 0) vs post conflict (day 1). Values are means ± SEM.
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before the confrontation. No significant effect of line, nor a significant
interaction effect between line and time in relation to social stress was found.
However, the increase after the conflict was mainly due to individuals of the
SLOW line (T1 vs T for the SLOW line F1, 5 = 5.2; p = 0.05, Fig. 2); The
analysis of the total CORT over the three days revealed a significant effect of
the social challenge (day, F1, 14 = 8.9; p = 0.01) as well as that lines reacted
differently to it over the time course of the experiment (day × line F1, 14 =
4.7; p = 0.045, Fig. 3).

DISCUSSION

Daily rhythm

We observed a robust daily rhythm of CORT metabolite concentration. No
ultradian variation was detected and the rhythm was not disrupted by social
stress.A peak was detected in the first sample, at 900, after the onset of the
daily photoperiod. There was also a rapid decline after 900, so that low
concentrations were observed during the major fraction of the day. Although
the fecal steroid analysis has not been validated in this species, the rhythmicity
data constitute themselves a strong validation. The rhythm has been repeatedly
detected, and its pattern is very similar to the one described in closely related
species, such as sparrows and starlings, through blood sampling. The great tit
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Figure 4. Daily activity pattern (mean±SEM) in juvenile great tits (n = 10; age: 60 days)
of the SLOW selection line. Lights on: 700-1900.
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pattern shows striking similarities with the pattern found in the migratory
passerine white-throated sparrow (Zonotrichia albicollis) when kept under a
similar short photoperiod. In this species the daily rise occurred 12 hrs after
the onset of darkness, suggested as the entraining element for the rhythm
(Meier & Fivizzani 1975). The great tit rhythm is also similar to the one found
in starlings (Sturnus vulgaris) and house sparrows (Passer domesticus), where
levels are high during the dark hours and low throughout the active period
(Romero & Remage-Healey 2000; Rich & Romero 2001). Considering the
delay in the feces, we presume that in our birds the actual CORT peak in the
plasma occurred during or at the end of the dark hours.

A study in the white-throated sparrow led to the hypothesis that the daily
rhythm of locomotor activity causes the rhythm of CORT binding activity,
which in turn may be responsible for the daily rhythm of plasma concentration
(Meier et al. 1978). As regards the relationship with activity, for other purposes
we have taken measurements of the frequency of perch-hopping during the
active period at 900, 1200, 1500, and 1800 in a number of juvenile great tits
kept under the same conditions, but on a summer photoperiod. Data showed
a pattern of activity which parallels that of CORT metabolites of our adult
males, with a peak at 900 and levels decreasing with time of day (F1, 9 = 4.1;
p = 0.02, Fig. 4), suggesting an association between daily CORT variation and
activity levels. Indeed, a link between CORT and locomotor activity has been
hypothesized in other bird species (e.g. in owls and in white-crowned sparrows,
Belthoff & Dufty 1998; Breuner et al.1998, see also next section).

The general daily pattern of CORT levels in songbirds corresponds to some
extent to the results of much more extensive studies in mammals (for a review
see Krieger 1979). In rats and mice CORT rises in the late hours of the
(inactive) day and peaks just prior to the onset of activity. During the night
levels gradually drop to reach the lowest levels around the beginning of rest
(Ader et al. 1967; Krieger 1979). Also in humans peak levels are typically
observed around awakening (Aschoff 1978) and, in addition to the circadian
periodicity, there are 6 to 9 minor synchronous peaks of plasma ACTH and
cortisol throughout the day (Krieger 1979). Another difference of our data with
the mammalian situation, and also with part of the avian data, seems to be the
sharp drop in CORT metabolites occurring in the first hour of the day. It is
possible that the first fecal sample is particularly rich in CORT metabolites due
to the accumulation of renal excretion over the hours prior to the daily onset
of activity and of defecation. Be this as it may, the data presented provide a
baseline to be taken into account in behavioral studies of songbirds. Whether
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this periodicity is under endogenous control of a circadian pacemaker remains
an open question, requiring experiments in constant conditions.

Tits species are extensively used in behavioural and ecological research both
in the field and in captivity. It is important that the spontaneous daily variation
of CORT levels is taken into account in the planning of experiments at
appropriate times of day. For example, circulating CORT levels can be
experimentally elevated during most of the daylight hours without confounding
effects of endogenous origin.

Response to social stress

In this study we demonstrated a difference in CORT secretion in response to
social stress in two types of individuals adopting different and heritable coping
strategies. Together with other findings (Kotrschal et al. 2000; Carere et al.
2001), it is clear that a social conflict induces a stress response in birds, which
has a similar impact on behavior and physiology as in mammals. Stress of social
origin induced a moderate, but clear glucocorticoid response in great tits. The
peak of the stress response occurred in fecal samples collected within 30-45
min after the social conflict, a figure similar to the one found in cloacal fluids
of hummingbirds (Hiebert et al. 2000). The magnitude of the response was
lower than those following bleeding and handling stress found, for example,
in starlings and house sparrows kept under similar photoperiods (Romero &
Remage-Healey 2000; Rich & Romero 2001). It was hypothesized that birds
of the SLOW line would show a higher HPA reactivity than birds of the FAST
line (see introduction). In accordance with this we found a clear response only
in birds of the SLOW line, while birds of the FAST line did not show evidence
of a response. Interestingly, reduced baseline levels were observed in the SLOW
line on the post-conflict day. A similar phenomenon, maybe due to an
enhanced negative feedback in the brain, has been described in humans (Yehuda
2001). It may indicate an alteration of the HPA axis as a consequence of the
social stress, which could exert effects on the reaction to subsequent challenges.

These data provide the first evidence of an adrenocortical response to a
social conflict in a songbird; at the same time they provide evidence for a
physiological basis of different coping strategies in birds. We conclude that the
two types of birds display a different reactivity in the adrenocortical response
and this strengthens the idea that the FAST and SLOW lines of great tits are
representatives of respectively the proactive and reactive coping strategy (see
introduction).
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In the same individuals social stress has been shown to: (i) substantially
increase body temperature for at least one day; (ii) impair activity (perch-
hopping) on a short term basis more markedly in the FAST line; and (iii)
substantially decrease the tendency to approach to an unknown conspecific
(Carere et al. 2001). In rodents stress-induced hyperthermia is simultaneously
accompanied by increases of plasma CORT, while lipopolysaccaride-induced
fever also increases the amount of biologically available CORT (Groenink et al.
1994; Cabrera et al. 2000). Although we could not get simultaneous measure-
ments of body temperature and CORT levels, our results suggest that the
situation in birds might be different. We did not find any indication for a line
difference in body temperature in both basal and stress-induced levels (after
about 18 hrs), while we did find a line effect for CORT.

Instead, lines differed in the magnitude of the impairment of activity levels.
The SLOW birds, which had a higher CORT response, were not impaired in
activity compared to FAST birds, which showed a weak CORT response
(Carere et al. 2001). Given the increasing evidence that CORT treatment at
intermediate levels has a rapid and transient effect (within 15 min) in
stimulating perch-hopping in passerines (Breuner et al. 1998; Breuner &
Wingfield, 2000; but see Astheimer et al. 1992), our data showing impairment
in the first minutes after the challenge yield an apparent contradiction. It is
possible that in birds of the SLOW line the occurring rise in CORT levels has
buffered the tendency to decrease activity more than in birds of the FAST line.
However, it must be noted that a clear effect of CORT on activity in other
species is evident only on long days (Breuner & Wingfield 2000), while our
birds were on short days.

Our results suggest that inter-individual differences in sensitivity to stressors
occur and relate to behavioral differences with a genetic component main-
tained in wild populations (see also discussion in Schwabl 1995). Hence, in the
natural situation social stress may have important consequences for population
dynamics. Field and theoretical studies indicate an ecological role of CORT
in promoting dispersal via stimulation of locomotion and foraging activity
(Silverin 1997; Belthoff & Dufty 1998). The two types of birds of our selection
lines originate from a wild population where a co-existence of strategies does
occur (Verbeek et al. 1994; Dingemanse et al. 2002). Given the line differences
we found, we hypothesize that social stress may affect differently individuals
adopting alternative coping strategies.
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ABSTRACT

A standard handling protocol was used to test the hypothesis that boldness
predicts stress responsiveness in body temperature and breath rate. Great tits
(Parus major) chicks were taken from the field, hand reared until independence,
and their response to a novel object was assessed. At the age of six months,
during the active phase (daytime), body temperature and breath frequency
were measured immediately after capture and after five minutes of quiet rest
in a bag. A second group of birds of two lines bidirectionally selected for the
same trait was tested during the inactive phase (nighttime). During the active
phase body temperature and breath rate were higher in the first measurement
than in the second measurement. In the second measurement bold individuals
showed a more pronounced decrease in body temperature than shy individuals.
In the inactive phase values of both parameters were lower than in the active
phase. Body temperature was lower in the first measurement than in the second
measurement and no line difference emerged. Breath rate was higher in shy
than in bold individuals and did not differ between the two measurement.
Females had higher body temperature than males, probably due to their lower
weight, since body temperature was negatively correlated with body mass. The
results indicate that body temperature and breath rate are indicators of acute
stress in songbirds and that differences in personality traits during the juvenile
phase are reflected in differential stress responsiveness later in age.
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INTRODUCTION

In birds standardised handling protocols have been widely used to assess the
HPA axis response. In most species the rise in glucocorticoids occurs within
three minutes following handling (review in Silverin 1998). Recent studies
have shown that birds respond to such protocols also with a fast rise in body
temperature. This phenomenon can be considered as a genuine “emotional”
fever, since it can be blocked by salicylate, and is usually associated with
tachycardia (Cabanac & Aizawa 2000; Cabanac & Guillemette 2001). Stress-
induced hyperthermia has been widely documented in rodents (Briese &
Cabanac 1991; Zethof et al. 1994; Zethof et al. 1995, van der Heyden et al.
1997) and a rise in body temperature is recognised as a typical component of
the stress and emotional response in rats and mice (Koolhaas et al. 1997), as well
as in other mammals (silver fox, Vulpes vulpes, Moe and Bakken 1999; farm mink,
Mustela vison, Korhonen et al. 2000), birds (Le Maho et al. 1992; Carere et al.
2001; Cabanac & Guillemette 2001) and reptiles (Cabanac & Gosselin 1993).

In birds, body temperature has been mainly studied in the framework of the
energetics of endotherms. Overall it is higher than in mammals, it decreases
with increasing body mass, and is affected by resting phase, circannual variations
and sex, females exhibiting slightly higher values (Prinzinger et al. 1991).

Breath rate, the frequency of respiratory acts, is a parameter for which much
less information is available in birds. Breathing frequency could respond to
fearful stimuli or emotions similarly to cardiovascular parameters such as heart
rate, since both are controlled, at least in part, by the autonomic nervous
system. Such parameters are index of the emotional and stress response (e.g.
Koolhaas et al. 1997), but are difficult to obtain in a small bird. Following
handling, eider ducks (Somateria mollissima) displayed a tachycardia for two-
three minutes without any visible motor response (Cabanac & Guillemette
2001). Recently, breath rate has been measured in great tits ca 18 hrs following
social stress (Parus major), but no effect of the stress procedure were detected,
probably because an increased activity of the adrenergic system is observed only
in the very short term following stress exposure (Carere et al. 2001).

Individuals of several avian species differ in the way they deal with stressors
and novelties (e.g. Verbeek et al. 1994; Schwabl 1995) and appear to vary along
a behavioural continuum from shy to bold. In general, shy individuals respond
to unfamiliar situations by retreating or becoming quiet and alert, whereas bold
individuals tend to start actively exploring and manipulating the stressor (Clark
& Ehlinger 1987; Wilson et al. 1993). These differences co-vary with other
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behavioural domains, such as aggression (Benus et al. 1991 for rodents; Verbeek
et al. 1996 for birds; Malmkvist & Hansen 2002 for minks). Results from
selection lines experiment suggest that they are aspects of a coherent and
heritable behavioural organization maintained by natural selection (Koolhaas
et al. 1999, 2001; Drent et al. 2003). In rodents proactive coping (bold, “active”
and aggressive animals) is associated with high neurosympathetic activity and
low HPA reactivity, whereas reactive coping (shy, “passive” and less aggressive
animals) is associated with high cardiac parasympathetic activity and high HPA
reactivity (Koolhaas et al. 1999, 2001).

In the great tit (Parus major), a small passerine bird, many individuals show
extreme phenotypes within a given population, being “FAST” (or bold) or
“SLOW” (or shy) in exploration tasks including novelty responses (Verbeek
et al. 1994). These traits are relatively stable across age and correlate with
differences in aggression (Verbeek et al. 1996; Carere et al. submitted), foraging
behavior (Marchetti & Drent 2000), and response to social stress (Verbeek
et al. 1999; Carere et al. 2001). Therefore, they may reflect coping strategies
or personalities. Recent studies demonstrate the presence of considerable
amount of genetic variation of such personality traits in wild great tit
populations, and selection lines experiments have shown significant heritability
for early exploratory behaviour based on four generations of artificial selection
(Drent et al. 2003). The lines (FAST and SLOW explorers show resemblance
to selection lines established from wild house mice populations (Benus et al.
1991; Veenema et al. 2003a, Carere et al. submitted). Data on breath rate
indicate a trend for higher levels in the line of SLOW individuals (Carere et al.
2001), while data on adrenocortical response to social stress indicate higher
HPA reactivity in the same line (Carere et al. 2003). Similarly, hens from a low
feather pecking line, that resemble shy great tits, had higher basal and stress-
induced (manual restraint) plasma corticosterone levels than hens from a high
feather pecking line, resembling the bold great tits (Korte et al. 1997; van
Hierden et al. 2002). Hens of the low feather pecking line also showed higher
parasympathetic response than birds of the high feather pecking line (Korte
et al. 1999).

This study was designed to test how great tits different for shyness and
boldness responded physiologically (body temperature and breath rate) to an
unpredictable and acute stressful event (capture and handling). At the same
time we wanted to characterise the stress response using body temperature and
breath rate as physiological markers. We tested independently two groups, one
during the daytime (active phase) and one during nighttime (inactive phase).
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The nighttime group was tested primarily in an attempt to record minimum
resting levels. We hypothesised that shy individuals show higher or more
prolonged responses than bold individuals in both parameters (Koolhaas et al.
1999; Korte et al. 1999, Korhonen et al. 2000; Carere et al. 2001).

METHODS

Subjects and housing

The great tit is a territorial, non-migratory passerine bird (body mass: 16-20
g) inhabiting woods and parks. The group of birds tested during the active
phase consisted originally of 90 chicks collected from a wild population at the
age of 10 days in May-June and hand reared under standard conditions until
independence (for details see Verbeek et al. 1994). From independence onwards
(day 25-30 after hatching) birds were housed individually in standard cages of
0.9x0.4x0.5 m with a wooden bottom, top, sides and rear walls, a wire-mesh
front and three perches. They were kept under natural light conditions (LD
10:14h during the period of the stress protocol, December 1998), and had
auditory and visual contact with other individuals housed in the same room. Food
(commercial seed mixture, sunflowers and a protein rich mixture supplemented
daily with mealworms, Tenebrio molitor) and water were provided ad libitum.

The birds tested during the inactive phase were adult male great tits
originating from a program of bi-directional artificial selection started in 1993
on the basis of the outcome of exploration tests carried out at the age of 30-
40 days (see Introduction). Lines did not differ in body mass or tarsus length.
The birds belonged to the 3rd and 4th generation, 6 of the SLOW (shy) and
10 of the Fast (bold) line. They were housed and maintained as described above.

Birds were sexed with molecular markers (Griffiths et al. 1998). Body mass,
together with other morphometric measurements were taken at the age of 6
months, about two weeks before the stress protocol.

Novel object tests

Two tests were carried out at the age of 35-40 days after hatching introducing
a novel object on one of the outer perches. A penlight battery was used on the
first day and an 8 cm pink rubber toy on the second day. Birds were charac-
terized for shyness and boldness assessing their latency to approach the object
and the shortest distance to it within 120 sec. The results for each test were
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converted linearly to a 0-5 scale. A score of 5 was given when the bird pecked
the object, a score of zero when the bird did not land on the perch with the
object (for details see Verbeek et al. 1994; Drent et al. 2003). The sum of the
test scores, ranging from 0 to 10 is the shyness-boldness trait. Animals
characterised by intermediate scores or not consistent in the two tests were not
considered and released or used for other experiments. After the tests 29
animals with extreme responses were selected for the experiment (14 “bold”,
15 “shy”). In these birds the two novel object scores were strongly correlated
(Spearman correlation coefficient, rs = 0.76; p < 0.01, n = 29). They were
kept individually in standard conditions (see previous section) and did not
undergo any other test until the stress protocol. The birds of the selection lines
were tested in the same way to confirm the line difference.

Stress protocol and physiological measurements

The adult males of the selection lines were tested during the inactive phase
at the end of the dark period, between 630 and 730. The other group of birds
was tested during the active phase between 900 and 1200. Each bird was tested
according to the following procedure: first, the subject was chased in its home
cage and the time was measured from the moment the cage was entered with
the right hand until the bird was caught (catching time). This time scored zero
during the inactive phase since birds were caught in the darkness and care was
taken to avoid to wake them up. After capture one of two physiological
parameters, either body temperature (T1) or breath rate (B1), was measured
immediately; afterwards, the bird was put in a cotton bag hanging apart and a
second measurement of the same parameter was taken after five minutes (T2, B2).
After the second measurement the bird was released to its home cage. Sixty minutes
later, the same procedure was used to measure the second physiological parameter.
The assignment of which of the two parameters was measured first was random.
In the birds tested during the inactive phase breath rate was measured immediately
after (i.e. few seconds) body temperature.

Body temperature was measured with a thermometric probe (AMR Therm
–30+100 NTC TYP C 2244-1, AHLBORN Mess- und Regelungstechnik D-
8150 HOLZKIRCHEN — P.O.B 12 60, Germany) constantly kept in warm
water (30-35° C). The probe was inserted in the cloaca for 1 cm. It took
approximately 5-10 seconds, until the value on the display became stable.
Breath rate was measured by counting the number of breast movements during
60 seconds while firmly keeping the bird in the hand. Body mass was measured
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with an electronic balance to the nearest 0.1 g and tarsus with sliding calipers
to the nearest 0.1 mm two weeks before the tests.

Data analysis

Data were normally distributed except for catching time, normalized by log
transformation. Pairwise correlations (Pearson correlation coefficient) were
used to check the consistency of the two novel object tests and to explore the
association between catching time, body mass, body temperature and breath
rate. To test if sex or type affected catching time, univariate analysis of variance
with the two variables as fixed factors including their interaction was run with
body temperature or breath rate as dependent variables. A similar analysis was
run to check the effect of sex and type on body mass. For the analysis of the
stress response in relation to type (shy and bold), sex, and sampling time (first
and second measurement) we used parametric factorial analysis of variance
considering type and sex as grouping factor and sampling time as repeated
measure factor (two levels). Variance was homogeneous across the four
subgroups. Multiple comparisons for the variable type, separately for the two
sampling times, were performed by Tukey-Kramer LSD (least significant
difference) test. The use of this test is recommended even in absence of
significant main or interaction effects in the analysis of variance (Wilcox 1987),
since the procedure protects from the increased probability of type I errors due
to the repeated measure. An overall model pooling the two groups of birds was
run to test the effect of activity period. All tests were two-tailed. Significance
level was 0.05.

RESULTS

Active phase

Males were significantly heavier than females (means and standard errors:
19.34 ± 0.23 g vs 18.18 ± 0.17 g respectively, F1, 25 = 5.7, p < 0.004), as it
is typical for full grown great tits, and no effect of type (F1, 25 = 0.003, p =
0.96) or its interaction with sex (F1, 25 = 1.2, p = 0.29) were found. No sex
effects were found in the novel object tests (sex, F1, 25 = 1.8, p = 0.19; sex
× type, F1, 25 = 1.4, p = 0.25).

In the body temperature session, catching time ranged between 4 and 55
sec (mean: 21.8 ± 14.5 sec), but it did not correlate with any of the two
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measurements (Table1), and did not differ in relation to type (F1, 25 = 0.9, p
= 0.35) or sex (F1, 25 = 0.41, p = 0.53). In the breath rate session, it took
significantly less time to catch a bird than in the body temperature session (F1,
56 = 5.3 p < 0.01), values ranging between 4 and 40 sec (mean: 11.9 ± 9.4

Fig. 1. Body temperature (a) and breath rate (b) in shy and bold great tits immediately
after capture (T1, B1) and after five minutes (T2, B2) during the inactive and the active
phase. Values are means + SEM. * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01.
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sec). Catching time in the breath rate session also did not differ in relation to type
(F1, 25 = 0.01, p = 0.92) or sex (F1, 25 = 0.05, p = 0.82) and did not correlate
with any of the two measurements (Table 1). No significant correlation was found
between body temperature and breath rate in any of the two measurements, whereas
first and second measurements correlated strongly for both parameters (Table 1).

Body temperature was significantly higher in the first measurement than in
the second one (F1, 25 = 23.9, p < 0.01, Fig. 1a, 2a). No overall effect of type
was present (F1, 25 = 1.1, p = 0.29). In shy individuals the decrease in body
temperature in the second measurement was less marked than in bold
individuals (F1, 25 = 3.7, p = 0.06, but p < 0.05 in Tukey-Kramer LSD test

Fig. 2. Body temperature (a) and breath rate (b) in male and female great tits
immediately after capture (T1, B1) and after five minutes (T2, B2) during the active
phase. Values are means + SEM. ** p < 0.01.
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in the second measurement, Fig. 1a). Females had higher temperatures than
males in both measurements (F1, 25 = 7.9 p = 0.01, Fig. 2a) by about 0.8 °C.
No significant interaction between sex and repeated sampling (F1, 25 = 0.01
p = 0.97) or between sex and type (F1, 25 = 0.28 p = 0.60) emerged.

Breath rate was also significantly higher in the first measurement than in
the second one (F1, 25 = 4.3, p < 0.05 Fig. 1b, 2b). No main effect or
interaction of type with sampling time (F1, 25 = 1.1 p = 0.31; F1, 25 = 0.22,
p = 0.64 respectively) was found. Although male birds showed a more marked
decrease in the second measurement, neither a sex difference (F1, 25 = 1.8,
p = 0.19, p > 0.05 in Tukey-Kramer LSD test in the second measurement),
nor the interaction between sex and sampling time (F1, 25 = 2.3 p = 0.14)
were significant (Fig. 2b).

The effect of sex on body temperature disappeared (F1, 24 = 1.5, p = 0.23)
when body mass was introduced in the model of the analysis of variance as a
covariate (F1, 24 = 2.9, p = 0.09), indicating that body mass could explain
in part the sex difference. In fact body mass showed a significant negative
association with body temperature in both measurements (rs = –0.44, p = 0.02;
rs = –0.64, p < 0.001, n = 29 for first and second measurement, respectively,
not shown), but not with breath rate (rs = –0.19, p = 0.32; rs = 0.15, p = 0.43,
n = 29 for first and second sampling time, respectively, not shown). When the
association of body mass with body temperature was tested separately for the
sexes, a significant negative correlation in both measurements was present in
females (rs = –0.54, p = 0.02; rs = –0.63, p = 0.004, n = 19 for first and second
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TtC BtC 1T 2T 1B

BtC 13.0

1T 31.0 41.0–

2T 10.0– 71.0– **37.0

1B 33.0– 43.0– 42.0 82.0

2B 22.0– 51.0– 90.0 31.0 **84.0

Table 1. Association (Pearson correlation coefficients and p values) between the
variables catching time (CtT: body temperature session; CtB: breath rate session), body
temperature (T1: first measurement; T2: second measurement) and breath rate during
the active phase (B1: first measurement; B2: second measurement). N = 29; ** p < 0.01.
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measurement, respectively, Fig. 3a), but not in males (rs = 0.45, p = 0.19; rs

= –0.08, p = 0.82, n = 10, for first and second measurement, respectively,
Fig. 3b). This latter result was likely due to the presence of an outlier showing
very low values in both measurements (Fig. 3b).

Inactive phase

Body temperature was significantly higher in the second measurement than in
the first one (F1, 14 = 9.0, p < 0.01, Fig. 1a). No effect of type or its interaction

Fig 3. Body temperature as a function of body mass in females (a) and males (b)
immediately after capture (T1) and after five minutes (T2).
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with sampling time was present (F1, 14 = 0.43, p = 0.52; F1, 14 = 0.08, p =
0.77, respectively). Breath rate did not differ between the two measurement
(F1, 14 = 2.4, p = 0.14, Fig. 1b). No main effect of type or its interaction with
sampling time was found, but shy birds tended to have higher breath rate than
bold birds.(type, F1, 14 = 3.5, p = 0.08; type × sampling time, F1, 14 = 2.4,
p = 0.14, respectively).

Pooling in one model the groups tested in the two activity phases revealed
a significant effect of activity period in both parameters (F1, 41 = 109.2, p <
0.001 for body temperature; F1, 41 = 10.6, p < 0.01 for breath rate, Fig. 1a,
1b), and a significant interaction with sampling time for body temperature only
(F1, 41 = 32.9, p < 0.001): overall, values were higher during the active period
and for body temperature the patterns were opposite (Fig. 1a). A main effect
of type was evident for breath rate (F1, 41 = 4.3, p < 0.05, Fig. 1b): shy birds
had higher values than bold birds.

DISCUSSION

Stress response

During the activity phase catching and handling has produced a pattern in
which both body temperature and breath rate decreased with time. Values were
higher in the first measurement, immediately after capture, than five minutes
later, when birds had been kept in a bag. During the inactive phase, when birds
were caught during sleep, the pattern was opposite for body temperature, with
values increasing with time. No difference between the first and second
measurement was found for breath rate. Both parameters had higher values
during the active than during the inactive period. The comparison between
the phases suggests that during the active phase, at least for body temperature,
the first measurement represents a stress-induced rise, and that the decrease
observed after five minutes represents the tendency to return to normal
(activity) levels. It could be that catching time during the light phase affect
more breath rate than body temperature, as suggested by its borderline
significant correlation with the first measurement. Interestingly, the association
with catching time was always negative, i.e. shorter times corresponding to
higher breath rates, like if a sudden fearful episode is more effective than the
same stressor acting for a more prolonged time (Table 1).

The rise in body temperature in the active phase may be due to stress-
induced hyperthermia, a phenomenon found in other animal species (see also
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introduction). Catching the bird and measuring cloacal temperature acted as
a stressor and elicited a very rapid hyperthermic response. In singly housed mice
80% of the maximal hyperthermic response can be reached within 5 min from
the start of the stress (van der Heyden et al. 1997). In our case the motor load
due to the increased activity of the birds attempting to escape from being
captured is unlikely to have induced the rise, since no correlation was found
between catching time and body temperature, but we cannot exclude that it
did enhance it or its rapidity. In eider ducks handled without chasing cloacal
temperature increased sharply within four minutes (Cabanac & Guillemette
2001). Anticipatory fear for an aversive event (van den Heiden 1997) could
also play a role, as it was hypothesised for farm minks showing very high values
in their first measurements (Korhonen et al. 2000).

The rise in body temperature in the inactive phase could be due mostly to
the transition from resting to activity levels, rather than stress, since values
never reached those of the second measurement during the light phase. The
latter are likely still far from baseline “activity” levels. It is expected that
subsequent measurement would lead to reach the same levels. In birds the
mean day-night difference is 2.48 °C (Prinzinger et al. 1991).

These data provide the first evidence of a hyperthermic and autonomic
response to handling stress in a songbird and suggest that body temperature
and breath rate are indicators of acute stress in songbirds. They can be
economically and easily measured in field and laboratory condition and may
provide an alternative to other parameters requiring bleeding and further
laboratory analysis.

Effect of shyness and boldness

It was hypothesised that shy individuals are more susceptible to handling stress
than bold individuals. In accordance with this we found that in shy individuals
the decrease in body temperature in the second measurement was significantly
less marked than in bold individuals. Different temperament traits predict
differential stress responsiveness over time. In male farm minks from confident
and fearful breeding lines undergoing a repeated capture stress protocol, no
significant line differences in the hyperthermic response were detected after
first capture, but during immobilisation fearful animals increased or maintained
their response levels, while confident ones decreased them (Korhonen et al.
2000). This pattern is very similar to the one of our great tits strengthening
the hypothesis that higher stress reactivity characterises individuals with a
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fearful temperament. It is important to emphasize that this differential response
was found in birds taken from a wild population in which a consistent variation
in exploration traits has been recently demonstrated together with its
heritability (Dingemanse et al. 2002). From these data the body temperature
response seems to be a sensitive marker of both the short-term stress response
and the personality trait.

Assuming a similar response as for heart rate, shy individuals were expected
to display higher values. We found that shy individuals tend to have higher
breath rate than bold individuals, confirming a previous indication in the same
species (Carere et al. 2001). This expectation came from the fact that
respiration, being likely under vagal control, can be considered controlled by the
parasympathetic system which is supposed to be the dominating system in shy
and “passive” animals (Koolhaas et al. 1999; Korte et al. 1999, see introduction).

In rodents stress-induced hyperthermia is simultaneously accompanied by
increases of plasma corticosterone, while lipopolysaccaride-induced fever also
elevates the amount of biologically available corticosterone (Groenink et al.
1994; Cabrera et al. 2000). This is in line with previous findings that shy
individuals show higher stress-induced corticosterone levels than bold
individuals (Carere et al. 2003; Damgaard & Hansen 1996). Further studies,
including an accurate comparison between the temporal dynamics of the body
temperature and the HPA axis reactivity, are needed to explore this possibility
and to further validate body temperature as a physiological marker of the stress
response in birds. On the whole our data provide evidence for a physiological
difference in individuals showing differences in “personality” traits in birds.

Sex difference

Females displayed higher values of body temperature than males in both
sampling times, and a similar trend, but not significant, was found for breath
rate. This finding is unlikely to be related with the behavioural phenotype, since
no sex differences were found in the novel object score during the juvenile
phase. It could be either due to differential stress responsiveness between the
sexes, or to a difference in basal/resting levels.

Sex is thought to be a major variable conferring differential vulnerability to
stress. Results are, however, often contrasting and likely depending on the
ecology of the species, as well as on the type of stressor used (e.g., Archer 1975;
Carere et al. 1999; Faraday 2002). In birds, males have been shown to be more
stress-susceptible than females (Silverin, 1998; Marin et al. 2002). Sex
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differences in basal levels of body temperature in the same direction of ours
have been found in many species (review in Prinzinger et al. 1991). In great
tits, when daily energy expenditure was measured after injection of doubly
labelled water in an experiment testing the costs of parental effort following a
clutch size manipulation, females showed higher values than males regardless
of the treatment (Verhulst & Tinbergen 1997). A similar difference in energy
expenditure between the sexes was also found in other passerine species (house
martin, Hails & Bryant 1979; starling, Ricklefs & Williams 1984; tree swallow,
Williams 1988), and this may reflect a general pattern.

Overall the literature survey in birds and the correlation with body mass (Fig.
3), sexually dimorphic in great tits, point in the direction that the difference
is basal. The basal difference might simply be a physiological adaptation to a
sex specific difference in thermal conductance, which is negatively correlated
with body mass in homeothermic organisms (Aschoff 1981). However, the
magnitude of the sex difference in our birds (0.7°C in T1 and 0.8°C in T2) was
higher than those reported in the literature (0.3-0.5°C, Prinzinger et al. 1991),
suggesting a stress-induced enhancement. Therefore, we hypothesize that in
species that are sexually dimorphic in body mass the lighter sex (usually
females) might face higher energetic costs than males following stress.
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ABSTRACT

Little is known about the emergence of differences in personalities or coping
strategies during postnatal development. We addressed the question whether
heritable personality traits can be distinguished already early in life. We studied
this in an altricial avian species and analysed whether the personalities differ
in begging performance, a functionally relevant behaviour in the nestling phase.
We scored persistency and intensity of begging before and after fledging in
hand-reared nestlings of two lines of captive great tits (Parus major) bidirec-
tionally selected for FAST and SLOW exploratory behaviour and subjected to
a food rationing protocol. Nests contained one food rationed and one control
sibling of the same line. Begging was elicited by repeated presentations of stimuli
of increasing intensity. Before fledging, lines did not differ in begging levels.
Food rationed chicks weighed less and begged more than controls, and the lines
responded similarly to the treatment. After fledging begging became more
flamboyant. Chicks of the FAST line begged more persistent and vigorous than
chicks of the SLOW line, while the effect of food rationing disappeared. In both
age classes and in both lines begging levels increased with increasing stimulus
intensity. Results show that behavioural differences between the selection lines
can already be observed before independence. The fact that the selection lines
differ in begging strategies provides direct empirical evidence of genetic effects
in the begging performance of altricial nestlings, an assumption often made,
but not yet proven in evolutionary explanations of animal signalling.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the past decade it has become evident that animals react to challenges in
different ways or strategies, which are consistent within individuals and across
different situations independent of sex, age, or social status (Wilson et al. 1994;
Koolhaas et al. 1999). The few genetic selection lines that have been sufficiently
characterised both behaviourally and physiologically indicate a genetic basis
in mammals (Benus et al. 1991; Koolhaas et al. 1999 for mice, Mus musculus;
Malkvist & Hansen 2002 for farm minks, Mustela vison) and birds (Drent et al.
2003; Carere et al. submitted for great tits, Parus major; Korte et al. 1997; van
Hierden et al. 2002 for chickens, Gallus gallus). The selection lines are thought
to represent the extremes of response patterns that coexist within populations.
These response patterns have been described as “proactive” and “reactive”
styles. Proactive copers are more guided by internal mechanisms than by
environmental stimuli and they easily develop routines. In contrast, reactive
copers are more flexible and react more to environmental stimuli (Koolhaas
et al. 1999; 2001).

Little is known about the timing of emergence of the differences in such
response patterns during postnatal development. Fighting behaviour developed
earlier in “proactive” mice selected for high aggression than in a control line
(Mendl & Paul 1991), while the pups of this aggressive line were hypothesised
to require more enhanced levels of maternal nursing compared to the “reactive”
mice (Benus & Röndigs 1996). In chickens behavioural differences between
two lines different for high and low levels of feather pecking and likely reflecting
the proactive and reactive strategies, could already be observed within the first
8 weeks of development (van Hierden et al. 2002; Riedstra & Groothuis 2002).
In pigs, individual differences reflecting coping strategies are observed within
the first 10 weeks of life (Hessing et al. 1994; Erhard et al. 1999). However, both
the work on chickens and on pigs focus on behavioural responses with little
or unknown relevance for the natural situations, such as feather pecking or
tonic immobility, while the existence of pro- and reactive personalities has been
challenged in these species (chickens, Riedstra & Groothuis 2001; pigs, Jensen
1995; Spoolder et al. 1996; D’Eath & Burn 2003).

In the great tit, a small passerine bird, hand-reared individuals originating
from wild populations consistently differ around fourty days after hatching in
the way they explore a new environment and approach a novel object (“FAST”
versus “SLOW”, Verbeek et al. 1994; Drent & Marchetti 1999). Bidirectional
selection indicated a genetic basis for this composite trait (heritability of
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54±5% based on four generations, Drent et al. 2003). The two “types” of great
tits also differ in other situations, such as aggression, copying behaviour,
response to social stress and routine formation in foraging (Verbeek et al. 1994,
1996; Verbeek et al. 1999; Drent & Marchetti 1999; Marchetti & Drent 2000;
Carere et al. 2001, 2003). The behavioural characteristics of the FAST and
SLOW great tits show analogy to the characteristics of the proactive (active) and
reactive (passive) coping strategies described in mammals (Koolhaas et al. 1999).

It is quite possible that the two heritable behavioural strategies represented
by the selection lines are present already early in ontogeny, and that they are
susceptible to alterations by environmental social and non-social factors early
in life. Such information is needed to achieve a more complete understanding
of the emergence and the phenotypic plasticity of distinct behavioural styles
during development. We focussed on begging behaviour in the nestlings of both
selection lines.

Begging is the first coordinated and conspicuous behaviour altricial birds
perform after hatching: the provisioning of food by parents is preceded and
accompanied by offspring solicitation consisting of gaping, posturing, jostling
and vocalising (Kilner & Johnstone 1997; Schwabl & Lipar 2002). It is likely
that there is intense selection pressure on the development of begging and its
components because its expression is essential for survival and growth. Begging
and its effects on parental care are commonly modelled as the phenotypic
outcome of an evolutionary conflict between parents and offspring (Trivers
1974). These models assume that levels of begging are genetically determined
(Godfray 1995; Mock & Parker 1997). Such genetic variability of offspring
solicitation in birds, and its maintenance, are not well confirmed assumptions
so far and there is only few indirect empirical evidence available (Kölliker et al.
2000; Kölliker & Richner 2001).

Great tits are monogamous birds with biparental care, which breed in holes
and artificial nest-boxes in all types of wooded areas. At the age of about three
weeks the broods fledge out, facing a period of post-fledging care (“family
flock”), which lasts two-three weeks before dispersal takes place (Verhulst &
Hut 1996).

We recorded begging in nestlings of the two selection lines reared under
laboratory-controlled conditions at two different ages, before and just after
fledging. We used repeated presentations of stimuli of increasing intensity. To
study the influence of environmental factors on begging, we conducted a food
rationing experiment. Brood size was kept constant (two chicks of the same
line), but chick condition within each brood differed, since only one chick was
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subjected to the food rationing protocol. Our questions were: (i) is there a
difference in begging performance between the two selection lines? (ii) do the
selection lines respond differently in their begging performance to food
rationing and to increasing stimulation? We hypothesised that begging levels
are higher in the FAST chicks, since FAST birds are bolder, more aggressive,
and probably more competitive compared to SLOW birds (Drent & Marchetti
1999; Carere et al. submitted). SLOW chicks would make more distinction
between different degree of stimulation, since they are thought to be more
sensitive to environmental cues (Verbeek et al. 1994; Drent & Marchetti 1999).

2. METHODS

(a) Subjects

Nine pairs of the FAST line and eight pairs of the SLOW line were used as
breeding pairs for our subjects. They were housed in outdoors aviaries at the
end of the winter. All pairs were experienced breeders. The birds belonged to
the F3 and F4 generation of a programme of artificial selection started in 1993
(Drent et al. 2003). The line difference in the exploration score of these birds
was confirmed in adulthood (Carere et al. submitted). In spring, eggs of these
pairs were collected daily and exchanged with dummy eggs. Clutches were
incubated and reared by foster wild parents breeding in artificial nest-boxes
previously installed in the surrounding woods and parks. At the age of 12 days
the chicks were collected and hand-reared in standard conditions in the
laboratory. Chicks were marked at the age of 7 days with colour and metal rings
for individual recognition. In total 30 FAST chicks (7 clutches) and 36 SLOW
chicks (7 clutches) were brought to the laboratory.

(b) Housing and hand-rearing of the chicks

At the day of arrival in the laboratory (age 12 days), the chicks were housed
in standard cages (39.5 × 43 × 44 cm) in sibling dyads from the same clutch.
Inside each cage each dyad was put into open wooden nest boxes (12 × 13.5
× 12cm). The nest boxes were filled with hay and horse hairs refreshed every
4-5 days. Within each nest one of the two chicks randomly chosen, was marked
with a white spot on the black feathers of the head for individual recognition.
All chicks were housed in a room with about 70% relative humidity, 25-26 °C,
and a 14:10 L:D photoperiod. Cages containing FAST and SLOW dyads were
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positioned alternatingly. Chicks were hand-fed with tweezers every 30 minutes,
from 700 to 2100, with a mixture containing beef-heart, a sour milk product,
baby cereal multivitamin solution and calcium carbonate alternated with
waspmoths larvae (Galleria mellonella) previously kept in a freezer. Between age
20 and 25 days the mixture was not given (see next paragraph) and they were
fed with the waspmoths larvae and mealworms (Tenebrio molitor). Only when
the chicks were not begging during feeding, acoustic (a whistle sound) and
tactile (bill touched gently with the tweezers) stimulation was given. Chicks
were always fed until begging stopped, but they were never forced to eat. Faecal
sacs were regularly removed from the nests with different tweezers. Survival
during hand-rearing was 95 %. At age of 18-20 days the chicks gradually started
to leave the nest, hopping in the cage where the nest was housed. At age 25,
a perch and two bowls containing the beef-heart mixture and water were placed
in the cages and within a few days, after noticing that the food was regularly
exploited, hand-feeding was gradually withdrawn (age 25-30). Birds were then
individually housed for other behavioural tests at the age they usually become
fully independent (around age 35).

(c) Food rationing protocol

At 8 days after hatching the chicks were ranked for weight within each brood.
On the basis of this rank they were assigned to the experimental or the control
condition alternatingly. As a consequence, half of each brood was food
rationed. At age 8, 9, and 10, when the broods were still raised by the wild foster
parents in the field, all chicks were taken out and weighed, but the control
chicks were immediately put back in the nest. The other half of the chicks of
each brood were kept out of the nest-box for three consecutive hours in wooden
nestboxes in a quiet, dark, and warmed environment for three hours. The
procedure was carried out at the end of the day, starting between 1700 and
1800, in order to avoid any opportunity for parental compensation after the
deprivation period. In wild great tits of the population used to foster the
clutches of the selection lines three hours of deprivation at the end of the day
are equivalent to approximately 30-35 missed feeds/nest (personal obser-
vations). At day 11 chicks were left undisturbed.

At day 12, in the morning, the chicks were brought into the laboratory. They
were fed in order to habituate to beg towards humans, a process taking a few
hours. They were allocated in sibling dyads, each consisting of one experimental
and one control chick from the same foster nest and genetic parents. The food
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rationing procedure was started again from day 13. During the last three hours
of the day (from the 1830 feeding session onward) the experimental birds were
not fed and missed six feeding sessions per day until day 20. Since in a first
subset of birds there was an indication that the chicks were compensating the
treatment effect (which eventually was not the case), the protocol was changed.
From day 20 till 25 chicks received only mealworms and waspmoths larvae. In
this period, during each feeding session the control chick received ad libitum
mealworms, until begging stopped, while the experimental chick received
always one worm less than the control chick. In this way no compensation by
the chicks was possible. This procedure was carried out during each feeding
session over the whole day.

(d) Begging tests

Each sibling dyad was tested for begging behaviour twice, on days 14 or 15 and
22 or 23. The tests were carried out between 1230 and 1730 to minimise the
effects of the food rationing session of the previous day. The procedure was as
follows. The nests containing the dyads were moved from the hand-rearing
room into another room (“waiting” room), where they remained for 60 minutes
and were fed according to the standard hand-rearing schedule. Three trials,
each lasting one minute, were carried out in a third room (‘test’ room) 75 min
after the last feeding session. This interval served to create standardised hunger
levels among nestlings and a high responsiveness to the stimulations. Each of
the trials consisted of giving a consecutive series of three stimulations of
increasing intensity. The first stimulus (A) consisted in standing in front of the
cage for one minute (hand-raiser approaching the nest). The second stimulus
(B) consisted in holding a tweezer with food about 20 cm away from the cage,
again for one minute. The third stimulus (C) was as the second one, but every
20 seconds a brief acoustic sound (whistle) was given, as was usually done
during hand feeding. After the third trial the nest with the dyad was transported
back in the hand-rearing room.

At day 14-15 the chicks were unable to fly, and stood calmly inside the
nestcup. At day 22-23 the chicks had started to fledge, though they were still
unable to feed independently and fly efficiently. They became more active and
able to change their position in the cage during the tests. Moreover, they
became less eager to approach and when stimulated they often tended to
withdraw before and during begging. This forced us to slightly modify the
testing procedure. Stimuli A and B remained the same, but during the third
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stimulus the chicks were offered a mealworm with a tweezer, stimulating their
approach as if they were fed. The tweezer was kept midway between the two
chicks.

(e) Begging behaviour

All the tests were recorded with a camera placed in the test room about one
meter from the focal nest. Tapes were scored with the event recording
programme Observer 3.0 (Noldus) by a student unaware of experimental
condition and line of the chicks. Behaviour was scored immediately after the
stimulation. Begging intensity was scored for each chick based on the following
scale, ranking from 1 to 3: 1 = bill gaping horizontal; 2 = bill gaping vertical
(elongating the neck); 3 = as rank 2 plus wing shivering (see Redondo &
Castro 1992; Kilner 1995; Lotem 1998 for similar methodology). Pooling the
time spent in ranks 1 to 3 gave the total time spent begging, which was
computed as proportion over 60x3 seconds. For each trial a mean nestling
“begging intensity” (varying from 1 to 3) was calculated for each chick, based
on the number of seconds begging was performed in each rank.

Figure 1. Body mass of control and food rationed chicks of the selection lines at the
age of 12 (a) and 20 (b) days after hatching. Age 1: Fast line = 13 dyads; Slow line =
16 dyads. Age 2: Fast line = 8 dyads; Slow line = 17 dyads. ** p < 0.01 and * p < 0.05
for the overall effect of treatment.
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(f) Statistics

Sibling dyads were the statistical units, since we assumed that the between-
nests variation within each line has little effect in lines breeding in standard
conditions in captivity. Indeed, no significant effect of parental nest within any
of the two lines was found (for example, for begging time in the first age pooled
across the three stimulations and treatment: F6,6 = 0.9, p = 0.60 for the FAST
line; F6,6 = 1.3, p = 0.43 for the SLOW line). All data, except body mass, were
arcsine transformed before the parametric analysis. We did two separate
analyses for the two age classes, since not all birds that have been tested at the
first age could be tested at the second age. The proportion of time spent begging
was analysed with a 2x3 nested model of repeated measures ANOVA with line
forming the independent factor. The factors nested were: treatment (i.e., food
rationing and control, two levels) and stimulus (i.e., the three stimulations
increasing in intensity, three levels).

Since most of the begging activity was displayed when the third stimulus
(C) was presented, the analysis of the begging intensity was performed only in
this situation. The mean intensity was analysed with standard repeated
measures ANOVA with treatment as within subjects factor and line as between
subjects factor. A similar analysis was carried out for body mass in the two age
classes, at age 12 and 20 respectively. Significance was accepted at p < 0.05.

3. RESULTS

(a)Body mass

Food rationed chicks weighed less than controls in both age classes, and this
effect was less pronounced when chicks grew older (treatment: F1,27 = 26.3, p
< 0.001; F1,23 = 6.5, p = 0.02 for the first and second age class respectively;
figure 1a, b). No line difference nor its interaction with treatment were
significant (First age, line: F1,27 = 0.67, p = 0.42; line × treatment: F1,27 = 0.41,
p = 0.53. Second age, line: F1,23 = 0.09, p = 0.76; line × treatment: F1,27 =
1.4, p = 0.25; figure 1a, b). Data on body mass gain yielded similar outcomes.

(b)Time spent begging

Food rationed chicks spent more time begging than control chicks before, but
not after fledging (treatment: F1,27 = 4.6, p = 0.04; F1,23 = 1.2, p = 0.29, for
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the first and second age class respectively; figure 2a, b). Begging increased
markedly with stimulus intensity, (F1,27 = 57.9, p < 0.001; F1,23 = 14.4, p <
0.001 for the first and second age class respectively; figure 2a, b). Before
fledging, neither line difference nor interaction with treatment or stimulus was
evident (e.g. line F1,27 = 0.07, p = 0.80; figure. 2a). After fledging, FAST chicks
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Figure 2. Time spent begging in relation to food rationing and stimulus intensity in
chicks of the selection lines (a) before and (b) after fledging. Age I: FAST line = 13
dyads; SLOW line = 16 dyads. Age II: FAST line = 8 dyads; SLOW line = 17 dyads.
* p < 0.05 for the effect of treatment in (a) ** p < 0.01; * p < 0.05 for the effect of line in (b).
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spent more time begging than SLOW chicks (line: F1,23 = 16.4, p < 0.001; figure
2b includes post hoc comparisons). This was mainly due to an increase in begging
in the FAST line across age, which was lacking in the SLOW line.

(c)Begging intensity

No significant effect of food rationing on begging intensity was evident in either
of the two age classes (treatment: F1,25 = 2.11, p = 0.16; F1,21 = 0.24, p = 0.63
for the first and second age class respectively; figure 3a, b). In the first age class
FAST chicks on average begged more intensely, but not significantly so
(F1,25 = 2.7, p = 0.11; figure 3a). This was significant in the second age class
(F1,21 = 6.8, p = 0.02). No interaction between line and treatment was evident
(F1,25 = 0.20, p = 0.65; F1,21 = 0.78 p = 0.39, for the two age classes
respectively; figure 3a, b).

4. DISCUSSION

This study indicates that already early in ontogeny begging behaviour reflects
heritable personality traits expressed later in life. According to our prediction,
nestlings from a line selected for FAST exploratory behaviour and characterised
by higher levels of aggression and boldness begged more persistently and more
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Figure 3. Average begging intensity (mean rank) before (a) and after (b) fledging in
control and food rationed chicks of the selection lines when exposed to the third, more
intense, stimulus (C). Age I: FAST line = 11 dyads; SLOW line = 16 dyads. Age II:
FASTline = 7 dyads; SLOW line = 16 dyads. ** p < 0.01.
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vigorously than nestlings from a line selected for slow exploratory behaviour,
characterised by lower levels of aggression and shyness. The early line difference
in behaviour between the two “types” of great tits extends the set of trait
characteristics that make up their personalities in a developmental context.
This is consistent with the patterns observed in the mouse lines. Mendl & Paul
(1991a) found higher frequencies of intra-litter fights of juvenile mice in the
aggressive line compared to a control line. In another study, low aggressive
dams nursed cross-fostered aggressive pups more than their own pups, probably
because the latter requested more maternal effort (Benus & Röndigs 1996).

The causation of the observed difference in begging could lie in early
differences in boldness. Full grown FAST birds have shorter latencies to
approach a novel object, explore unfamiliar environments quicker and attack
an unfamiliar conspecific sooner and more frequently compared to SLOW birds
(Verbeek et al. 1996; Drent et al. 2003; Carere et al. submitted). Altricial
nestlings limit their behaviour to an intense approach response, i.e., begging,
which precedes withdrawal behaviour during ontogeny (Ryden 1982). Both
response patterns develop gradually, as a result of accumulated experience and
sequential maturation of visual and acoustic responsiveness. In great tit
nestlings fear reactions to alarm calls have been reported to first appear only
in the second or third week of postnatal life, just before or around fledging
(Ryden 1982). Therefore, only at the age of fledging (third week) when fear,
attention and alertness reactions are fully developed it may be expected that
the difference in boldness become expressed in overt behaviour. It is at this time
that the line difference in begging appeared more fully.

It could also be that the lines differ in their speed of development. Strain
differences in maturation rate of a number of neuronal and behavioural
mechanisms have been described in genetic strains of mice (Alleva et al. 1979;
Benus & Röndigs 1997; Gariepy et al. 2001) and could also occur in our lines.
Fast chicks may develop reactions to fearful or strange stimuli later than SLOW
chicks, so that their begging response becomes inhibited somewhat later in life.
We think this is unlikely, since lines do not differ in growth patterns and at the
age of the exploration tests do not differ in body condition or any morphometric
trait. Moreover, lines did not differ in the sensitivity to the degree of different
stimulations, which might indicate differences in reflex ontogeny or perceptual
abilities related to maturational processes. Finally, line differences in boldness
persist in adulthood (Carere et al. submitted).

Fast chicks may show enhanced levels of begging also due to escalated sibling
competition in the brood environment. In birds development is affected by the
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nestlings’ ability to compete for food with its siblings (Mock & Parker 1997).
In food rationed sand martin (Riparia riparia) broods sibling competition
escalated (Brzek & Konarzewski 2001). Similarly, kittiwake (Rissa tridactyla)
corticosterone implanted chicks in broods of two begged more frequently than
singletons regardless of treatment (Kitaysky et al. 2001).

Interest in begging signals of nestlings arises from the theoretical conflict
over resource allocation between parents and offspring, facing unequal genetic
interests (Trivers 1974; Budden & Wright 2001). Without knowledge of the
genetic basis of offspring begging strategies theoretical models have made
assumptions about it (Mock & Parker 1997). Unfortunately, much of the
current empirical evidence is indirect (Kölliker et al. 2000; Kölliker & Richner
2001). The only artificial selection experiment available on a begging display
(rate of pup ultrasonic vocalisations) showing a genetic basis in offspring
solicitation has been carried out in rats, Rattus norvegicus (Brunelli et al. 1997).
Our results provide the first experimental evidence that genetic differences
between the selection lines are responsible for differences in offspring begging
strategies. Our design with fostering the eggs to wild parents before the onset
of incubation precludes that any postlaying parental effect has caused the
difference except potential differences in the egg composition. Maternal effects
exerted via yolk hormones could interact with the genetic effects (Schwabl
1993). Begging behaviour in birds is enhanced by maternal androgens (Schwabl
1996; Schwabl & Lipar 2002; Eising & Groothuis 2003) and preliminary results
indicate that yolk androgens do differ between the great tit lines (Groothuis
et al. Chapter 9).

In our study the line difference appeared when chicks were older. A common
feature of begging displays is that they become increasingly flamboyant as chicks
approach independence (e.g. Davies 1978 for great tits; Kilner 2001 for
canaries, Serinus canarius), and our data confirm this pattern. Trivers (1974)
interpreted this change in intensity as evidence of the weaning conflict, with
chicks attempting to solicit investment for longer than preferred by their
parents. The FAST birds may face an enhanced parent-offspring conflict
compared to SLOW birds, which in turn may entail long term fitness conse-
quences for both parents and chicks. Escalated parent-offspring conflicts in
FAST broods could explain the recent finding in wild great tits that postnatal
dispersal distance in phenotypically FAST individuals is larger than in SLOW
individuals (Dingemanse et al. 2003).

Both “types” of birds coexist in wild populations (Verbeek et al. 1994,
Dingemanse et al. 2002; Drent et al. 2003). What could be the implications of
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the difference in begging strategies for the natural situation? According to the
current thinking on the function of begging in monopolising the food source,
and given that the line difference was independent of the treatment, we
hypothesise that FAST broods get more food from their parents especially when
food availability is low and parents have to be stimulated by the chicks to
increase their effort. It might be that FAST parents need more stimulation than
SLOW parents do. Alternatively, FAST nestlings may incur higher metabolic
requirements than SLOW nestlings and consequently beg more. This latter
point is indirectly supported by the fact that FAST birds have a higher speed
of exploration (Drent et al. 2003) and higher basal activity rates (perch-
hopping) compared to SLOW birds (Carere et al. 2001). The metabolic rate
in the two lines is currently under study in our laboratory.

In conclusion, this study supported the hypothesis that lines selected for a
personality trait differ in begging behaviour already soon after fledging, when
the displays are most flamboyant. This probably reflects the typical trait
difference of the lines observable later in age in boldness and aggression. No
line difference in sensitivity to food rationing or to different degrees of
stimulations emerged. The fact that artificial selection predicts differences in
begging strategies provides direct evidence of genetic effects. Heritable
differences in begging strategies in relation to personality may have profound
consequences for the evolution of the parent-offspring conflict and fitness
consequences that influence the coexistence of personality types in the field.
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ABSTRACT

The relative contribution of genetic and non-genetic factors in shaping
personality traits is of fundamental relevance to biologists and social scientists.
Individual animals vary in the way they cope with challenges in their envi-
ronment, comparable with variation in human personalities. This variation has
a substantial genetic basis. Here we describe experiments showing the strenght
of environmental factors (food availability and sibling competition) in shaping
personality traits in a passerine bird (Parus major). We manipulated the early
rearing condition in two lines bidirectionally selected for different personalities
(FAST line: high exploration speed and high aggression; SLOW line: low
exploration speed and low aggression) with a food rationing protocol inducing
an impairment in growth rate and an enhancement in levels of offspring
solicitation (begging behavior). The former was more marked in the SLOW
line. In a first experiment each nest contained experimental and control siblings
of the same line (within-nests design). SLOW chicks became much faster than
their parents in the exploration tests regardless of the treatment, whereas FAST
chicks had scores similar to their parents and showed no treatment effect. As
a consequence, the line difference in exploration behaviour of the offspring was
not apparent in the juvenile phase. Six months later the offspring of the SLOW
line was still relatively FAST, but lines differed in exploration, since the FAST
line became even more FAST. Food-rationed birds of the FAST line were more
aggressive than both controls and their fathers, while treatment did not affect
the SLOW  line. In a second experiment, carried out only in the SLOW line,
each nest contained either control or experimental siblings (between-nests
design). Now, only the food-rationed chicks became faster in exploration. We
suggest that the shift in the controls in the within-nests design was due to
enhanced sibling competition, forced by the experimental chick. Indeed, the
control chicks in the first experiment begged more persistent and had higher
exploration scores than the control chicks in the between-nests design.
Environmental conditions during ontogeny can override genetic factors in
selected lines of animals with profound and reliable differences in behavior. This
may explain why heritability measured in wild populations are generally lower
than laboratory estimates.
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INTRODUCTION

Personalities or coping styles in animals are correlated suites of behavioral traits
that reflect different ways of dealing with environmental challenges. They are
influenced by genetic as well as non-genetic factors (Wilson et al 1994;
Koolhaas et al. 1999; Gosling 2001; Broom 2001), but little is known about their
precise origin. The few genetic selection lines that have been sufficiently
characterized indicate a strong genetic basis in birds and mammals (house
mouse, Mus musculus: Benus et al. 1991; Koolhaas et al. 1999; great tit, Parus
major: Drent et al. 2003). These lines are thought to represent the extremes
of response patterns that coexist within populations. The general response
patterns have been described as the “proactive” and the “reactive” styles
(Koolhaas et al. 1999). Proactive copers are more guided by internal mecha-
nisms than by environmental stimuli and easily develop routines. Reactive
copers are more flexible and respond more to environmental stimuli (Benus
et al. 1991; Koolhaas et al. 1999; Koolhaas et al. 2001; Carere et al. submitted).

Unfortunately, ontogenetic studies rarely consider a sufficiently wide
spectrum of behavioral characteristics to show conclusively that the effects of
rearing conditions are exerted on a coherent set of traits (Koolhaas et al. 1999).
Whether early environmental factors affect coping style as a trait characteristic
is unknown. Although descriptive studies in the mouse lines revealed
differences in the maternal environment (higher levels of maternal care in the
more aggressive and proactive line, Mendl & Paul 1991a; Benus & Röndigs
1996), handling and cross-fostering, even by means of embryo transfer,
produced little or no effect, suggesting low behavioural plasticity in these lines
(Sluyter et al. 1996; Benus & Röndigs 1997; Benus 1999). However, manipu-
lation of the litter gender composition influenced the development of some
aspects of the strategies, possibly via sibling competition for maternal milk
(Mendl & Paul 1991b; Benus & Henkelmann 1998). Moreover, it was
hypothesized that inadequate nutrition of young pups of the aggressive line,
mediated through the mother, promotes increased intra-litter competition for
maternal milk, predisposing the pups to develop into more active/competitive
individuals (Mendl & Paul 1991a). It is therefore possible that in the natural
situation food availability is a crucial factor that could exert long lasting effects
on personality traits.

Fluctuation in both quality and quantity of food supply experienced during
early ontogeny can have important consequences for life-history both in
mammals and birds. Curiously, the available information concerns mainly
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behavioral effects in mammals (but see Ylönen et al. 2003) and effects on
morphology and fitness parameters in birds. In rodents behavioral effects of
undernutrition in early life include increased “emotionality”, higher activity
rates, and increased social responsiveness and aggression compared to control
animals (Manosevitz & McCanne 1973; Whatson et al. 1976; Tonkiss et al.
1987). In birds, poor conditions during early development affect growth, body
condition and a range of related properties, such us fledging weight, natal
dispersal, clutch size, dominance and quality of the future breeding habitat
(reviews in Gebhardt-Heinrich & Richner 1998; Lindström 1999). Thessing
and Ekman (1994) showed that unfavorable weather conditions and food
shortage during ontogeny are an important cause for cohort effects in avian
morphometric traits, which can affect behavior and population dynamics.

In birds development is also affected by the nestlings’ ability to compete for
food with its siblings (Mock & Parker 1997). Therefore, developmental
plasticity is expected to increase the competitive abilities of a food-restricted
nestling (e.g. Bengtsson & Ryden 1981; Brzek & Konarzewski 2001). Sand
martin (Riparia riparia) nestlings increased locomotion and sibling competition
escalated in food rationed broods (Brzek & Konarzewski 2001). Kittiwake (Rissa
tridactyla) chicks in broods of two begged more frequently than singletons when
they were treated with corticosterone that enhances begging behaviour
(Kitaysky et al. 2001). Thus, the effect of food availability or hormone
treatment may be enhanced via sibling competition, since the behavior of a
begging chick depends on its own condition and on conditions of its nestmate
(Godfray 1995). Such behavioral experiences in the brood environment may
shape personality traits later in life.

In the great tit (Parus major), a small territorial, secondary hole-nesting
songbird, hand-reared individuals originating from wild populations consis-
tently differ in the way they explore a new environment or approach a novel
object (“FAST” versus “SLOW”) around forty days after hatching (Verbeek
et al. 1994; Drent & Marchetti 1999). Bidirectional selection demonstrated a
genetic basis for this composite trait (heritability of 54±5% based on four
generations, Drent et al. 2003). A similar result was found for risk taking
behaviour (van Oers et al. submitted). Such heritabilities were also found in
wild populations, although less pronounced (about 30%, Dingemanse et al.
2002). The two types of great tits also differ in other behavioral domains, such
as aggression, foraging behavior, response to social and non-social stress and
routine formation (Verbeek et al. 1994; Drent & Marchetti 1999; Verbeek et al.
1996; Verbeek et al. 1999; Marchetti & Drent 2000; Carere et al. 2003; van
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Oers et al. submitted). A longitudinal study carried out in the selection lines
showed that their behavioral responses in exploration and aggression are
consistent across age, although more so in the FAST than in the SLOW line
(Carere et al. submitted). The FAST and SLOW explorers show striking
analogy to the characteristics of the rodent proactive and reactive styles
respectively.

Verbeek (1998) indicated the possible occurrence of plasticity in the
development of the behavioral strategies in a great tit population. In a year
characterized by poor environmental conditions (wet and cold spring), reflected
in a weight lower than normal at an age of 8-12 days and frequent starvation
episodes, there were about three times more FAST than SLOW birds. This
ratio was significantly different from the circa one to one  ratio observed in
“normal” years. Verbeek hypothesized that either FAST nestlings survived
better in adverse situations, or that retardation of growth and/or enhanced
sibling competition in the nestling phase stimulated the development of a
FAST phenotype.

We studied behavioral plasticity in great tit nestlings from the two selection
lines raised under laboratory-controlled conditions (Drent et al. 2003). Our
study comprised two related experiments, both involving manipulation of food
availability (temporal deprivation) during ontogeny. To create different levels
of sibling competition, in a first experiment we manipulated half broods, in a
second experiment we manipulated full broods. We predicted that the
manipulation would have an impact on the behavioral style, changing the
scores expected on the basis of those of their parents in the direction of a FAST
phenotype. Birds were tested shortly after independence (exploration tests used
as selection criteria, Drent et al. 2003) and again in adulthood (exploration tests
and aggression). We asked: (i) whether the food rationing influences heritable
personality traits; (ii) whether treatment affects different aspects of the
personality together and in the same way; (iii) whether any influence is different
in the two selection lines (genotype-environment interaction); (iv) whether
a shift in personality, if any, is persistent across age; (v) whether the effect of
food rationing is mediated via sibling competition.
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METHODS

General methods

Subjects and breeding.Pairs of the FAST and the SLOW line that had previous
breeding experience were housed in outdoors aviaries at the end of the winter.
The birds belonged to the 3rd and 4th generation of a program of artificial
selection that started in 1993 (Drent et al. 2003). The line difference in the
exploration score of these birds was confirmed in adulthood (Carere et al.
submitted). In spring, eggs were collected daily and replaced by dummy eggs.
Clutches were incubated and reared by foster wild parents breeding in nest-
boxes previously installed in the surrounding woods and parks. At the age of
12 days the chicks were collected and hand-reared in standard conditions in
the laboratory. Chicks were marked at the age of 7 days with color and metal
rings for individual recognition.

Housing and rearing during the nestling phase. On the day of arrival in the
laboratory (age 12 days), the chicks were housed in standard cages (39.5 × 43
× 44 cm) in sibling dyads from the same clutch. Inside each cage each dyad
was put into open wooden nest boxes (12 × 13.5 × 12 cm). The nest boxes
were filled with hay and horsehair refreshed every 4-5 days. Within each nest
one of the two chicks, randomly chosen was marked with a white spot with
Tipp-ex (toxic free fluid) on the black feathers of the head for individual recognition.
All chicks were housed in a room with about 70% relative humidity, 25-26 °C, and
a 14:10 L:D photoperiod. Chicks were hand-fed with tweezers every 30 min, from
700 to 2100, with a mixture containing beef-heart, a sour milk product, baby cereal
multivitamin solution and calcium carbonate alternated with waspmoths larvae
(Galleria mellonella) previously kept in a freezer. Between age 20 and 25 days they
were fed only with the waspmoths larvae and mealworms (Tenebrio molitor). When
the chicks were not begging during feeding, acoustic (a whistle sound) and tactile
(bill touched gently with the tweezers) stimulation was given. Chicks were always
fed until begging stopped, but they were never forced to eat. Fecal sacs were
removed from the nests with different tweezers. Survival during hand rearing was
95 %. At age 18-20 days, approaching the normal fledging age, the chicks gradually
started to leave the nest, hopping in the cage where the nest was housed. At age
25, a perch and two bowls containing the beef-heart mixture and water were
placed in the cages and within a few days, after noticing that the food was
regularly exploited, hand-feeding was gradually withdrawn (age 25-30).
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Housing after independence. Around day 35 the birds were individually housed
in another room in standard cages (80 × 40 × 40 cm) with wooden bottom,
top, side and rear walls, a wire-mesh front and three perches. The cage floor
was covered with shellsand. Cages were located indoors in a room of 4.6 × 2.8
× 2.6 m with natural daylight augmented with fluorescent light tubes from 800
to 1700. Each bird had auditory and visual contact with other conspecifics.
Cages alternated respect to treatment and line. Ad lib water, sunflower seeds
and a commercial dry mixture (proteins, trace elements, minerals and vitamins)
were available, supplemented every two days with a fresh mixture of raw heart
and live mealworms.

Experiment 1: within-nests design

At 8 days after hatching the chicks were ranked for weight within each brood.
On the basis of this rank they were assigned to the experimental or the control
condition alternatingly. As a consequence, half of each brood was food
rationed. At age 8, 9, and 10, when the broods were still raised by the wild foster
parents in the field, all chicks were taken out and weighed, but the control
chicks were immediately put back in the nest. The other half of the chicks of
each brood (the experimental subjects) were kept out of the nest-box for three
consecutive hours in wooden nestboxes in a quiet, dark, and warmed envi-
ronment. The procedure started at the end of the day, between 1700 and 1800,
in order to avoid any opportunity for parental compensation after the
deprivation period, since parents virtually stop feeding trips at dusk. In wild
great tits of the population used to foster the clutches of the selection lines
three hours of deprivation at the end of the day are equivalent to approximately
30-35 missed feeds/nest (personal observations). At day 11 chicks were left
undisturbed.

In total 30 FAST chicks from the FAST line (7 clutches of 7 pairs) and 36
chicks of the SLOW line (7 clutches of 7 pairs) were brought to the laboratory
in the morning of day 12. They were fed in order to habituate to beg towards
humans, a process taking a few hours. They were allocated in siblings dyads
(14 FAST and 18 SLOW dyads, of which one SLOW dyad became incomplete
due to mortality) consisting of one experimental and one control chick from
the same foster nest and genetic parents. Cages containing FAST and SLOW
dyads were positioned alternatingly.

The food rationing procedure was restarted from day 13 onwards. Again
during the last three hours of the day (from the 1830 feeding session onward)
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the experimental birds were not fed and missed six feeding sessions per day until
day 20. Since in a first subset of birds there was an indication that chicks were
compensating the treatment effect (which eventually was not the case), we
changed the food deprivation protocol. From day 20 till 25 chicks received only
mealworms. In this period, during each feeding session the control chick
received ad libitum mealworms, until begging stopped, while the experimental
chick received always one worm less than the control chick. In this way no
compensation by the chicks was possible. This procedure was carried out during
each feeding session over the whole day. To assess the effectiveness of
treatment, chicks were weighed on day 8, 9, 10, 12, 20, 25, 30 and at the age
of seven months.

Experiment 2: between-nests design

Due to the poor egg production of the FAST line, and since the effect of
treatment in the previous experiment was more pronounced in the SLOW line,
we applied a between-nests design only to the SLOW line during the following
breeding season. We used the same parents of the previous experiment and
some parents of the new generation of the SLOW line avoiding siblings and
first cousins as mates. Clutches were collected from the aviaries and again
fostered in the field. Twenty-two chicks (six clutches) were used. Due to the
small sample size and the poor environmental conditions (long spells of rainy
weather and temperature below average, thereby the female was brooding in
the nestbox very frequently and we decided to avoid disturbance in the field),
we did not food ration the chicks when they were fostered in the field. Chicks
were weighed for the first time at day 10. They were brought in the lab at day
11 or 12 and allocated in 11 nests of sibling dyads (five experimental and six
control dyads). Each brood contributed to both control and experimental dyads
and half of the dyads contained chicks of different parents. The treatment
started from day 12 or 13, one day after they were brought in the laboratory.
Food rationed and experimental dyads were housed in the same room
alternatingly. The rearing conditions and the rest of the treatment were the
same as in experiment 1. To assess the effect of treatment, birds were weighed
on day 10, 15, 20 and 25.
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Characterization of personality: behavioral tests

Novel environment and novel object tests. The sum of the scores obtained in three
tests (0-20) is the trait selected on, where 0 is the extreme “SLOW” and 20 is
the extreme “FAST” exploring bird (Drent et al. 2003). The juveniles were
tested at day 35-40 (novel environment) and day 45-50 (novel object) after
hatching. At 6 months of age they were performed with the same sequence and
an interval of 3-5 days between tests. In the first test (novel environment) birds
were allowed to explore a room with five artificial wooden trees for 10 min. The
time needed to visit four of the five trees was converted linearly to a 0-10 scale.
A score of 10 means that the bird reached the fourth tree within 1 minute; a
score of 0 means that it did not reach the fourth tree within 10 minutes.

In the second test (novel object), two sessions were carried out introducing
a novel object in the home cage on one of the outer perches. A penlight battery
was used on the first day and an 8 cm pink rubber toy on the second day.
Latency to approach the object and the shortest distance to it within 120 sec
was scored. The results for each session were converted linearly to a 0-5 scale.
A score of 5 was given when the bird pecked the object, a score of zero when
the bird did not land at all on the perch with the object. In-between scores were
based on a combination of latency and distance. Details, as well as absence of
sex difference, can be found elsewhere (Drent et al. 2003).

Aggression test. FAST birds of the parental generation have been previously
shown to be more aggressive than SLOW birds in a resident-intruder test
(Carere et al. submitted). We tested aggression only in male birds of experiment
1 at eight months of age with a similar test as for their fathers. Each male was
individually confronted for 5 min with one of five adult male “intruders” in his
resident cage. The birds used as intruders had the same rearing conditions,
similar weight and age. Their genetic background and their behavioral scores
were unknown and they were all experimentally naïve. We were prepared to
stop the test in case of physical fight, but they did not occur. Tests were carried
out between 0900 and 1400 with a 60-min interval between tests. Each
intruder was used twice each day. All intruders were marked with a white spot
on head, tail or wing with Tipp-ex (toxic free fluid). Tests were recorded on
videotape and two independent persons scored tapes at slow motion. We
measured the latency time of the resident bird to attack or chase the opponent.
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Begging behaviour. Begging behavior was scored at day 14 or 15 (before fledging)
and 22 or 23 (after fledging) in most of the sibling dyads of  experiment 1 and
all of them in experiment 2. Details of the testing procedures are described
elsewhere (Chapter 7). Briefly, chicks were food deprived for 75 min, and
stimulated to beg by subsequently (i) standing in front of the cage; (ii) holding
a tweezer with which the birds were hand reared in front of the bird; (iii) as
(ii) but with making a wistle sound used during hand-rearing to stimulate the
birds to beg. Tests were videotaped and the time spent begging (any offspring
solicitation posture including bill-gaping) was scored with an event recorder.

Data analysis

The data from experiment 1 (within-nests design) were analyzed with repeated
measures analysis of variance with line (FAST vs SLOW) as the between-
subjects factor and treatment (food rationed vs control), age (juvenile vs adult
phase) or generation (offspring vs parents) as the within-subjects factors.
Assuming that the between-nests variation has little effect within selection
lines breeding in captive standard conditions, we used the sibling dyads formed
in the laboratory as statistical units for the within-generation comparison
(effects of treatment and age). Nest means were used for the intergenerational
comparisons with the parental mid-scores. In the data from experiment 2
(between-nests design, only SLOW line), treatment formed the between-
subjects factor. Sibling dyads were the statistical units. Where data were not
normally distributed we used a log or a square root transformation to obtain a
normal distribution. Details of the analysis and post-hoc comparisons are
reported in the result section. All p-values are two-tailed. Scores for the two
exploration tests were combined to reveal the effect of treatment on the
selection criterium used for the establishment of the lines (Drent et al. 2003).

RESULTS

Experiment 1: within-nests design

Body mass. A nested model of repeated measures analysis of variance including
all days until the exploration tests in the juvenile phase revealed that food
rationing induced an impairment in body mass of the experimental birds during
growth (treatment, F1, 29 = 30.8, p < 0.001, Fig. 1a), which started already
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when chicks were in their foster wild nests. No main effect of line was evident
(F1, 29 = 0.26, p = 0.61, Fig. 1a), but the effect of treatment depended both
on age and line: treatment was effective in both lines in the beginning, but only
in the SLOW birds in the second part of the treatment phase while the other
birds apparently could compensate for the food rationing. (age × treatment ×
line F6, 174 = 10.7, p < 0.01, Fig. 1a). At seven months of age food deprived
birds were still somewhat lighter than the other birds but this did not reach
significance (F1, 19 = 2.7, p = 0.11), nor the interaction between treatment
and line (F1, 19 = 0.02, p = 0.90, Fig. 1a). SLOW birds were lighter than
FAST, but the difference was not significant (F1, 19 = 3.5, p = 0.08).

Begging. We have previously shown (see Chapter 7) that in a large subset of
the sample food rationed chicks begged more persistent than controls before
fledging, but not after fledging. In this latter age begging became most
flamboyant overall and FAST chicks begged more persistent and more vigorous
than SLOW chicks, which may explain the tendency that FAST birds are
heavier than SLOW birds.

Effect of the treatment on exploration behavior. In the juvenile phase, neither food
rationing treatment (F1, 23 = 0.67, p = 0.42 Fig. 2a) nor its interaction with
line (F1, 23 = 0.02, p = 0.90 Fig. 2a) contributed significantly to the explained
variance in the combined exploration score of the novel object and novel
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Fig. 1. Body mass of control and food rationed chicks of the two selection lines in
experiment 1 (within-nests design, 14 FAST sibling dyads and 18 SLOW sibling dyads)
and experiment 2 (between-nests design, only SLOW line, 6 control and 5 experimental
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environment tests (the selection criterion). Interestingly, the scores of the
SLOW birds were very high, similar to those of the FAST birds, regardless of
the treatment.

When the tests were repeated six months later and age was included in the
model, again no effect of treatment emerged (F1, 14 = 0.14, p = 0.72, Fig. 2c),
but the exploration score increased significantly with age (F1, 14 = 10.4, p <
0.01, Fig. 3). There was a trend that this was stronger in FAST than in SLOW
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Fig. 2. Exploration scores in food rationed ( ) and control ( ) great tits of the two
selection lines when a within-nests design was used (a: juvenile score; c: adult score)
and when a between-nests design was used (b, only SLOW line, only juvenile score).
Values are means with standard errors. * p < 0.05.
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birds (age × line, F1, 14 = 4.2, p = 0.06). Removing the non-significant effect
of treatment from the analysis (averaging control and experimental siblings
within each dyad or taking the value of the chick that had survived) the
interaction between line and age became significant (F1, 28 = 4.4, p < 0.05,
Fig. 3). Indeed, the increase was mainly due to the FAST birds (paired t-test,
t = –4.0, df = 13, p < 0.001) and was not significant in SLOW birds (paired
t-test, t = –0.40, df = 15, p = 0.30). As a consequence, a line difference in
exploration emerged in adulthood again (t = 2.7, df = 29, p = 0.01, Fig. 3),
which was absent in the juvenile phase indicating that the effect of food
rationing temporarily affected the behavioral phenotype.

Transgenerational comparison. Since both the experimental and control birds in
the SLOW line shifted to the level of the FAST line, we suspected that both
groups had been affected by treatment. To substantiate this, we did a com-
parison with the parental generation. Since experimental and control birds did
not differ in our experiment, we averaged the values of both within each
original nest to avoid pseudoreplications. We compared separately the
exploration scores obtained in the two age classes with the midparent scores
(average of male and female). Statistical details about the parental generation,
including consistency across age, have been reported elsewhere (Chapter 2,
Carere et al submitted). We have plotted in Fig. 3 the juvenile exploration scores
of the parents, showing a significant line effect, (t-test on midparent score, t
= 16, df = 12, p < 0.001).

In the juvenile phase the SLOW offspring became indeed much faster than
their parents, while the FAST offspring had scores similar to their parents
(Fig. 3: generation × line F1, 12 = 48.7, p < 0.001; paired t-test SLOW line:
t = –7.5, df = 6, p < 0.001; FAST line: t = –1.26, df = 6, p = 0.25). This
was still the case when the offspring generation was tested in adult hood (Fig.
3; generation × line F1, 12 = 52.5, p < 0.001; paired t-test SLOW line: t =
–9.0, df = 6, p < 0.001; FAST line: t = –1.8 df = 6, p = 0.11).

Effect of the treatment on aggression. Individual males were the statistical units,
since most of the original dyads disappeared when using males only. In the
choice of the birds to test we included the maximal number of original nests,
when possible, to allow a transgenerational comparison without pseudo-
replications. We tested 14 FAST and 14 SLOW males. FAST males weighed
more than SLOW males (means ± SEM: 17.97±0.27 and 17.13±0.26 g.,
respectively, F1, 24 = 6.0, p = 0.02), and controls tended to weigh more than
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food rationed birds (17.82±0.27 and 17.06±0.25 g., respectively, F1, 24 = 3.4,
p = 0.06). No significant interaction with line emerged (F1, 24 = 0.53, p = 0.47).

The line difference in attack latency found in the parental generation
(Chapter 2, Carere al. submitted, Fig. 4) was present in the food rationed (F1,
24 = 6.5, p = 0.02, Fig. 4), but not in the control offspring. Food rationing
affected the males of the FAST line significantly more than those of the SLOW
line (line × treatment F1, 24 = 4.3, p < 0.05, Fig 4): latency to attack became
even shorter in these FAST males (t = 2.6, df = 12, p = 0.02) while it did
not change in the experimental SLOW birds. As a consequence, the overall
line difference in aggression was still significant (F1, 24 = 6.5, p = 0.02).
SLOW birds, which were not affected by the treatment, did also not change
significantly compared to their parents. Food rationed FAST birds had
significantly shorter latencies to attack not only compared to controls (see
above) but also to their fathers (paired t-test = 4.6, df = 5, p < 0.01). Thus,
under food deprivation FAST chicks became even more aggressive, while SLOW
chicks did not change their low level of aggressiveness. The lack of a line difference
in the controls in difficult to interpret. Neither FAST controls nor SLOW control
birds changed significantly their attack latencies compared to their fathers.

Fig. 3. Exploration scores in great tits of the two selection lines belonging to the parental
generation and to the experimental generation (offspring). Data of the latter were
collected in the juvenile phase and in adulthood (experiment 1, within-nests design).
Parental scores are the average of the two pairmates. Due to the lack of treatment effect
values of the control and food-rationed chicks are averaged within each sibling dyad.
Values are means with standard errors. * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01.
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Experiment 2: between-nests design

Body mass.After the start of treatment, when chicks were already in the
laboratory, the food rationed (SLOW) birds became lighter than SLOW con-
trols (Fig. 1b), similar as in the previous experiment. The treatment produced
a significant interaction effect between age and treatment on body mass (F3, 27
= 5.0, p < 0.05), but no main effect (treatment: F1, 9 = 0.11 p = 0.75).

Begging behavior. The total time spent begging across three consecutive
stimulations of increasing intensity was higher in food rationed than in con-
trol nests at the age of 14-15 days, (mean % begging ± sem: controls, 3.36±1.8;
food-rationed, 10.9±6.8), but not at the age of 22-23 days (controls, 7.3±3.1;
food-rationed, 7.7±2.6). The interaction term age × treatment effect was
significant (F1, 9 = 9.0 = p < 0.01).

Exploration behavior. In contrast to the within-nests design, this between-nests
design now revealed that food rationed birds had higher scores and were faster
than controls (F1, 9 = 6.9, p = 0.03, Fig. 2b).
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Fig. 4. Latency to attack a territorial intruder in control and food-rationed male great
tits of the two selection lines (experiment 1, within-nests design) and in their fathers.
Values are means with standard errors. * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01.
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Sibling effect

The difference in results between the within-nests and between-nests design
suggests that in the former the food rationed chick influenced the performance
of its control sibling leading to the lack of treatment effect in the exploration
behavior. This is likely mediated by enhanced sibling competition.To sub-
stantiate this we compared the begging behavior before fledging and the
exploration score of the control chicks between the two experiments. Since in
experiment 2 the FAST line was not present, only the chicks of the SLOW
line were used for the comparison. For the data of experiment 2 we averaged
the values of the two control siblings. As expected, the chicks of experiment
1, that had as dyad mate an experimental sibling, begged significantly more
persistent and had a higher exploration score than the chicks of experiment 2, that
had as dyad mate another control
sibling (begging: t = 3.3, df = 19,
p < 0.01; exploration score: t = 4.1,
df = 20, p = 0.01, Fig. 5).

Coherence of behavioural
parameters

Within-nests design. Food rationing
resulted in a shift in the com-
bined exploration score (novel
object and novel environment
test) and in aggression. We asked
whether the behavioural scores of
the three tests all shifted in the
same direction or in different di-
rections. One way to analyse this
would be to calculate within the
different groups correlations
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Fig. 5. Within vs between-nests design. Begging behavior (a) and exploration score (b,
juvenile phase) in control chicks of the SLOW line housed together with a food rationed
sibling (exp 1, n = 15) or with another control sibling (exp 2, n = 6). Values are means
with standard errors. ** p < 0.01.
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between the scores of the different tests. However, due to the very low variance
in many of the scores, as a result of the selection program using birds of extreme
scores, these correlations were not meaningful. Therefore, we just analysed in
which direction line differences in the different test scores occurred in the
different groups. Since the scores for the exploration tests were similar for both
controls and experimental animals, we combined these in the further analyses.
Since we tested aggression only in the adult phase, we used adult scores of the
parental and offspring generation.
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Fig. 6. Novel environment (a) and novel object (b) scores in adulthood in the parental
generation and in its offspring (experiment 1, within-nests design). Parental scores are
the average of the two pairmates. Values of the control and food-rationed chicks are
averaged within each sibling dyad. Values are means with standard errors. * p < 0.05;
** p < 0.01.
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In both the novel object and the novel environment scores, the offspring
of both lines had higher values than their parents (Fig. 6a, b). Thus in all cases
birds became somewhat faster (novel environment, paired t-test: t = –2.3, df
= 13, p = 0.04; novel object, t = –3.6, df = 13, p < 0.01. However, this was
significant ony for the SLOW line: (novel environment, paired t-test: t = –2.9,
df = 6, p = 0.03; novel object, t = –5.1, df = 6, p < 0.01), but not for the
FAST line (novel environment, paired t-test: t = –0.8, df = 6, p = 0.43; novel
object, t = –1.2, df = 6, p = 0.26).

Aggression shifted also in the direction of the FAST line, but this was the
case only in the FAST line itself, while in the SLOW a non-significant trend
in the opposite direction was found (see above).

Between-nests design. In this experiment we tested only exploration behaviour
in the juvenile phase. Since we found a clear effect of treatment, while we only
had a limited number of pairs in the parental generation, we analysed whether
the difference between experimental and control chicks was in the same
direction for the two exploration tests separately. This was indeed the case: In
both cases experimental SLOW birds had more than two times higher scores than
controls (means and standard error for the novel environment: control, 0.61±0.31;
food-rationed, 2.1±0.9. Novel object: control, 2.5±1.0; food-rationed, 6.3±3.1),
although in neither case the difference reached significance (novel environment:
t = –1.8, df = 9, p = 0.09; novel object: t = –2.0, df = 9, p = 0.07).

DISCUSSION

This study concerns the effects of food rationing on the behavior of birds of
two lines bidirectionally selected for different personalities. A within-nests and
a between-nests treatment were carried out in the nestling phase and went on
until fledging in two separate experiments. The effect of food rationing was
assessed with two behavioral tests used as selection criteria (novel object and
novel environment test resulting in one exploration score), a begging test, and,
in the within-nests design, a resident-intruder test. The results will be discussed
on the basis of the five questions put forward in the introduction.

Change in personality traits. Food rationing affected the exploration score, despite
four generations of successfull divergent selection on this behaviour (Drent et al.
2003). Birds changed temporarily their style compared to the parental generation
(within-nests design) or to the unmanipulated animals (between-nests design).
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Coping styles and personalities have been considered rather stable trait
characteristics originating from genetic factors, with little evidence of
combinations with epigenetic factors (Koolhaas et al. 1999). Our results show
that varying the environment in a “naturalistic” fashion creates the conditions
for behavioral plasticity to take place “overriding”, at least temporarily, the
genetic background. It has been suggested that the missing evidence of clear
perinatal plasticity in the mice lines is due to the fact that genetic selection lines
may overestimate the role of the genotype (Koolhaas et al. 1999). The mouse
studies have been carried out with animals obtained after much longer selection
(over the 10th generation) than in our study (4th generation). In case selection
would have acted on the degree of phenotypic plasticity this might explain the
discrepancy between the mice studies and our study. However, food availability
was not manipulated in the mice, but there was indirect evidence that might
be a key factor for development of personality in this species too (see
Introduction). Environmentally induced behavioral plasticity may be a factor
explaining why heritabilities are substantially lower in field than in laboratory
populations (Riska et al. 1989; Falckoner & McCay 1996; Dingemanse et al.
2002). Given our results, at the population level reduced food availability may
exert a canalizing effect, reducing interindividual differences in personality
traits (Caro & Bateson 1986).

Not only exploration but also aggression was affected by our treatment.
Aggression is an important part of the coping concept, and its development is
affected by early social experience and food availability in many species usually
in the same direction as we found in the FAST but not in the SLOW line: food
rationed animals became more competitive and aggressive than non food-
rationed (Whatson et al. 1976; Tonkiss & Smart 1983; Tonkiss & Smart 1987).

Coherence. In both experiments the novel object and novel environment scores
in adulthood changed in the same direction in the same groups of birds. Food
deprivation made the birds, especially the SLOW animals, faster in both
exploration scores. The same treatment made the FAST birds in adulthood
faster in attack latencies, but did not affect these latencies in the SLOW birds.
As a consequence the line difference in exploration, although still significant,
diminished while the difference in attack latencies became even more
pronounced. SLOW birds can become as FAST as FAST birds due to food
deprivation, while their attack latencies remain typical for the SLOW birds.
This suggests that although both exploration tests may test a coherent set of
behaviors, the link between exploration and aggression can be loosened due
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to environmental factors in the course of development. This might have
important consequences for the stability of the coherence of personality traits
in the wild. The fact that the coherence is stronger on those traits that have been
selected for, and not on the other one (aggression) is interesting. Perhaps that boldness
is an inherent part of exploration in both the novel object and the novel environment
test, but not the main determinant of aggression in all situations.

Finally, in the within-nests design FAST chicks begged more than SLOW
birds. We have argued elsewhere that this may come about by the higher
boldness in the FAST birds to react to begging stimuli (Chapter 7) and
therefore fit the line differences in other behavioural traits. Food deprivation
of the SLOW birds in the between nest design made birds to beg at higher rates,
which is consistent with the change towards a faster phenotype in exploration
scores and aggression.

Gene-environment interactions

Causal aspects. It was hypothesized that birds of the SLOW line would show a
shift in strategy towards a FAST phenotype (see Introduction). In accordance
with this we found that the change in the exploration score, the trait the lines
were selected on, was more marked in the SLOW line than the FAST line. This
line effect might in theory be caused by an upper limit in being FAST. This is
not likely, since there is no evidence of a ceiling effect in the response to
selection in this respect. In previous studies most of the FAST individuals do
not actually reach the maximum score (Drent et al. 2003; Carere et al.
Chapter 2). This indicates that the line difference in response to treatment is
due to a real gene-environment interaction.

Aggression was only affected in the FAST line, while there was ample scope
for the SLOW birds to express shorter attack latencies. Again this indicates a
context and line-dependent gene-environment interaction. Both shifts in
exploration and aggression went in the direction of the FAST phenotype. The
unidirectionality of the shift is consistent with the preliminary observations of
Verbeek (1998), who observed more FAST birds in years of low food availability
(see Introduction), and with studies on long-term consistency. Shifts across age,
when occurring, were mainly observed in the direction of a faster phenotype
in the SLOW line (Drent & Marchetti 1999; Carere et al. Chapter 2).

It is possible that the SLOW individuals have a larger developmental
plasticity in response to challenges then the FAST individuals, which may have
a more rigid developmental program (Smith & Gill 1983; Carere et al.
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submitted). This would be consistent with the claim that reactive or SLOW
animals are more open for environmental cues than pro-active or FAST animals
that are more guided by intrinsic cues (Koolhaas et al. 1999; Koolhaas et al. 2001),
and with the hypothesis that a mixture of inflexible and phenotypically plastic
genotypes will be maintained within a population (Wilson et al. 1994).

Functional aspects. Food deprivation shifted birds towards a more FAST
phenotype. The FAST strategy may be more favorable than a SLOW strategy
under adverse food conditions. First, the higher rate of begging and the shorter
attack latencies of the FAST birds may be especially advantageous under poor
food conditions. Secondly, it may be adaptive to disperse after experiencing
poor food conditions. Juvenile dispersal correlates with periods of high
locomotor activity (Belthoff & Dufty 1998). In a recent field study it was shown
that first year birds phenotypically characterized as FAST disperse farther than
SLOW birds (Dingemanse et al. 2003). This may be associated with both the
ontogenetic shift of the SLOW offspring and the fact that overall, but more
markedly in birds of the FAST line, there was a significant tendency to become
faster at the age of six months.

The ontogenetic shift persists across age. In the second series of exploration tests
of experiment 1, after six months, the shift of the SLOW birds to the FAST
strategy persisted. The effect on aggression was also apparent long after
independence. This indicates that early food deprivation exerts an influence long
after its cessation, organizing personality traits for a relative long period of time.
However, one must take into account that age may exert a similar effect. Consistency
over time within situations has been shown in a number of species and tests and it is
considered an intrinsic feature of personality traits (e.g. Wilson et al. 1994; Gosling
2001; Carere et al. submitted). One crucial question unanswered is whether this
long term effect may influence the next generation. Such nongenomic
transgenerational effects are known, and might be mediated for example by
maternal hormones that differ between the lines (Schwabl 1993; Groothuis et al.
Chapter 9), or via parental behavior (Francis et al. 1999). Certainly, environmental
factors producing persistent behavioral changes may shift the distribution of
different phenotypes between years in metapopulations, as suggested by the
preliminary observation of Verbeek (1998, see Introduction). Extensive
population studies are currently in progress to shed light on the relative
frequency of the two behavioral phenotypes and their fluctuation across years
different for food availability and selection pressure (Dingemanse et al. in prep.).
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The effect of treatment is mediated via sibling competition. The two different
experimental designs created two different “brood environments” in response
to the same challenge, depending on the condition of the sibling. Sharing the
nest with a hungry sibling apparently amplified the behavioral responses in the
control chick (Fig. 5). It is likely that the food rationed chicks triggered the
control sibling to higher levels of begging, and that in turn this escalation
obscured the treatment effect leading both chicks, including the control one,
to become faster in phenotype. When full nests were food rationed (experiment
2), excluding the possibility for a sibling effect, the effect of the treatment
emerged. The sibling effect, comparable to “social enhancement”, and likely
including learning processes, has been described in birds (Leonard & Horn
1998; Brzek & Konarzewski 2001; Kitaysky et al. 2001; Rodriguez-Girones et al.
2003), also in the context of developmental plasticity (Groothuis 1992).

The sibling effect suggests that competitive experience with siblings
influences the development of aggression and other personality traits. Mendl
& Paul (1991a,b) suggested this for the development of aggression in the two
lines of house mice selected for aggression, based on indications that pups of
the aggressive line experience more competition for maternal milk.

In conclusion, food deprivation in the chick phase has a long lasting influence
on several traits of personality, that is mediated via sibling competition and
depends on the genetic background of the animal.
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ABSTRACT

Behavioral style and personality vary among individuals of the same sex and
family. Steroid hormones organize behavioral differentiation during early life
and steroids from sources other than the embryo itself, such as the mother, may
contribute to variation in personality and behavioral style. In birds, mothers
vary the exposure to steroids of embryos in the egg and if adjustment of offspring
phenotype by maternal hormonal effects is adaptive, it must have a genetic
component on which Darwinian selection can act. We measured steroid
hormones in the eggs of a wild bird that was bidirectionally selected for distinct
behavioral styles, bold and shy. We report here different steroid hormone levels
in eggs of the two lines. We conclude that hormone deposition is heritable and
contributes to differences in personalities for which we had selected.
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Distinct personalities occur in many taxa, including the Great Tit (Parus major),
a small passerine bird. Wild great tits of both sexes differ consistently in
exploration of novel environments and objects and in aggressive behavior
(Drent et al. 2003). Bi-directional selection on speed of exploration resulted,
within 2 to 4 generations, in two lines of either FAST (F) or SLOW (S)
explorers. The lines distinguished themselves also in aggression, behavioral and
physiological response to social and non-social stressors, routine formation, and
learning of foraging tasks (Drent et al. 2003). In line with the characterization
of personality in other taxa, F-individuals can be characterized as bold or pro-
active and S-individuals as shy or re-active. Because avian eggs contain variable
doses of maternal sex steroid hormones that influence individual differentiation
and behavior (Schwabl 1993), we measured the concentrations of several
steroids in the egg yolks of the two lines.

We collected freshly laid eggs of pairs kept under identical breeding
conditions [see note (S1)]. We analyzed concentration of the androgens
androstenedione (A4), testosterone (T) and 5α-dihydrotestosterone (DHT),
as well as 17β-estradiol (E2) and the stress hormone corticosterone (B) in the
yolks [see note (S1)]. All hormones were detectable, but E2 in lower levels than
androgens, perhaps because it would interfere with sexual differentiation which
is sensitive to estrogens in birds. Levels of B were very low [see note (S2)]. The
concentration of some of these hormones were positively correlated with each
other, in particular A4 and T [see note (S3)]. The statistical analyses of these
two androgens in relation to selection line yielded almost identical results and
there were no significant effects for the other hormones. Therefore we report
here only on T.

Selection lines clearly differed in the pattern of T concentrations with
sequence of laying of eggs in a clutch  (Fig. 1). In the F-line, yolk T con-
centrations increased with laying order, while they decreased in the S-line.
Yolk androgen levels either increase or decrease with the position of the egg
in the laying sequence of the eggs in a clutch in many avian species. These
patterns have been interpreted as a maternal tool to allow efficient adjustment
of brood size early in the chick phase to food availability (Schwabl et al. 1997).
Birds often start to incubate their eggs before clutch completion, leading to
hatching asynchrony in which last-hatched chicks experience a handicap in
competition with earlier-hatched siblings for parental feedings. Preferential
allocation of androgens that enhance chick competitive ability (Eising &
Groothuis in press) to later-laid eggs may mitigate the disadvantages of hatching
asynchrony, an adaptive response when food is plentiful. The opposite pattern
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exacerbates disadvantages of later hatching facilitating adaptive brood
reduction under poor conditions (Schwabl et al. 1997). We found both patterns
of T allocation dependent on selection line. This line difference is related to a
reliable predictor of food availability for the brood in the field, time of egg laying.
Eggs of F-birds for hormone analyses (n=9) were laid on average 16 days earlier
(April 27) than eggs of S-birds (n=6, May 13; ANOVA, F(1, 13) =4.721,
p=0.049) with the difference consistent across both years (no effect of year or
its interaction with line in an ANOVA: p>0.19). A similar difference occurred
in a larger sample of selection pairs (F: n=19, May 2 (s.e. 3.7 days), S: n=21,
May 12 (s.e. 2.3 days; HLM: p<0.001) and in an independent data set for these
selection lines at the Institute of P.D., (F: n=15, April 21, S: n=13, April 29,
ANOVA, line effect: F (1, 25)=10.882, p=0.003). Laying date of the first egg
or of each egg as the only predictor in a model did not yield any significant effect
[see note (S6)], strongly supporting the importance of line as a main expla-
natory factor.

These results fit well the hypothesis of maternal favoritism (Schwabl et al.
1997). F-females, laying early, raise their broods during conditions of abundant
food supply early in the season. They adopt the tactic to raise the entire brood
by mitigating the negative effects of hatching asynchrony on late-hatching
chicks by more T in their eggs. S-female, laying later, raise their brood when
food availability decreases and adopt a brood reduction tactic seem by more
T in the first-laid eggs. Yolk testosterone induces earlier hatching (Eising et al.
2001) and therefore we predicted more synchrony of hatching in F- than in
S-nests which was the case. Despite similar clutch sizes [see note (S4)],
estimated hatching asynchrony [see note (S5)] tended to be lower in the F- (0.43
days, s.e. 0.3) than in the S-line (1.8 days, s.e. 1.1).

The line difference in pattern of androgen (T and A4) allocation to the
clutch indicates heritability of this trait. Likely this trait is linked in an adaptive
way to heritable variation in laying date (Horak et al. 1997), being an intrinsic
feature of the female. The primary target of selection may not be laying date
per se but hormonal properties of the female affecting laying date.

Our artificial selection has included mainly chicks of early-laid eggs of the
laying sequence, whose yolk androgen concentrations were clearly different.
The different androgen concentrations could underlie the wide spectrum of
differences in traits that occurs in the selection lines including their stress
response and aggressive behavior. This opens the intriguing possibility that early
exposure to maternal androgens, known to have organizational actions on many
aspects of the integrated phenotype in vertebrates, caused the different
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personalities we had selected for. This possibility has dramatic implications for
the evolution of maternal effects and the heritability of and evolution of traits.

S1. MATERIAL AND METHODS

Subjects and breeding

The great tit is a territorial, non-migratory passerine bird (body mass: 16-20 g)
inhabiting woodlands and parks. Our birds belonged to the 3rd, 4th and 5th
generation of a program of artificial selection that started in 1993 (Drent et al.
2003). A line difference in the selection criterion (exploration scores) was
confirmed in adulthood (Carere et al. submitted). Alternating pairs of the F-
and the S-line were housed in adjacent outdoor aviaries from the end of winter
(February) onwards. The aviaries, each measuring 1.5 × 3.0 × 2.0 m, had solid
walls and ceiling, and a wire-mesh in the front and were furnished with a nest-
box, perches on the left and right walls and a feeding table in the center (40
× 40 cm). The floor was covered with sand. Food (commercial seed mixture,
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Fig. 1. Concentration of T in egg yolk of Great Tits bi-directionally selected for boldness
in exploration behavior (FAST versus SLOW). There is no main effect of line or laying
sequence but the interaction between line and laying sequence is significant (p<0.0001).
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sunflowers and a protein-rich mixture supplemented daily with mealworms)
and water were provided ad libitum. Nesting material (fresh moss, grass and
horsehair) was provided ad libitum.

Egg collection and breeding parameters

We collected 66 eggs of first clutches of 6 pairs of the S- and 9 pairs of the F-
line. Great tits lay one egg per day and in first clutches usually start incubation
just before or at clutch completion. We inspected nest boxes daily and collected
freshly-laid eggs immediately replacing them with dummies. We froze marked
eggs at –20° C within a few minutes. For each pair we recorded: 1) onset of nest
building (date when first nest material was found in the nest box); 2) laying
date (date of first egg laid); 3) onset of incubation (date when female was on
the nest cup in incubation posture or when eggs were felt warm); and 4) clutch
size. We collected eggs in three different years and the majority of females were
experienced breeders. We detected no effect of age or year or their interaction
with line or egg sequence in any of these parameters.

Egg analyses

At collection we weighed eggs to the nearest 0.01 g in the laboratory and stored
them at –20 °C until they were shipped to the laboratory of HS. Yolks were
separated from albumen and weighed to the nearest 0.01 g. Yolks were then
homogenised with an equal volume (w:v) of distilled water. The procedures for
extraction and radioimmunoassays of testosterone (T), androstenedione (A4),
5α-dihydrotestosterone (DHT), Corticosterone (B) and 17β-estradiol (E2) in
a sub-sample of the yolk-water homogenate were as previously described
(Schwabl 1993). Eggs were analysed in two batches.

Selection criteria: exploration score

A detailed description of the exploration tests used for selection are provided
elsewhere (Drent et al. 2003). We used 3 tests, briefly described as follows: 1)
The novel environment test allowed birds to explore a room with five artificial
wooden trees for 10 min. The time needed to visit four of the five trees was
converted linearly to a 0-10 scale. A score of 10 means that the bird reached
the fourth tree within one min; a score of 0 means that it did not reach the
fourth tree within 10 min; 2) the novel object test, carried out in two sessions,
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introduced a novel object on one of the outer perches in the home cage. A
penlight battery was used on the first day and an 8 cm pink rubber toy on the
third day. Birds were characterized by assessing the latency to approach the
object and the closest approach of it within 120 sec. The results for each session
were converted linearly to a 0-5 scale. A score of 5 was assigned when the bird
pecked the object, a score of 0 when the bird did not land on the perch with
the object. The sum of the three test scores (0-20) is the trait selected for. A
score of 0 is the extreme “SLOW” and of 20 is the extreme “FAST” bird (Drent
et al. 2003). Realized heritability in the lines was 0.545. From the 3rd generation
onward lines differed on average by more than 10 units of the exploration score
(Drent et al. 2003).

Data analysis

Hormone concentrations were log 10-transformed to obtain normal dis-
tributions. We used hierarchical linear models to accommodate the hierarchical
or nested structure of our data set: individual eggs were nested within clutches,
and clutches within females (two females were sampled in two different years).
We used the MLWin software that accommodates unbalanced data, since we
were unable to collect eggs of each position in the laying sequence from each
female. We fitted two models: In the first, we used line, position in the egg
sequence, their interaction, age and laying date as predictors, in the second
we included laying date and its quadratic function. We performed a backward
stepwise procedure, retaining only those predictors in the model that were
significant (p<0.05). The significance of predictors was tested using the
difference in deviance (or –2log-likelihood values) between two models, the
one that included and the one that did not include the predictor tested. The
difference in deviance is distributed as Chi-square, with the difference in
number of predictors between the models as degrees of freedom. The contrib-
ution of each predictor in a model could be tested by using the ratio of the
estimate for that predictor over its standard error, which gives the t-test statistic.
We tested associations between concentrations of different hormones by
Pearson correlation coefficient. We analysed line differences in breeding
parameters (some of which could not be obtained from all pairs) with unpaired
t-tests.
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S2  Mean concentration (+SE) of yolk steroids in great tit eggs.
(n = 66; A4 =androstenedione; DHT=dihydrotestosterone;
T=testosterone; E=estradiol; B=corticosterone.

THD 4A TSET RTSE

THD

4A 30.0–

TSET 60.0 **47.0

RTSE **43.0 42.0 *92.0

TROC 90.0 *13.0 12.0 32.0

S3 Pearson correlation coefficients for yolk steroids in in
great tit eggs (n = 66, concentrations log 10-transformed).

N = 66 eggs
* p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01
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TSAF WOLS N P

ezishctulC 8.0±3.8 6.1±0.7 )6()9( SN

gnidliubtsenfotesnO 4.6±9.91 2.3±2.73 )9()8( 630.0

gnidliubtsenfodeepS 9.0±52.5 9.0±5.5 )6()8( SN

etadgniyaL 5.5±0.72 9.2±7.24 )6()9( 940.0

noitabucnifotesnO 7.6±4.63 9.1±4.15 )5()7( 790.0

ynorhcnysagnihctaH 3.0±34.0 1.1±8.1 )5()7( SN

S4 Breeding parameters (means, se, n) in the two selection lines

S5. The degree of hatching asynchrony was estimated as follows.
Every day we checked the nest box for egg laying and whether the
bird was incubating (female on the nest, or eggs warm). We used
days incubation before clutch completion as the expected degree
of hatching asynchrony.

S6. Adding laying date of the first egg to the model with line, egg
sequence and the interaction between both, did not improve its
significance. We also tried a model in which the laying date of each
egg was used as a predictor, together with its quadratic function.
This tested the hypothesis, that laying date affects each egg and
that this is a parabolic function over the season sas has been
suggested for house sparrows (J. Mazuc et al. 2003). Being at the
left part of the parabolic function, early laying birds (F-line) would
increase their hormone deposition for each egg over the laying
sequence. Late laying birds (S-line), being at the right part of the
curve, would do the opposite. The model did not yield any
significant result. This supports line as the main explanatory
variable for steroid concentrations.
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This thesis aimed at understanding the nature of the differences between
personalities in an avian species. To pursue this goal two lines of great tits (a
common songbird) bidirectionally selected for early exploratory behaviour
(FAST and SLOW lines) and thought to reflect different personalities were
exploited. Their behaviour and physiology was analysed from early ontogeny
into adulthood under normal and challenging conditions. The observations
included behaviours important under field conditions such as offspring
solicitation (begging), food exploitation, aggression and sexual behaviour, as
well as physiological parameters such as body temperature and corticosterone
secretion. The extent of plasticity was tested at two different levels: that of
developmental plasticity, by manipulation of food availability early in life; and
that of short term stress responses to challenges. This work complemented
three parallel projects: the first two of these were concerned with characterising
wild populations and estimating fitness parameters related to personalities
(N. J. Dingemanse, 2003: “Natural selection and avian personality in a
fluctuating environment”, PhD thesis, NIOO, University of Utrecht; C. Both,
postdoc project, NIOO); the other focussed on the genetic background of the
personalities in great tits (K. van Oers, 2003: “On the genetics of avian
personalities”, PhD thesis, NIOO and University of Utrecht). The four projects
were linked together in a program grant awarded by NWO-ALW to
Dr. T. G. G. Groothuis (coordinator), Dr. P. J. Drent, Prof. Dr. G. de Jong,
Dr. J. M. Tinbergen, Prof. Dr. A. J. van Noordwijk, and Prof. Dr. J. M. Koolhaas.

10.1 CHARACTERISATION

10.1.1 Exploration, agonistic behaviour and sexual behaviour. One of the goals was
to characterise differences between the SLOW and FAST lines in an array of
situations and to check for their consistency and stability. It was important to
determine whether the selection program (Drent et al. 2003) exerted only
specific effects on exploration or if the divergent tit lines would also respond
predictably in other challenging situations. Correlated response would indicate
that selection acted on a “package” of traits (Price & Langen 1992; Drent et
al. 2003), which was generally claimed to be the case. However, the previous
studies in great tits, and also in the most cited selection lines for coping styles
in mice, did not follow longitudinally the same individuals in different or the
same situation for a long time span. They mainly used independent cohorts of
animals belonging to different generations in different tests (e.g. Benus et al.
1991, Verbeek et al. 1998; Marchetti & Drent 2000), or followed individuals
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only phenotypically characterised as FAST and SLOW for 12-18 weeks
(Verbeek et al. 1996; 1999). Moreover, is was of interest to show whether in
the great tit the FAST and SLOW explorers actually fit the distinction of the
proactive and reactive coping described in rodents (Benus et al 1991; Koolhaas
et al. 1999; 2001). Chapter 2 addresses these questions with both a correlational
and a between groups comparison approach.

The results show that exploration predicts agonistic behaviour and that both
are relatively consistent across time. The link between exploration and
aggression is not new in great tits. It was previously shown in first year birds
phenotypically characterised (Verbeek et al. 1996) that exploration outcome
predicts winning in pair-wise confrontations: FAST exploring birds won more
fights. Besides confirming and strengthening the link between exploration and
aggression, the work presented extended the array of situations also to sexual
exploration. In the experiment reported in Chapter 2 the same individuals were
also exposed to a conspecific of the opposite sex, and again FAST animals of
both sexes were quicker in the approach than SLOW animals. Baseline social
exploration levels were higher in the SLOW line than in the FAST line also
in the experiment reported in Chapter 4, where males were exposed to a caged
conspecific before and after a social defeat. The difference in latencies in
novelty and social exploration point to domain generalisation of boldness likely
related to risk assessment, an issue much debated in animal personality research
(e.g. Wilson et al. 1994; Boissy 1995; Coleman & Wilson 1998). That
differences in risk assessment are involved is supported by the data on agonistic
displays in male-male interactions. Slow birds spent more time displaying than
FAST birds.

Display behaviour has the main functions of exchanging information to
resolve contests without escalation and communicate information about
aggressive motivation (Hurd & Enquist 2001). Since in the true confrontation
reported in Chapter 2 all slow birds except one eventually attacked within the
cut-off time, it is wrong to merely conclude that slow birds are not aggressive.
The data show two different types of responders to social interactions,
employing divergent strategies. Spending more time in displaying agonistic
behaviour may characterise risk aversive (cautious or shy) individuals, which
prefer the strategy to delay or avoid physical fight, but also affected by a high
degree of uncertainty.The “diplomatic” strategy of displaying without attacking
may have its advantage when joining a new flock or when the individual is non
territorial, because it may allow to exploit resources or getting a good rank without
taking high risks. Displaying may also decrease aggression in the opponent.
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10.1.2.Consistency, stability and the “package” of traits. Throughout the thesis I
have used the term “consistency” and the term “stability” interchangeably, yet
the results of Chapter 2 show that they point to different things. Consistency
refers to predictability and correlation between different traits; stability is the
lack of change over time. Thus, I have found evidence for consistent relations
between different behaviours over time, although especially the SLOW birds
changed quantitatively in one of these traits in the course of ontogeny (no
stability, but substantial differential plasticity). From an evolutionary perspec-
tive, when analysing adaptive significance of traits one would certainly expect
changes and would be surprised to find true stability (Komers 1997).

Why should behavioural measures correlate, and change at the same time
more in certain individuals than in others? The different traits of these
strategies may have not evolved in isolation, but as a package due to pleiotropy,
gene-linkage or co-selection, so that selection that changes the mean value of
one trait causes the other traits to change as well (Price & Langen 1992; see
also discussion in Drent et al. 2003). This means also that certain traits may
entirely evolve by correlated responses regardless of their primary adaptive,
maladaptive or neutral value. Pleiotropy is a situation in which a single gene
influences multiple phenotypic traits and it occurs frequently in selective
breeding: selecting artificially for one trait (the FAST exploration score in the
great tits) may at the same time unwittingly select for say, high testosterone
levels influencing boldness. The experiment would appear to have selected for
exploration, whereas it was the pleiotropic trait of testosterone production that
was under selection. Gene-linkage is the functional association of more loci on
the same chromosome because they are so close that they do not segregate
independently during meiosis. Fortuitous co-selection could simply occur
because in the founder population two traits instead of one are selected
independently, but simultaneously. The discussion on which of these mech-
anisms is responsible for the observed covariation is beyond the scope of this
discussion and there are no empirical elements in this thesis to support one
explanation instead of another. It is however relevant to point out that
covariation of phenotypic traits is common among populations of a species and
that it can arise also from environmental influences on the phenotype, without
necessary genetic correlation (Armbruster & Schwaegerle 1996).
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10.1.3. Exploration, cognition and food finding.In Chapter 2 an experiment is
reported testing whether differences in exploration reflect cognitive differences
and whether exploration styles affect foraging abilities. The former question
concerns a possible cause of the line differences in information gathering by
different cognitive abilities (e.g. learning or memory). The latter question is
based on the hypothesis that FAST birds are quick, but superficial explorers,
whereas SLOW birds are more cautious, but at the same time more thorough
in exploration (Verbeek et al. 1994; Drent & Marchetti 1999). If this would
be the case, a slow style should be reflected in better abilities in foraging
following changes in food distribution or following a change from a visual to a
more difficult non visual cue advertising the food reward. The results did not
support this prediction. In locating and finding food, birds performed equally
well in a task with a fixed visual cue advertising the reward, equally well when
the visual cue was unpredictably displaced, and equally poorly when the visual
cue was removed. Line differences were evident in the time to complete the
tasks (i.e., to find and eat the reward): FAST birds were quicker than SLOW
and this was the case also when the visual task had to be performed after a long
retention interval. In this latter test FAST birds also made less errors than
SLOW birds, suggesting that they may retain longer information. This result
has to be taken cautiously and the experiment should be replicated because
there was a borderline significant interaction effect in the ANOVA and the
significance was achieved only in a post hoc comparison. The implications of
a possible line difference in memory function would generate a number of
testable hypotheses on the brain mechanisms involved (e.g. hippocampal
function), based especially on the extensive studies carried out in food storing
birds (e.g. Shettleworth 1995).

On the whole, it seems that what affects mostly exploration in a foraging
context is the personality component of exploration measured by latency
measures, the same that emerged also in the other situations described in
Chapter 2.

10.2 COPING WITH STRESS

Coping has mainly been studied from the perspective of stress response
mechanisms by animal physiologists in order to understand individual capacity
and vulnerability to stress-related disorders (e.g. Korte 2001). In this field the
main experimental subjects are laboratory rodents and other domesticated
vertebrates used as animal models of depression and anxiety. Stress procedures
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such as electric shocks, forced swimming or restraint tests are unnatural, and
often raise ethical issues.

The first two chapters of the section describe an experiment on the effects
of a natural model of social stress on behavioural and physiological responses.
Besides the primary question of the characterisation of the lines in the stress
response, this is one of the first attempts to analyse differences and similarities
in the stress response with mammals. The rationale behind this work consisted
of two main predictions. The first was based on results reported by Verbeek et
al. (1999). In a study on social dominance in mixed aviary flocks FAST
individuals (which were usually either the first or the last in the hierarchy rank)
had higher latencies than SLOW individuals to initiate a new interaction after
losing a contest. This suggested that social defeat would have an impact on
subsequent behaviour, especially on the FAST type. In other words, the impact
of social stress could differ in the two types, with potentially important
consequences at the population level, since great tits are highly territorial birds
and population density shows marked seasonal fluctuations in the wild. The
second prediction came from the more extensive work in rats and mice (review
in Koolhaas et al. 1999). In particular, the proactive and reactive styles in mice
have been associated with a differential regulation of the HPA system under
basal and acute stress conditions (Veenema et al. 2003a). Corticosterone
secretion in LAL mice (long attack latency, reactive style) was more sensitive
to ACTH and showed a higher and more prolonged increase following stress
compared to SAL mice (short attack latency, proactive style). The great tit
studies basically confirmed both predictions: birds of the FAST line were more
impaired in activity following social defeat. Birds of the SLOW line showed a
higher HPA responsiveness, similarly to the mice with a reactive style.
Especially the latter provides further support that indeed the great tit lines show
analogy with the mice lines, representing proactive and reactive strategies.
Moreover, they provide the first evidence for physiological differences between
personality types in birds, emerging in response to social stress.

These findings lead to the hypothesis, which remains to be tested in great
tits, but has been tested in mice, that differences in coping strategies are related
to stress susceptibility. The mice work revealed that this is indeed the case
(Veenema et al. 2003b). The LAL mice (reactive style) showed higher
sensitivity to chronic social stress, since they had a longer lasting decrease in
body weight and persistently elevated plasma levels of ACTH and
corticosterone. It is well known from mammalian species that early exposure
to (maternal) stress hormones influences later stress sensitivity (e.g. Catalani
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et al. 2000; Meerlo et al. 2001) This opens the intriguing possibility in birds that
exposure of the embryo to maternal yolk corticosterone determine the stress
susceptibility later in life.

In the natural situation different sensitivity to social stress may have
important consequences, especially in winter and we did our experiment during
this period. Given the line differences we found (activity and adrenocortical
response) and assuming that they fall within the adaptive range, it can be
hypothesised that the behaviour of SLOW birds brings lower costs if they lose
a contest compared to FAST birds. After the autumn many birds without a
territory have the choice of joining a local flock of non-territorial birds, or
disperse (Drent 1979). Joining a flock means being defeated very often by
dominant members. SLOW birds could be more prone to join and stay put in
a flock, waiting for improving their social rank, while FAST birds may decide
soon to disperse or may be forced to change flock.

Both chapters reveal that birds respond to social stress in a similar fashion
as mammals do: they increase corticosterone release, rise body temperature,
and show impairment in activity and exploration. The recovery times from
these effects are however shorter than those reported in mammals (Koolhaas
et al. 1997). It was argued that this may be due to the different experimental
design, since we have exposed birds to a confrontation with an aggressive
intruder for much shorter time compared to the rodent procedures in which
the loser is exposed to the winner for a substantial period of time (Chapter 4).
However, we also think that it is the “quality” rather than the “duration” of a
social contest that has a major impact on the individual’s homeostasis. In our
birds, and also in rodents, no correlation was found between duration of the
social interaction and the responses measured. In Chapter 5 we also established
a rhythm in basal corticosterone secretion for the first time in great tits, which
is similar to that described in a few closely related species. Finally, the
methodology used (faecal sampling) confirmed that the steroid status can be
non invasively assessed from faeces as an alternative to bleeding and without
the possible confounds from handling stress. Compared to species of much
larger size, such as geese, in which gut passage time is 2-3 hours (Kotrschal et
al. 1998), small passerines may provide a better estimate of the plasma stress
hormone levels in relation to the onset of a stressful stimulus.

Chapter 6 reports an experiment in which we challenged birds using a
different stress protocol, only two physiological endpoints and a different pool
of experimental subjects. One of the goals of this study was to provide rapid
and economic methods to characterise wild populations in the field. Therefore,
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we did not use the selection lines, and we measured two simple physiological
parameters (body temperature and breath rate) following a handling stress
paradigm thought to simulate a predator attack (Silverin 1998). We used birds
phenotypically characterised as extreme FAST or SLOW explorers in the
juvenile phase, after they were taken from wild nests, brought in the laboratory
and hand-reared under the same conditions as the birds of the selection lines.
The results show that the stress protocol induced a rapid hyperthermia and an
increase in breath rate, as in rodent studies, and that the hyperthermic rise was
more persistent across time in the SLOW birds than in the FAST birds. This
may be associated with their higher HPA responsiveness, since corticosterone
may produce a temporary fever state. Moreover, a sex difference emerged,
females displaying higher temperature than males overall. This may be caused
by their lower body mass compared to males.

Clearly, the response to social and non-social stress in birds is very similar
to that in rodents and differs, like in mice, between personality types.

10.3 PROACTIVE AND REACTIVE PERSONALITIES

The similarities of the differences in personality traits found in the two selection
lines of great tits with rodent studies have been already discussed in preceding
chapters (especially Chapters 2, 4, 5). In short, the characteristics of the FAST
great tits would correspond to those of aggressive mice (SAL line), adopting a
proactive coping style to obtain control over the social and physical environ-
ment; the characteristics of the SLOW great tits would correspond to those
of non-aggressive mice (LAL line), adopting a reactive coping style.

Do the results of this thesis indeed justify the distinction of proactive and
reactive styles in great tits? Table 1 provides an overview of the line differences
found so far in the FAST and SLOW great tits, pooling the findings of this
thesis with those from colleagues. It also compares the great tit lines with the
SAL/LAL mouse lines in similar tests. On the whole, the comparison yields
resemblance and no contradictions. The resemblance is obvious in aggression
and in the adrenocortical response to stress. Unfortunately, the comparison is
incomplete because many tests carried out in mice have not been carried out
great tits or viceversa. In some instances the testing procedures are different,
being adjusted to the species-specific habits or housing conditions. The
resemblance is evident in the more similar tests (male-male confrontation, both
for agonistic behaviour of the resident and for the effects on the loser). Clearly,
there is urge for similar testing in tits and mice to fill the gaps.
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In the great tit the results lead to the idea that the two types entail a basic
difference in the rate of decision making, which is expressed in the time spent
in agonistic displays and in the latency to approach both social (including a
conspecific of the opposite sex) and non-social objects. The FAST and the
SLOW birds seem to differ in the way they deal with risk assessment and
uncertainty, cutting across most situations. In this respect, the difference is best
expressed by the term “intrinsic”, referring to the FAST individuals that “do
what they always do” taking little care of the environmental cues, opposite to
“extrinsic”, referring to the SLOW individuals that look more at the environ-
ment before taking a decision on what to do next (see also Chapter 1, Table 1).

10.4 ONTOGENY AND PLASTICITY

This section fulfils the second main goal of this thesis: to investigate the role
of epigenetic factors and thereby to assess the developmental behavioural
plasticity of different personality types. Unfortunately, a number of problems
related to the breeding performance of the birds in captivity led to reduce it
to two experiments (2000-2001). I did not succeed in running a cross-fostering
experiment with a decent sample size or doing physiological manipulations early
in ontogeny (1998, 1999). To avoid the risk to lose another breeding season,
it was decided to carry out a yolk hormone manipulation in zebra finches,
looking at long lasting effects on coping responses (2003). This latter work was
collaboration with the project on sex allocation of my friend and colleague
Nikolaus von Engelhardt and the data are currently being of analysed.

It is important at this point to mention some of the problems I encountered
with the great tits: the asynchrony between laying date in captivity and laying
date in the field (usually about two weeks later in the former, especially in the
slow line), hampering the fostering procedure to wild parents; the low hatching
success (45-65%, similar in the two lines) and mainly due to infertility of eggs,
reducing unpredictably the sample size necessary for reliable statistical testing;
frequent occurrence of egg destroying by the males, infanticide, and brood
abandonment when I tried to let the captive parents perform parental care of
their own birds; and finally, high sensitivity to disturbance during the laying
period.

10.4.1 Begging strategies.Before looking at ontogenetic plasticity it was important
to assess if and how early in ontogeny the line difference would emerge
(Chapter 7). Such information was needed to achieve a more complete
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understanding of the emergence and the phenotypic plasticity of distinct
behavioural styles during development. We focussed on begging behaviour, the
offspring solicitations that nestlings display to obtain food from the parents. We
found a profound line difference: FAST chicks solicited for food at higher rates
and intensity than SLOW chicks soon after fledging, already well before
independence. This implies with little doubt that different begging strategies
are under genetic control, a fact usually assumed, but never directly demon-
strated in birds (Kölliker & Richner 2001). The question remains whether the
begging strategies are mediated by maternal hormones, since experimentally
increased levels of yolk androgens enhance begging in gulls chicks (Eising &
Groothuis in press) and also in zebra finches (von Engelhardt et al. 2002), while
the lines differ in maternal androgen deposition over the laying sequence
(Groothuis et al. Chapter 9). Unfortunately, due to very synchronous hatching
patterns, it was impossible to individually identify the nestlings at hatching.
This could have indirectly provided an indication of the prenatal milieu, since
levels of yolk hormones vary predictably with laying order in many bird species
including the great tits of the selection lines (Groothuis & Schwabl 2003;
Groothuis et al. Chapter 9).

10.4.2 Genetic versus environmental influence.I have explained in Chapter 1
(section 1.4) the pitfalls related to the use of heritability estimates, and the
importance to understand development as a continuous interaction process
between genes and the internal and the external environment of the organism.
The results presented in Chapter 8, dealing with a manipulation of rearing
condition during nestling growth achieved via a food rationing treatment,
substantiate this point. The food rationing protocol produced effects overriding
the genetic background. Interestingly, two environmental factors, food
availability and sibling competition, interacted. Different experimental designs
were able to disentangle their action: when half nests were treated, the food
rationed chicks forced the control sibling to higher levels of begging, and in
turn this escalation obscured the treatment effect leading both chicks, including
the control one, to become faster in phenotype. When full nests were treated,
excluding the possibility for a sibling effect, the effect of food rationing emerged.

Field heritabilities obtained in one of the parallel projects revealed lower
figures than the laboratory estimates (Dingemanse et al. 2002). When nature
was brought to the laboratory simulating a food shortage period within the
natural range, the birds of the slow line switched style regardless of the genotype
(Chapter 8). It can therefore be concluded that the behavioural difference of
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the two types of birds arising from the genetic difference is only apparent under
certain conditions, such as the standard condition of captivity. It is experi-
mentally impossible to know the developmental history of a wild great tit
phenotypically characterised as fast, slow or intermediate. The animal could
have switched strategy. Clearly, the role of epigenetic factors is ubiquitous in
personality traits (Francis et al. 2003) and even in strains of cloned animals
behavioural individuality emerge (Iguchi et al. 2001).

It is relevant to point out not only the emergence of line differences but also
their eclipse, which also implies plasticity. I have observed the disappearance
of line difference in several contexts. In most cases they were due to a
unidirectional shift, usually of the slow phenotype towards the fast phenotype
(Chapters 2, 8). The most striking shift occurred following manipulation of
rearing conditions (Chapter 8). In other cases it was the result of a short time
convergent response. A clear example is reported in Fig. 1 (see Chapter 4 for
methods), showing how exposure to social stress causes the lines to converge
in one of the traits they were selected for, the novel object test. Interestingly,
the difference emerged again following the challenge. Its disappearance in the
last day of testing could be due to simple habituation. With this point I like to
stress that the lack of finding differences in a certain trait between personality
types should be treated with caution and be tested in different conditions.

Chapter 10.Chapter 10.Chapter 10.Chapter 10.Chapter 10. General DiscussionGeneral DiscussionGeneral DiscussionGeneral DiscussionGeneral Discussion

Fig. 1. Response to a novel object in males of the two selection lines before (BAS =
baseline day) and after a social defeat (indicated by an arrow). A different novel object,
but similar in colour and shape was used in each test day. For methods see Chapter 4.
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10.4.3 Maternal hormones and personalities. I have mentioned in Chapter 1 that
the development of personalities may be subject of maternal influences. In the
past decade it has become clear that bird embryos are exposed to biologically
relevant concentrations of androgens of maternal origin (Schwabl 1993; Hackl
et al. 2003). These androgens are deposited in the egg yolk in a pattern varying
with the position of the egg in the laying order in a species-specific manner:
in some species concentrations increase (e.g. Groothuis & Schwabl 2003), in
others they decrease with laying order (e.g. Schwabl et al. 1997). This
phenomenon might provide a flexible mechanism of non-genetic inheritance,
which in combination with other ontogenetic effects could explain the inter-
individual variability observed in the expression of overt behaviour. Recent
studies suggest that maternal hormones are associated with a fast hatching time,
increased food begging behaviour, and increased growth rate, leading to the
hypothesis that elevated maternal androgens in the egg have an adaptive value
for the offspring (e.g. Schwabl 1996; Eising et al. 2001; Eising & Groothuis in
press). Moreover, marked differences in hormone levels of clutches of different
females are found in most of these studies, suggesting considerable variation
in this trait. This difference between females is not yet fully understood and
has been linked to environmental factors such as social density and partner
quality (e.g., Gil et al. 1999; Groothuis & Schwabl 2003).

These findings are very exciting, but become even more exciting in view of
our results (Chapter 9) showing that the two selection lines reflecting
personalities differ in maternal androgen allocation. We show for the first time
that the effect of laying order on hormone deposition can be opposite within
the same species independent of age and context and that this relates to
different personalities with a genetic component. FAST females increase their
levels with laying order, whereas SLOW females decrease them. First, this
demonstrate a genetic component in maternal hormones allocation, a finding
that has profound implications for the evolutionary explanations of such
parental effects. Second, it provides a solid framework explaining the between-
clutch variation in hormone levels. Third, it suggests that maternal androgens
underly the development of personalities. The next step would be to experi-
mentally manipulate the prenatal levels and test the personality traits later on.
It is conceivable that the selection trait of the lines is primarily maternal
hormones allocation. To test this one should try to select primarily on pattern
maternal hormone allocation and check whether similar suites of traits develop.

Finally, these results generate a number of hypotheses requiring further
descriptive and experimental work. Among them is the relationship between
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maternal hormone levels, laying date and laying order. A positive relationship
between laying date and degree of hatching asynchrony is well known for the
great tit (Cramp et al. 1993) and it is likely due to a decrease in food availability
late in the season. In our lines we found that FAST females lay their first clutch
earlier than SLOW females. Assuming a beneficial effect of androgens on chick
development and competitiveness, the different hormone allocation patterns
of the two lines fit well with the hypothesis that yolk hormone deposition is
an adaptive form of parental favouritism (Schwabl et al. 1997). FAST females
(laying early in the season) would try to rear full broods in a situation of
compensable hatching asynchrony; SLOW females (laying late in the season)
would favour first chicks over late hatched chicks.

10.4.4 The evolutionary role of epigenetic processes and indirect genetic effects.
Influences coming from the biological/social environment may be both
environmental and genetic. If there is variation in the quality of the environ-
ments provided by others and if that variation reflects, at least in part, genetic
differences between those providing these environments, then these “indirect
genetic effects” can lead to heritability of the environment (Rossiter 1996; Wolf
et al. 1998). Such effects occur when environmental influences on the
phenotype of one individual exert effects on the phenotype of another
individual. When a trait affects the expression of that same trait in conspecifics
(for example aggression or competitive performance), small changes in the
direct genetic component can result in larger changes in the expression of the
trait due to the synergistic feedback that occurs when a trait affects its own
expression. Such effects may lead to complicated patterns of inheritance, but
more importantly they show that many environmental sources of variation
interact contributing to evolutionary change.

For example, a correlation between the genetic component of the parental
(or the offspring) phenotype and direct genetic effects can accelerate, retard,
or change the direction of the evolution, depending on its magnitude and sign.
Such environmental effects can also alter the correlation between offspring
genotype and offspring phenotype, and thus the response to selection. The
sibling effect described in Chapter 8 constitutes an empirical example that may
occur more commonly than we think, given the widespread hatching asyn-
chrony and consequent brood asymmetries with differential food allocation in
altricial birds. Evolution will be accelerated or retarded depending on whether
sustained environmental effects improve or diminish the relationship between
offspring genotype and phenotype. Such a process may be predicted on the basis
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of the results presented in Chapter 8. The evolutionary consequences of these
effects are clear in maternal-effect models, when a change in the mean maternal
phenotype shifts the mean phenotypic value of the offspring in the next
generation. I shall provide here three examples/hypothesis, related to the work
and the findings in the great tits.

1) Yolk androgens of maternal origin differ between the FAST and SLOW lines
(Groothuis et al. Chapter 9). If higher yolk androgen levels result in more
aggressive chicks, a change in the mean androgen levels will result in an
evolutionary change in offspring aggression. Offspring aggression therefore
shows a response to selection on maternal hormones, a factor underlying
behavioural plasticity.

2) Performance of displays differed between the lines (Chapter 2). If a ritualised
agonistic display successfully reduces the expression of physical aggression
in a social partner, then an evolutionary change in that display may lead to
a change in the population level of physical aggression, even when there is
no change in the direct genetic effect on aggression.

3) If food shortage during ontogeny enhances sibling competition and nestmate
effects in a given generation, as was demonstrated (Chapter 8), it might be
that a cohort of very aggressive and competitive, but small animals (because
they grew in poor condition) develop. They might obtain good quality
territories and become excellent fathers producing large, but less aggressive
and competitive offspring. A negative correlation between parents and
offspring in aggression (or in body mass) arises only because of an
environmental effect.

The most striking consequence of such effects is that direct additive genetic
variance (usually expressed as heritability, see Introduction) is not necessary
for predictable evolutionary response to selection. Traits that have no genetic
basis can change across generations because the environment itself can evolve.
When interactions with environmental conditions (such as food availability)
or maternal effects have a large positive effect, the evolutionary change per
generation can be greater than for traits with simple inheritance. By contrast,
negative effects may act to reduce the rate of change per generation. Again,
the importance of this process is more intuitive for traits like aggression or
sibling competitiveness, expected to have positive reciprocal effects on
themselves (i.e. alter the expression of the same trait in social conspecific
partners). The work on mice and great tits (two territorial species) evidenced
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how agonistic behaviour and sibling competition are of central importance and
predictive, in relation to coping strategies and personalities. If the influence
of aggression on aggression is very strong, and if aggression is enhanced by food
shortage (Chapter 8), this trait might evolve faster than expected under
Mendelian inheritance, and also in divergent directions.

10.4.5 Is plasticity a trait under selection?There clearly is plasticity that allows
single genotypes to achieve multiple phenotypes (Komers 1997; Dufty et al.
2002; Stamps 2003). Plasticity may encompass a passive response to the
challenging situation, reflecting low variability of the genetic program
underlying development (phenotypic modulation, Smith-Gill 1983). Some
organisms may be able to activate alternative developmental programs allowing
them to respond actively to adverse conditions (developmental conversion,
Smith-Gill 1983; Caro & Bateson 1986). The results presented in Chapter 2,
together with the more extensive experimental evidence presented in Chapter
8 highlight the idea that phenotypic behavioural plasticity is a character in its
own right (Stearns 1989; Komers 1997; Lowe & Bradshaw 2001), separate from
the mean value of the character over all environments and under its own
genetic control. A recent empirical support to this hypothesis comes from the
characterization of the molecular mechanisms underlying the differences in
behaviour between the SAL and LAL lines of mice. Hippocampal gene
expression profiling revealed that LAL mice have a higher expression of a
number of cytoskeleton genes than SAL mice (Feldker 2003). Cytoskeleton
proteins are likely candidate for the control of neuronal plasticity. In the same
study it was also shown that environmental factors, such as exposure to psycho-
social stress were able to change the expression of such plasticity genes.

An alternative view is that plasticity is a by-product of natural selection on
the phenotypic values of the character states expressed within environments,
and that the same loci that affect the mean phenotype in each environment
also determine its plasticity.

10.5 IS PARTNER PREFERENCE RELATED TO PERSONALITIES?

An important way by which individual behaviour can affect the genetic
variance of a population is non-random mate choice (Bateson 1983, Bouchard
& Loehlin 2001). Positive assortative mating is expected in all situations in
which habitat dependent selection predominates, which can lead to parallel
divergence in the traits of interest. Populations are then divided in subgroups
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homogeneous with respect to coping strategy and allocated according to the
optimal habitat condition. Positive assortative mating could also occur in
situations of frequency dependent selection, assuming that the fitness of
assortative pairs is higher than the fitness of disassortative pairs.

I ran a series of experiments in captivity in order to test the partner
preference in relation to personalities in great tits (Carere et al. 2000). Adult
captive male and female great tits of the F3 and F4 generation were used to
study mate choice in autumn and spring, the two periods of the year in which
pair formation occurs in the wild. Male and female preference was evaluated
exposing the experimental subjects to two stimulus birds at the same time, one
of the FAST and one of the SLOW line, for 30 min. Adult males of the FAST
line consistently preferred females similar for personality both in autumn and
spring, while birds of the SLOW line did not show any clear preference maybe
because they need more time to form one (Fig. 2, details of the methods are
reported in the legend). Since the two lines do not differ in morphological
characters (Carere, unpublished), the results indicate that the birds choose for
the personality of a partner and are able to display a fine-grained discrimination
between conspecific individuals which share most, but not all phenotypic traits
(Terranova et al. 2000). A preference based on personality traits is not surprising
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Fig. 2. Double choice preference test carried out in spring in outdoor aviaries. Frequency
of courtship displays from males of the FAST (n = 10) and the SLOW line (n = 8)
directed towards two stimulus female simultaneously exposed to the experimental
subject. Test duration was 30 min, with inversion of the FAST and the SLOW stimulus
after 15 min to control for side preference. Preference for the FAST female, p = 0.02
(Wilcoxon test).
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and would be expected if the range of differences the animals entail as
expression of the different personalities is reflected in a different quality of the
stimulus, hence affecting attractivity (Godin & Dugatkin 1996).

10.6. CONCLUSION

This work on the great tit lines had two main goals: the characterisation of the
different strategies and the role of epigenetic factors underlying them and their
plasticity. Three main messages emerge:

1) the FAST and the SLOW great tits indeed reflect personality traits
consistent, but not stable, across time and contexts

2) the FAST and the SLOW great tits show a number of similarities with the
proactive and reactive strategies of rodents

3) The development of personalities depends strongly on complex gene-
environment interactions, in which different personality traits can be
affected independently from each other.

The field of animal personality has yet to develop into a coherent, multidisci-
plinary research framework. Rarely personality is the primary interest of animal
researchers. As a consequence, animal personality research has been mostly
sporadic rather than programmatic. I hope that the work presented in this thesis
will stimulate increasing interest in personality of animal behaviour patterns.
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SYNTHESIS

Chapter 1 introduces the background of my work and outlines its goals. Over
the past decade there is a growing awareness that differences between
individuals do not just reflect random noise, but may reveal important biological
information. Individuals of the same species differ consistently in behaviour
across time and situation, and the nature, development, function and evolution
of such differences are only recently being studied. The concepts of coping
strategy and animal personality are discussed, together with those of heritability,
gene-environment interactions (epigenesis) and maternal effects, in the light
of the claim that personality differences are strongly determined by genetic
information. This thesis aimed at understanding the nature and development
of the differences between personalities in a wild avian species. To pursue this
goal, I exploited two lines of great tits (a common songbird, Parus major)
bidirectionally selected for early exploratory behaviour (FAST and SLOW
lines) and thought to reflect different personalities. Their behaviour and
physiology was analysed from early ontogeny into adulthood under normal and
challenging conditions.

Section A depicts the behavioural features of the two lines in an array of
situations and tests the domain generality of the selected trait, its stability and
its consistency. The results presented in Chapter 2 originate from a long-term
longitudinal study. They show consistent individual differences in exploratory
and socio-sexual behaviour across the individual life-span in both lines. The
FAST birds are quicker in the speed of exploration, more aggressive and bolder
than the SLOW birds. These differences have striking similarities with the
“proactive” (FAST) and “reactive” (SLOW) styles previously described in
rodents. Shifts across age were detected, indicating that distinctive modes of
behaviour can change. These changes, the causes of which remain to be
addressed, affected exclusively the SLOW line, but later (Chapter 8) it was
found that the FAST line also shows plasticity. Chapter 2 is of key importance
for the remaining contributions, since it shows that indeed the two selection
lines differ in suites of correlated behaviours, or personalities. At the same time
it introduces plasticity, which is the core issue of the last section. Chapter 3
tests whether the FAST and SLOW birds differ in cognitive abilities in a
foraging context. The question is to what extent the differences between the
two personalities might be attributable to differences in cognitive abilities. The
prediction that the FAST birds (proactive style) act primarily on the basis of
earlier experience or feedforward control, rather than on feedback information
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as in the SLOW birds (reactive style), was supported by a memory-retention
test. The FAST individuals performed better than the SLOW individuals,
suggestive of a better use of information across time. This might explain their
tendency to develop routines and persist longer with a foraging habit, as found
in other studies. Birds of the FAST line were always quicker than birds of the
SLOW line to complete the learning tasks because of their shorter latencies
to initiate them, not due to superior abilities in solving them. The proposition
that SLOW birds are thorough explorers, while FAST birds are superficial
explorers could not be confirmed.

Section B explores how adult individuals characterised by the features
depicted in Section A cope with stress. The concept of coping stems from stress
physiologists working with domesticated animals under artificial conditions, but
behavioural biologists use it to understand the ways in which animals manage
everyday challenges in the natural habitat, such as territorial contests. Chapters
4 and 5 address how the two personalities cope with social defeat, both
behaviourally and physiologically. Chapter 6 looks at the effects of non-social
stress (handling protocol) in individuals hatched from wild parents and only
phenotypically characterised. On the whole, the individuals of the SLOW line
appeared to cope better with stress episodes, since behaviourally they had less
impairments in activity levels (Chapter 4). The higher adrenocortical reactivity
(Chapter 5) and body temperature reaction in the SLOW line (Chapter 6)
support this conclusion.

The characterisation achieved in these two sections allows us to analyse
whether the FAST and SLOW great tits fit the distinction of the proactive and
reactive coping styles, respectively. The resemblance is substantial, but the
differences between the lines may also lie in fearfulness. This would cut across
social and non-social challenging situations and affect risk assessment and
decision making, in turn influencing the composite exploration score.

Section C looks at ontogenetic plasticity, both descriptively, exploring when
and under which circumstances the personalities emerge, and experimentally,
questioning to what extent and for how long individuals are able to change their
personality in response to ontogenetic perturbations. Chapter 7 reports data
on the begging behaviour in nestlings of the two selection lines. Soon after
fledging the FAST nestlings begged for food more persistently and more
vigourously than the SLOW nestlings. Apparently, personalities develop early
during ontogeny in functionally-relevant behaviours. Begging probably reflects
the trait characteristic of the lines in boldness and competitiveness. At the same
time it has implications for the evolutionary explanation of parent-offspring
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conflicts. Apparently, differences in begging have a genetic background, as is
often assumed in theoretical analyses, but so far rarely demonstrated. Chapter
8 evaluates the effects of an experimental manipulation of early food condition
(achieved via food rationing) on the development of the behavioural differ-
ences. Four main findings emerge: (1) Manipulation of food provisioning
affected sibling competition and thereby the future personality traits of the
individuals, overriding genetic factors. (2) An empirical demonstration of a
complex interaction genotype-environment-social environment is provided.
(3) The effect of food rationing differed between the two lines. Although both
lines became faster, the SLOW birds showed more developmental plasticity in
exploration, while the FAST birds showed more plasticity in aggression. (4) The
ontogenetically induced shifts in personality persisted throughout age, although
an overall tendency to become faster with age was observed. Chapter 9
describes yolk hormone allocation in eggs produced by females of the selection
lines. The results show a clear line difference in androgen levels: FAST females
increased levels across the laying sequence, whereas SLOW females decreased
them. The results indicate for the first time that maternal androgen allocation
has a genetic component. Since in birds yolk androgens of maternal origin are
known to influence behavioural development, this opens the possibility for a
causal role of maternal hormones in shaping personalities.

Chapter 10 discusses the findings in a coherent perspective and draws the
main conclusions. (1) The FAST and the SLOW great tits indeed reflect
personality traits consistent, but not stable, across time and contexts. (2) Their
patterns show a number of similarities with the proactive and reactive strategies
of rodents, suggesting a possible generalization across different taxa. (3) The
development of personalities depends strongly on complex gene-environment
interactions, in which different personality traits can be affected independently
from each other.
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SAMENVATTING

Persoonlijkheid als een epigenetisch syndroom van eigenschappen. Een
studie uitgevoerd bij vogels.

Hoofdstuk 1 introduceert de achtergrond en het doel van deze studie. Het
bespreekt het belang van individuele variatie voor het begrijpen van zowel de
sorganisatie als de functie en evolutie van gedrag. De concepten “coping style”
en “personality” worden bediscussieerd. Ook worden, met het oog op de claim
dat deze conzepte sterk door genetische informatie worden gedetermineerd,
erfelijkheid, maternale effecten en gen-omgevings interacties besproken. Het
proefschrift beoogt de aard en de ontogenese van de verschillen in persoon-
lijkheden bij vogels te verklaren.

Om dit doel te bereiken zijn twee lijnen van koolmezen – een veelvoor-
komende zangvogel –gebruikt die genetisch geselecteeerd zijn op exploratie-
gedrag, de zogenoemde “FAST” en “SLOW” lijnen. De veronderstelling is dat
deze dieren verschillen in meer dan dit exploratiegedrag alleen en twee
verschillende persoonlijkheden weerspiegelen. Tijdens de ontogenese werd het
gedrag van de vogels en hun fysiologische gesteldheid geanalyseerd, zowel
onder normale als onder experimenteel gemanipuleerde condities.

Sectie A beschrijft het gedrag van de beide lijnen in een reeks van situaties
en test algemene karaktereigenschappen van de vogels, de stabiliteit en de
consistentie daarvan. Hoofdstuk 2 betreft een longitudinale studie, waarin
beide lijnen gedurende de levensloop een consistent beeld laten zien van
verschillen in het verkenningsgedrag alsmede van het socio-seksueel gedrag.
Wel traden met het ouder worden veranderingen op in het individuele
exploratiegedrag van de dieren van de SLOW lijn op. Dit impliceert dat delen
van de persoonlijkheid veranderlijk kunnen zijn. Hoofdstuk 2 is van belang
voor de overige bijdragen aangezien het laat zien dat de twee geselecteerde
groepen verschillen in een breed spectrum van aan elkaar gecorreleerde
gedragingen. Daarmee bestaat er een basis voor het spreken over verschillende
persoonlijkheden. Tegelijkertijd demonstreert het onderzoek bestaan van een
zekere flexibiliteit in persoonlijkheid, het centrale thema van sectie C.
Hoofdstuk 3 test of er bij de FAST en SLOW vogels verschillen bestaan voor
wat betreft hun cognitieve vaardigheden in een situatie waarin ze voedsel
moeten zoeken. Hierbij is de vraag tot op welke hoogte de verschillen tussen
de beide lijnen veroorzaakt worden door verschillen in cognitieve vaar-
digheden. De voorspelling dat de FAST vogels – de “proactive style” – primair
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op basis van eerdere ervaringen (“feedforward control”), zouden reageren, in
plaats van op basis van feedback-informatie zoals SLOW vogels – de “reactive
style” – wordt ondersteund door een memory retention test waarin de FAST
vogels beter bleken te presteren dan de SLOW vogels. Dit zou de grotere
neiging van FAST vogels om gedragsroutines te ontwikkelen, die uit andere
studies is gebleken, kunnen verklaren. Vogels uit de FAST lijn waren bij het
voltooien van de leertaken altijd sneller dan vogels uit de SLOW lijn. Dit blijkt
het gevolg te zijn van het feit dat de vogels uit de FAST groep minder tijd
verliezen bij het beginnen van de uitvoering van de taak en niet van
superieuriteit in de uitvoering van de gestelde taak. De veronderstelling dat
de vogels die als langzaam gekarakteriseerd zijn, zorgvuldiger onderzoekern,
terwijl de vogels die als snel gekarakteriseerd zijn oppervlakkig onderzoekern,
werd niet bevestigd.

Sectie B onderzoekt hoe volwassen vogels – zoals gekarakteriseerd volgens
de hoofdkenmerken uit sectie A – omgaan met stress. Het concept van coping
is afkomstig van stressfysiologisch onderzoek bij gedomesticeerde dieren in het
laboratorium, maar gedragsbiologen gebruiken het ook om de manier te
begrijpen waarop dieren met uitdagingen in hun natuurlijke omgeving omgaan,
zoals bijvoorbeeld bij een territoriumstrijd. Hoofdstukken 4 en 5 beschrijven
hoe beide persoonlijkheden omgaan met sociale tegenslagen zowel in
gedragsmatig als in fysiologisch opzicht. Hoofdstuk 6 onderzoekt de effecten
van niet-sociale stress (reactie op het vangen en hanteren van de dieren) op
koolmezen die in het wild leven en die alleen fenotypisch gekarakteriseerd zijn.
Over het geheel moet uit de experimenten worden geconcludeerd dat de vogels
uit de SLOW groep beter met stress om konden gaan. Zij lieten in
activiteitsniveau minder verslechteringen zien dan de vogels uit de FAST
groep. Reacties in corticosteron produktie (een stress hormoon, Hoofdstuk 5)
en lichaamstemperatuur, die sterker waren bij koolmezen uit de SLOW groep,
onderschrijven deze conclusie. De karakterisering van de twee groepen mezen
zoals die naar voren komt uit de secties A en B, roept de vraag op of de FAST
en SLOW koolmezen passen bij de omschrijving van de pro-actieve en re-
actieve coping styles. De overeenkomst is substantieel maar de verschillen
tussen de koolmeeslijnen zouden ook verklaard kunnen worden door een
verschil in angstmotivatie. Dit kan de gedragsverschillen in zowel sociale als
niet-sociale situaties verklaren, en tevens de verschillen in exploratiegedrag,
aangezien angst het nemen van risico en de snelheid van het nemen van
beslissingen beïnvloedt, die in sterke mate het exploratiegedrag kunnen
beinvloeden.
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Sectie C houdt zich bezig met de ontogenetische plasticiteit, zowel
beschrijvend als experimenteel. Daarbij wordt de vraag gesteld hoe vroeg
lijnverschillen tot expressie komen en tot op welke hoogte en voor hoe lang
dieren in staat zijn hun persoonlijkheid te veranderen. In hoofdstuk 7 worden
gegevens over het bedelgedrag van kuikens naar de ouders geanalyseerd. Vogels
die afkomstig uit de FAST lijn bedelde al kort na het uitvliegen volhardender
intensiever om voedsel dan de vogels uit de andere lijn. Dit past bij het feit
dat de dieren van de FAST lijn doortastender en competetiever zijn. Kennelijk
ontwikkelen persoonlijkheden zich reeds gedurende de vroege ontogenese. Dit
is relevant voor de evolutionaire verklaring van het ouder-kind conflict. Vaak
wordt in theoretische analyses aangenomen dat genotypen verschillen in hun
bedelstrategie, maar deze veronderstelling was nog niet eerder experimenteel
aangetoond. Hoofdstuk 8 evalueert de effecten van een vroege experimentele
manipulatie van de voedselcondities waaronder de vogels worden groot
gebracht. Drie belangrijke bevindingen komen naar voren: (1) De manipulatie
beïnvloedt de competitie tussen jongen uit een nest en daarmee ook de
toekomstige karaktereigenschappen van de individuen, en domineert daarbij
over genetische factoren. (2) Het effect van het rantsoeneren van voedsel
verschilde tussen de twee groepen. Hoewel de vogels uit beide groepen sneller
werden, kwam dit in de SLOW lijn tot expressie in exploratiegedrag, en in de
FAST lijn in aggressief gedrag. (3) Deze ontogenetisch geïnduceerde
veranderingen in persoonlijkheden blijven gedurende het ouder worden
bestaan, zij het dat er een algemene tendens viel waar te nemen dat de vogels
naarmate ze ouder werden, ook sneller werden. In hoofdstuk 9 worden
lijnverschillen beschreven in hoeveelheid sex hormonen, die door de moeder
aan de eidooier worden meegegeven. Koolmezen leggen iedere dag een ei tot
het broedsel (soms meer dan tien eieren) compleet is. De hoeveelheid hormoon
in het ei blijkt af te hangen van de positie van het ei in de legvolgorde, maar
voor beide lijnen op een tegengestelde wijze. FAST vrouwtjes verhoogden de
niveaus van de mannelijke geslachtshormonen gedurende de eileg, terwijl de
SLOW vrouwtjes deze juist verlaagden. Hiermee wordt voor het eerst een
genetische invloed op de depositie van maternale hormonen gedemonstreerd.
Omdat deze hormonen de gedragsontwikkeling kunnen beinvloeden, suggereren
de resultaten dat de ontwikkeling van persoonlijkheid mede door maternale
hormonen beinvloed wordt.

Hoofdstuk 10 geeft een synthese van de vorige hoofdstukken en vat de
belangrijkste conclusies samen: (1) De FAST en SLOW lijnen reflecteren
inderdaad twee persoonlijkheden, die consistent verschillen in verschillende
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situaties en leeftijden, hoewel ze binnen een individu wel veranderen met de
leeftijd. (2) Deze persoonlijkheden laten een grote overeenkomst zien met de
gevonden pro-actieve en re-actieve copingsstrategien van knaagdieren, wat
suggereert dat dieren van geheel verschillende systematische groepen eenzelfde
fundamenteel verschil in de gedragsorganisatie laten zien. (3) De ontogenese
van persoonlijkheden is sterk afhankelijk van gen-omgevingsinteracties, waarbij
verschillende aspecten van een persoonlijkheid onafhankelijk van elkaar
beïnvloed kunnen worden.
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SINTESI

Personalitá animali: un insieme di tratti determinato da processi epigenetici

Il Capitolo 1 introduce le basi culturali e scientifiche del mio lavoro e ne
tratteggia gli obiettivi. Nell’ultimo decennio il tema della variabilitá
intraspecifica ha destato un interesse progressivamente crescente ed é maturata
la consapevolezza che le differenze individuali costituiscano una fonte di
informazioni biologiche rilevanti. Individui appartenenti alla stessa specie
differiscono in maniera stabile nel tempo nei loro fenotipi comportamentali
indipendentemente da fattori come sesso, etá e contesto. L’origine, i processi
di sviluppo, le funzioni e l’evoluzione di tali differenze sono stati presi in
considerazione solo di recente dai biologi del comportamento. In questo
capitolo vengono discussi i concetti di “strategia di risposta” (coping strategy) e
“personalitá” insieme a quelli di ereditabilitá, epigenesi (interazioni genotipo-
ambiente) ed effetti materni, partendo dall’ipotesi che i tratti di personalitá
siano determinati da una forte componente genetica. Il mio lavoro ha
riguardato la caratterizzazione e i processi di sviluppo che sono alla base della
differenziazione in “tipologie” di personalitá in una specie ornitica territoriale
ben nota e dettagliatamente studiata soprattutto da ecologi del comportamento,
la cinciallegra (Parus major). Ho utilizzato due linee di cinciallegre provenienti
da un programma di selezione artificiale bidirezionale (linee “FAST” e
“SLOW”) che si riteneva rappresentassero differenti personalitá. Ho analizzato
il comportamento e la fisiologia di queste due linee dalle prime fasi dello
sviluppo ontogenetico allo stadio adulto, in condizioni standard e in risposta
a condizioni ambientali variate sperimentalmente.

La Sezione A descrive i tratti comportamentali esibiti delle due linee in una
gamma di situazioni sperimentalmente controllate (per esempio
comportamento  di foraggiamento o in risposta a uno stimolo di natura sociale)
e analizza la generalizzazione dei tratti selezionati e la loro stabilitá nel tempo.
I risultati presentati nel Capitolo 2 derivano da uno studio a lungo termine e
dimostrano come le differenze nel comportamento esplorativo e socio-sessuale
siano relativamente stabili nel corso della vita di un individuo in entrambe le
linee. Gli individui FAST sono stati consistentemente più veloci nel
comportamento esplorativo e più aggressivi e “spavaldi” degli individui SLOW.
Queste differenze sono molto simili a quelle osservate nei topi delle linee
“reactive” e “proactive” in analoghi studi di genetica del comportamento.
Tuttavia sono stati osservati cambiamenti delle prestazioni esplorative nel
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tempo. Cio` suggerisce che stili comportamentali distinti e con una forte
componente genetica non sono necessariamente rigidi, ma possono mutare nel
tempo. Queste modificazioni, di cui non é stato possibile identificare le cause,
riguardavano esclusivamente la linea SLOW. Tuttavia viene in seguito mostrato
(Capitolo 8) che anche la linea FAST esibisce una certa plasticitá
comportamentale. Il Capitolo 2 é di importanza cruciale e propedeutico per gli
altri capitoli in quanto mostra come le due linee differiscano effettivamente in
un insieme di comportamenti intercorrelati, proprio come se rappresentassero
differenti personalitá. Al tempo stesso introduce il tema della plasticitá
comportamentale, che costituisce l’argomento centrale dell’ultima sezione. Il
Capitolo 3 riporta l’esito di una serie di test, basati sull’offerta di ricompense
in cibo nascoste, finalizzati a stabilire se le due linee differissero nelle abilitá
cognitive. La domanda di partenza era che le differenze tra le linee fossero
riconducibili a tale fattore. L’ipotesi che gli individui FAST (proactive style)
basino le risposte comportamentali maggiormente sulle esperienze recenti
(mentre gli individui SLOW le basino maggiormente su una più marcata
reattivitá agli stimoli che si percepiscono durante gli atti comportamentali) ha
trovato conferma in un test di ritenzione delle informazioni acquisite: gli
individui FAST hanno mostrato migliori prestazioni degli individui SLOW. Ciò
potrebbe anche spiegare la spiccata tendenza dei primi a sviluppare
comportamenti abitudinari (routine formation) che é stata osservata in
precedenti studi. Gli individui FAST sono stati sempre più veloci degli individui
SLOW nel completare le prove e nell’ottenere le ricompense, ma ciò era dovuto
alle più brevi latenze prima di iniziare l’attivitá esplorative piuttosto che a una
superiore capacitá nel risolverle. L’ipotesi che gli individui SLOW siano degli
“esploratori accurati” e gli individui FAST siano invece degli “esploratori
superficiali” non é stata supportata da questo studio.

La Sezione B descrive come gli individui adulti delle due linee affrontano
le situazioni di stress (coping). Il concetto di coping deriva dagli studi di fisiologia
dello stress che vengono condotti su animali di laboratorio in condizioni
artificiali, ma i biologi del comportamento se ne servono per comprendere le
modalitá con cui gli animali affrontano i problemi quotidiani nel loro ambiente
naturale. I Capitoli 4 e 5 mostrano come le differenti personalitá rappresentate
dalle due linee affrontano una situazione di stress derivante da un evento di
subordinazione in uno scontro territoriale (social defeat). Il Capitolo 6 é invece
dedicato agli effetti dello stress di origine non sociale (protocollo di cattura e
handling). In questo caso sono stati utilizzati individui provenienti direttamente
da popolazioni selvatiche e caratterizzati soltanto fenotipicamente per un tratto
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comportamentale ritenuto indicatore attendibile della personalitá. Nel
complesso gli individui della linea SLOW sembrerebbero affrontare situazioni
di stress meglio degli individui della linea FAST. Infatti gli individui SLOW non
hanno subito riduzioni nei livelli di attivitá (Capitolo 4) e hanno mostrato una
maggiore reattivitá corticosurrenale (Capitolo 5). Nel paradigma di stress non
sociale hanno mantenuto più a lungo l’innalzamento della temperatura
corporea (Capitolo 6) rispetto agli individui FAST.

La Sezione C si occupa della plasticitá ontogenetica, sia con un approccio
descrittivo, esplorando quando e in quali circostanze le differenze tra le due
linee emergano, sia con un approccio sperimentale, chiedendosi di quanto e
per quanto tempo le personalitá siano in grado di modificarsi in risposta a
manipolazioni durante l’ontogenesi. Il Capitolo 7 presenta i dati riguardanti
il comportamento di richiesta del cibo da parte dei nidiacei (begging).
Immediatamente dopo l’involo i nidiacei FAST hanno manifestato tale
comportamento con maggior persistenza e vigore rispetto ai nidiacei SLOW.
Dunque la personalitá emergerebbe giá precocemente esprimendosi in contesti
comportamentali di elevata rilevanza funzionale. Tali differenze precoci sono
coerenti con le caratteristiche delle due linee: nidiacei FAST spavaldi e
competitivi contrapposti a nidiacei SLOW timidi e poco competitivi. Questi
risultati rivestono una notevole importanza anche in una prospettiva evolutiva,
relativamente al fenomeno del conflitto prole-genitori. Essi infatti dimostrano
come le differenze nelle strategie di begging abbiano una componente genetica,
un fatto che é stato sempre assunto, ma mai dimostrato nei modelli teorici per
la risoluzione del conflitto. Il Capitolo 8 valuta gli effetti di una manipolazione
dei livelli di fame, ottenuta tramite razionamento quantitativo del cibo, sullo
sviluppo delle differenti personalitá durante le prime fasi ontogenetiche. Sono
emersi quattro risultati principali: (1) La manipolazione della risorsa cibo ha
esercitato un effetto sulla futura personalita mediato dalla competizione fra
nidiacei, sovrapponendosi significativamente ai fattori genetici. (2) é stata
dimostrata empiricamente una complessa interazione genotipo-ambiente-
ambiente sociale. (3) L’effetto del razionamento del cibo é stato differente nelle
due linee. Sebbene entrambe abbiano sviluppato un comportamento
esplorativo più veloce in seguito alle esperienze di affamamento, la linea SLOW
ha mostrato una maggiore capacitá di cambiare la traiettoria di sviluppo attesa
geneticamente; la linea FAST ha invece mostrato una più spiccata plasticitá
nel comportamento aggressivo, dato che gli individui affamati sono divenuti
ancora più aggressivi. (4) I cambiamenti ontogenetici indotti sperimentalmente
non hanno subito mutamenti sostanziali nel tempo, sebbene sia stata osservata
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una tendenza generale a manifestare un comportamento esplorativo più veloce
col crescere dell’etá. Il Capitolo 9 riporta i livelli di ormoni materni presenti
nelle uova deposte da femmine adulte appartenenti alle due linee. I risultati
hanno rivelato una marcata differenza per quanto riguarda gli androgeni: le
uova delle femmine FAST hanno mostrato livelli che aumentavano con la
sequenza delle uova deposte, mentre quelle delle femmine SLOW hanno
mostrato livelli in progressiva diminuzione. Tali dati sono i primi a evidenziare
un effetto genetico sui livelli di ormoni materni presenti nel tuorlo. Poichè gli
androgeni di origine materna esercitano importanti effetti sullo sviluppo e la
maturazione del comportamento del nidiaceo, questo studio li pone come
potenziali candidati per un ruolo causale nello sviluppo delle personalitá.

Il Capitolo 10 discute i risultati complessivi dell’intera tesi, li sintetizza e
trae le principali conclusioni: (1) Gli individui FAST e SLOW presentano
effettivamente differenti personalitá ovvero insieme di tratti coerenti e
intercorrelati anche in differenti contesti, ma non necessariamente stabili nel
tempo. (2) I loro fenotipi comportamentali mostrano molte similaritá con le
strategie di risposta “reactive” e “proactive” dei roditori. (3) Lo sviluppo della
personalitá dipende da complesse interazioni genotipo-ambiente in cui tratti
differenti possono essere modificati indipendentemente l’uno dall’altro.
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